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Kinetics and Transport Processes in 

Aqueous Polysulfide Electrode Reactions 

Philip Michael Lessner 

Abstract 

1 

Fundamental and applied research on the aqueous sulfide/polysulfide redox couple has been 

carried out, motivated by its possible use in photoelectrochemical cells (PEes) and redox bat-

teries. Recent work on PEes has concentrated on the reactions at photoelectrodes. Much less 

attention has been given to the development of efficient redox electrodes which can be used as a 

counterelectrode in a PEe or as an electrode in a redox cell. The objectives of the present work 

are to obtain information on the electrochemical and chemical reactions of the aqueous 

sulfide/polysulfide redox couple and to use that information to design a stable and efficient redox 

electrode. 

Previous chemical and spectroscopic investigations have shown that, when an alkali metal 

sulfide and sulfur are dissolved in water, monosulfides (H2S, HS-, and S2-), polysulfides (S;-, 

x=2 to 5), and sulfur radicals (S2") are present in equilibrium with one another. At equilibrium, 

the alkaline polysulfide electrochemical reactions can be represented by: 

(1) 

We have shown that the electrochemical measurements performed by other investigators corre-

late well with Reaction 1 and an equilibrium model that is based on chemical and spectroscopic 

analyses. 

The kinetics of the aqueous polysulfide redox couple were investigated usmg a transient 

potential step technique in a solution 1 M in Sa and 1.3 M in total S2., at pH 12. This pH was 

selected in order to minimize the disproportionation of polysulfides to thiosulfate and sulfide. 

The low-overpotential region (-25 to +25 m V) was investigated for cobalt and platinum 
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electrodes from 25 to 80 'C. The active species concentration was found to be several orders of 

magnitude lower than those of any of the major (poly)sulfide ions, and its temperature depen

dence corresponded to an Ea of about 10 kcal/mole. These results are consistent with the idea 

that the electrochemically active species is S2". Deviations were found between experimental data 

for temperatures above 45 'C and the simple analytical form of the current response for an elec

trode reaction with one rate-determining step. The results agree with a new model proposed 

here that considers two rate-determining steps, one of which is the homogeneous chemical reac-

tion: 

(2) 

The rate constants for this reaction determined using this new model agree with those measured 

for similar reactions. Exchange current densities (io/v) were on the order of 1 mA/cm2 at 60 'C. 

The steady-state current density-overpotential relationships for cobalt and platinum rotat

ing disk electrodes were determined for a range of temperatures. A model was developed .to take 

into account the rate of Reaction~2 as-well as a finite heterogeneous reaction rate. The parame--

ters determined by the potential step method could be -used with this model to explain the 

current density-overpotential behavior in the low-overpotential cathodic region. At higher over

potentials in the cathodic region a second cathodic reaction was evident. This second cathodic 

reaction was less prominent when the current densities were lower (as on Pt electrodes) or when 

the S2" concentrations were higher (as temperature increased). 

The addition of 13 mole-% OMF to the aqueous polysulfide solution was found to increase 

significantly the current density, at a given temperature and overpotential, by increasing the 

equilibrium concentration of the electrochemically active sulfur radical anion. In the range of 

overpotentials studied, the first cathodic reaction wave becomes much more prominent. 

Although independent quantitative data are lacking for the OMF-water mixtures, the use of rea

sonable values for kr and io/v allows the quantitative prediction of the observed cathodic 

behavior in the temperature range of 25 to 17 'C. 

.. 
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The results of the rotating disk work indicate that porous electrodes are required for the 

counterelectrode in a PEC utilizing the aqueous sulfide/polysulfide redox couple in order to meet 

a design goal of supporting 10-20 mA/cm2 at less than 50 m V overpotential. A flow cell for test-

ing flow-through porous electrodes was constructed and operated. The effect of electrode 

material, temperature, flow rate, and the addition of DMF on electrode performance were stu-

died. Ni electrodes showed some evidence of initial corrosion. Co (plated on Ni screens) and 

MoS2 (grown by reaction of S vapor with Mo on expanded-metal mesh) electrodes gave similar 

performances which were more than adequate to meet the design goals. Flow rate variation 

between 0.1 liter/min and 1.6 liter/min had only a small effect on the current density-

overpotential curves. Raising the temperature and/or the addition of DMF had much larger 

effects. These observations are in accord with the steady-state results obtained on the rotating 
:1'"" <. ' '. ',; 

disk electrodes. 
',~ 

The design of aqueous polysulfide-based PEes is discussed from the standpoint of electro- -t;. .k. 
., 

lyte composition, heat transfer, and absorption of light by the electrolyte. Important aspects of .. 
polysulfide chemistry in its relation to redox battery cycling are also discussed. 

'. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Applications of the Aqueous Polysulfide Electrolyte 

Due to the uncertainty in world petroleum prices and availability, there has been a 

renewed interest in alternative sources of energy (1), along with a substantial effort to develop 

new energy storage technologies (2). Electrochemical energy storage and generation can be used 

for load leveling in electric utility networks (3), electric vehicle propulsion (4), and to store 

energy from advanced energy conversion systems which produce power intermittently (5) (such 

as solar and wind energy conversion). The aqueous polysulfide redox couple has shown promise 

for use in both energy conversion (photoelectrochemical cells (PECs)) and energy storage (redox 

batteries). This thesis reports on some aspects of the electrochemistry of the aqueous polysulfide 

redox couple and the development of efficient redox electrodes for use in PECs or redox batteries. 

PECs are possible alternatives to solid-state photovoltaic cells. The maximum theoretical 

conversion efficiency of any single solar cell is a function of the bandgap of the semiconductor. 

Figure 1-1 illustrates this point. Table 1-1 shows that aqueous polysulfide electrolytes are useful 

in stabilizing several semiconductor photoelectrodes with bandgaps near the maximum shown in 

Figure 1-1. 

Recently, aqueous polysulfide based PECs have been produced with efficiencies greater than 

12% (8). Such efficient cells have been produced by a combination of semiconductor and redox 

Table 1-1: Photoelectrochemical Cells Employing Aqueous Polysulfides 

Semiconductor 13andgap (ev Electrolyte 17].ff Comments /Ref. 
n-CdSe 1.7 1 M Na..,S 1 M S 1 M NaOH 8.4% Single Crystal 1/6) 

n-CdSe 1.7 2.5 M Na...,S 1 M S 1 M NaOH 5% Film 7) 

n-CdSeo_-Rn Teo:\" 1.47 1.8 M Cs?S 3 M S 0.5 mM CuSO 12.7% Single Crystal 81 
In-CulnS~ 1.4 3 M Na..,S 3 M S 4 M KOH 4.95% Measured at 69 'c 9) 

in-CulnSe? 1.0 3 M N~S 3 M S 4 M KOH 7.47% Measured at 73 'c 9) 
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electrolyte modifications. Differences in preparation techniques (10) and modification of the sem

iconductor surface (11) have both led to improvements in efficiency and stability. Changing the 

polysulfide solution composition has also led to improved photoelectrochemical cells (8,12-14). 

A photoelectrochemical cell requires an efficient counterelectrode in addition to a photoelec

trode. If the overpotential at the counterelectrode is high, then cell efficiency will be reduced 

(15). Previous work ,on the polysulfide redox system has shown that several transition metals 

and transition metal sulfides 'are good electrocatalysts (15-17). However, more work-is needed to 

gather fundamental kinetic information and develop procedures for making and testing these 

electrodes in a form that can be used in practical cells. 

Redox batteries are a class of energy storage systems that have been proposed for load lev

eling in power plants and storage of solar-generated electricity. In a redox cell both forms of the 

redox couple are soluble. Energy is stored or removed by converting from one soluble form to 

another on an electrocatalytic porous electrode. An example of a system that has undergone 

significant development is the NASA iron-chromium system (18,19). Advantages of redox bat

teries include versatility in sizing, long cycle life, and relatively low temperature of operation. 

To be practical, a redox electrolyte must have high solubility, be low in cost, and have 

good kinetics on a low-cost redox electrode. Table 1-2 compares the aqueous polysulfide electrcr 

lyte with other proposed redox electrolytes. From the cost and storage capacity standpoint, it 

offers improvements over other proposed electrolytes. The redox electrode would need to have 

electrocatalytic properties similar. to those of the counterelectrode for a PEC. 

PECs' could also be used in an in' situ storage arrangement. This would be·a three-

electrode cell with a photoelectrode, redox electrode, and storage electrode. A membrane would 

separate the storage electrode from the photoelectrode and redox electrode. Aqueous polysulfide 

PECs have been tested using this scheme. Both Sn/SnS (22) and Zn/Zn(OH);- (23) have been 

used as storage electrodes. 
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Table 1-2: Comparison of Redox Electrolytes 

Electrochemical Storage Capacity Cost Comments Ref. 
Couple (A-hr /liter) (Dollars}kA-hr) 

Fe3+jFe2+ 27 4.50 Chromium/Iron Redox Battery, (19) 
V = 1.2 V 

Cr3+/Cr2+ 24 4.50 See above (19) 
Fe(CN)g-/4- 32 12.00 Zinc/Ferricyanide Battery, (20) 

VM = 1.74 V 

Br-jBr2 41 15.00. Zinc/Bromine Battery, (21) 
Vn • = 1.7 V 

S2-/S 80 2.25 -

1.2. Organization of This Thesis 

This thesis is organized into six chapters and five appendices. Chapter 2 discusses previous 

work on the chemistry, electrochemistry, and photoelectrochemistry of aqueous polysulfides. 

Several detailed studies on the distribution of (poly)sulfide ions in aqueous solution were reported 

in the late 1960's and early 1970's. Some of the previous electrochemical thermodynamic work is 

reexamined in light of these studies. 

Chapter 3 discusses the use of transient experiments to elucidate aqueous polysulfide elec-

trochemistry. The use of the potential step method is the focus of this chapter, but linear sweep 

voltammetry and the current steps are also discussed. The experimental results did not ade-

quately fit the existing theory for a single rate-determining step redox reaction. A new theory 

that accounts for processes in the aqueous polysulfide electrolyte is presented. Appendix C 

discusses the application.of. this theory to other systems and the computer implementation in 

more detail. 

Chapter 4 presents the results of rotating disk experiments: These experiments were per-

formed in order to obtain steady state design data and determine the current-overpotential rela-

tionship outside the linear overpotential region. A model was written to account for processes 

occurring in solution and at the electrode-electrolyte interface. The agreement between the 

parameters for this model and those used in the model for the transient experiments is discussed, 

and areas where· the model disagrees -with experiment are noted. Data on the effect of the 
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addition of dimethylformamide (DMF) to the aqueous polysulfide solution are compared with 

data on the electrode response in pure aqueous solution. 

Chapter 5 discusses the results of porous electrode experiments. A cell for flow-through 

porous electrode experiments was designed, built and operated. The preparation of the electr()oo 

catalyst:s and their performance are discussed. 

Chapter 6 uses the experimental information in this thesis to give preliminary design infor

mation for aqueous polysulfide-based PECs and redox batteries. The effect of temperature, 

redox electrode structure, and redox electrode configuration are examined. 
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Chapter 2 

Previous Work on the Aqueous Polysulfide System 

2.1. Aqueous Polysulfide Chemistry 

A major feature of sulfur chemistry is the ability of sulfur to form homonuclear·chains·or 

rings. One form of solid sulfur is an S8 ring. In the gaseous state sulfur forms chains with 

lengths of 2-8 atoms. In some non-polar solvents, such as CS2, sulfur dissolves in the form of 

chains or rings. Molecular sulfur is sparingly soluble or insoluble in polar solvents. If the sulfide 

ion is present, sulfur atoms can link to the sulfide ion forming polysulfide species (S;-, where x 

ranges from 2 to a maximum that depends on the nature of the solvent). Polysulfide ions have 

been found in melts of alkali metal sulfides and sulfur (24,25), in molten solvents (24,25), in 

organic solvents (26), and in aqueous solution. (27,28). 

Several sulfur-bearing species are present in aqueous solution depending-on the tempera-

ture, the pH and the sulfur to sulfide ratio (X.), where X. is defined as the ratio of total zero-

valent sulfur to total sulfide: 

EnCsaS2-
x. = ------=---:==---

CH~+CHS-+CS2-+ ECsaS2-
(2-1) 

EnCsaS2- will be abbreviated as CS(O)' It is to be emphasised, however, that there is no molecu-

lar sulfur in aqueous solution; CS(O) is just an convenient shorthand. Solution composition could 

affect interfacial kinetics if the different sulfur species have different kinetic activities. Mass 

transport processes would be important if an active sulfur species was present in low concentra-

tion. Table 2-1 lists the species that can be present and some measured equilibrium constants. 

Teder (33) found that, for a factor of eight change in x., several minutes were required to estab-

lish equilibrium among the polysulfides in Reactions 2-4 through 2-6. The rates of Reaction 2-7 

and similar disproportionation reactions are slow; this is discussed in more detail below. The 



~quation Kj 

2-2 Kal 

2-3 Ka2 

2-4 Kl/2 

2-5 K2/3 

2-6 K3/ 4 

2-7 Kt/ 3 

2-8 Kd 

Table 2-1: Equilibria in Aqueous Polysulfide Solutionst 

10gK= * + BT + C + D v'i 
Reaction A B C 

H2S +=t H+ + HS- -1158 -3.10 

HS- +=t H+ + S2- -1,426 -12 .. 0 

sg- + HS- + OH- +=t 2S~- + H2O -4.2 

2Si- + HS- + OH- +=t 3Sg- + H2O -1.75 

3Sg- + HS- + OH- +=t 4Si- + H2O 5.6 

~St- + 80H- + H20 +=t 3S20~- + 10HS- -48,168 0.28551 ~61.2 

S1- +=t 2S; -4,533 6.42 

7 

D lRange, ( ·C) 

15-35 

15-270 

0.35 20-140 

0.35 20-140 

p.35 20-140 

0.90 150-210 

100-250 

fMost of the equilibrium constants in this table were calculated from observations on dilute (less 

than 0.1 M) solutions of polysulfides. The equilibrium constants are not corrected for the (unk-

nown) activities of the polysulfide ions. In the more concentrated solutions employed here some 

deviation between the calculated species concentrations and actual species concentration might 

be expected. 

rate of Reaction 2-8 was measured in the experiments of Chapters 3 and 4. 

Polysulfide ions, monosulfide ions, and sulfur radicals (such as S;, supersulfide) can coexist 

in aqueous solution. Table 2-2 shows the distribution of species in a solution which is 1.3 M in 

total S2-, 1 M in So, and at a pH of 12 (the reasons for choosing these conditions will be 

explained below). The computer programs used to calculate the species distributions in Table 2-

2 using the equilibrium constants of Table 2-1 are listed in Appendix A. S;- with x = 2 to 5 are 

formed in aqueous solution. Early work based on electrochemical measurements (34-36) 

Ref. 

(29) 

(30) 

(27) 

(27) 

(27) 

(31) 

(32) 
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Table 2-2: Species Concentrations in 1.33 M S2-, 1 M S at pH=12 

Temperature 25·C 63·C 80·C 

Ion Conc. % of SO Conc. % of SO Conc. % of SO 

HS- 0.991 M 0.991 M 0.991 M 
S2- 7.9 JlM 27 JlM 43 JlM 
Si- 0.22 mM 0.02 0.22 mM 0.02 0.22 mM 0.02 
S~- 0.025 M 5.04 0.025 M 5.04 0.025 M 5.04 
Si- 0.33M 89.87 0.33M 89.85 0.33M 89.82 
Sg- 0.013 M 5.07 0.013 M 5.07 0.013 M 5.07 

82'- 22,.JlM ,0.004 ,0.16 mM 0.024 0.36 mM 0.054 

suggested that polysulfides with x=2 to 6 were formed in significant amounts in the pH range of 

10 to 13. More recent chemical (28,37) and spectroscopic (27,38-40) investigations that have 

shown that Si- is the major polysulfide species over the range of compositions of interest in pho-

toelectrochemical work (although there is some variation in the equilibrium constants obtained). 

The major monosulfide .species is HS- (bisulfide). Recent work"using ultraviolet (30) and, raman 

(41) spectroscopy has shown that.s:-'is a very strong base (Reaction.2-3), and it will be present 

in appreciable.quantities only in highly alkaline solution. The'concentrations of the polysulfide·, 

ions do. n?t, depend appreciably on, temperature (31), whereas the concentration, of the 

supersulfide radical anion is strongly dependent on temperature (32). 

Sulfur oxyanions such as S20~- (thiosulfate) and SO i- (sulfate) can also be present. 

Polysulfide ions can be converted into sulfur oxyanions by three principal methods: exposure to 

oxygen, electrochemical oxidation, and homogeneous disproportionation. Chen and Morris (42) 

investigated the oxidation,of aqueous ,sulfide by 02' To avoid this degradation,mechanism, aque-

ous polysulfide solutions should be stored and handled under an inert atmosphere. As will be 

discussed in Section 2.2, no appreciable electrochemical oxidation to sulfur oxyanions can take 

place at anodic overpotentials less than 200 m V. Aqueous polysulfide ions undergo disproportio-

nation to thiosulfate (31,43,44) in alkaline solutions, and they decompose to sulfur and H2S in 

acid solutions (43). Photoelectrochemical cells use aqueous polysulfide solutions in the alkaline 

pH range, and therefore acid decomposition is unimportant in this work. The equilibrium 

amount of thiosulfate is dependent on temperature, pH, and Xc (see Equation 2e 7 in Table 2-1). 
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It increases as temperature and Xs increase. At lower pH, where Sg- and S;- are the major 

species, the equilibrium thiosulfate concentration increases with increasing pH. At very high pH, 

the concentration of thiosulfate decreases because the kinetically stable lower polysulfide ions Sl-

and S~- are the dominant species. 

Fortunately the rate of disproportionation can be made sufficiently slow so that aqueous 

polysulfide solutions can exist metastably. Giggenbach (44) has identified Sg- as the polysulfide 

ion most active for disproportionation. The disproportionation reaction can be represented as: 

Sl- + 30H- .;:::!' S20l- + 3HS

with a rate expression given by (44): 

dCst" ----= 
dt 

The rate constants depend on temperature in the following manner'(44): 

log kr = -5~00 + 10.9 

-9800 
log kr = T + 10.5 

(2-10) 

(2-11(a)) 

(2-n(b)) 

Aqueous polysulfide solutions used in photoelectrochemical cells must have both sulfur 

(present as polysulfide) and sulfide (present as bisulfide or polysulfide) in quantities that will sup-

port current densities in excess of 10 mA/cm2. It has been found empirically that concentrations 

on the order of 1 mole/liter are needed for both sulfur and sulfide. An optimum solution compo-

sition would have a high electrochemical kinetic activity and would only undergo disproportiona-

tion to thiosulfate slowly. 

Equations 2-10 and 2-11 show there are several ways to decrease the rate of disproportiona-

tion. A decrease in pH or an increase in CHS- will decrease the forward rate of reaction. The 

dependence on CHS- is stronger. Two ways to increase the bisulfide concentration would be to: 

1. Lower the sulfur concentration at a constant sulfide concentration 
2. Increase the sulfide concentration at a constant sulfur concentration 

The first option would decrease the total amount of sulfur in solution and shift the equilibria 

" ... '~ ~ 
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toward lower polysulfide ions. This might have an adverse effect on electrode kinetics (see the 

discussion in Section 2.2 and Chapters 3 and 4). The utility of the second option is limited by 

the solubility of sodium sulfide, which is about 2.5 M at room temperature. However, the recent 

discovery that potassium sulfide is more soluble than sodium sulfide (45,46) might make this 

option viable in the future. 

The,pH of the solution can be varied more readily than the bisulfide concentration. Three 

methods of pH control may be possible: 

1. Addition of H2S to the polysulfide solution 
2. Addition of another acid (such as sulfuric acid) 
3. Use of a buffer solution 

Both options 1 and 2 have been used in previous work (17,44) and in.this work. Option 1 has 

the advantage that no foreign anions (that might be adsorbed) are introduced. Option 3 was 

tried by Gustaffsson and Teder (43) with a carbonate/bicarbonate buffer. They found that 

bicarbonate accelerated the rate of disproportionation, so this method was not used here. At the 

molar concentrations of " poly sulfide used in the present work, the buffer would have to be very 

soluble, and it is unlikely that a suitable buffer could be found for these concentrated solutions. 

An estimate is needed of the amount of disproportionation as a function of time in order to 

find a range of acceptably stable solution compositions. For small amounts of disproportion a-

tion and relatively high pH, the reverse reaction term in Equation 2-10 can be neglected. Equa-

tion 2-10 can then be written in terms of-the concentration of sulfur and the fraction of sulfur 

that is present as" pentasulfide·{u4) (27,44). The -value of u4 can be-calculated from the-equili-

brium constants in Table 2-1 (see Appendix-A). The rate expression is: 

_ dCs(a) _ kru4Cs(a)Cmr 

dt - C~- (2-12) 

At small conversions or where the concentrations of the species do not change appreciably, Equa-

tion 2-12 can be integrated to give: 
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t = In -- .---..:=::..--
[ 

CS(O); 1 Cim-
CS(Ojr kru4COlr 

(2-13) 

Figure 2-1 shows, at pH=12, that the time to 1% disproportionation is several days near 80·0 

and several years at low temperatures. This pH was chosen, for some of the work reported in 

this thesis (see Table 2-2), as a compromise between the higher disproportionation rates at higher 

pH and the decreasing sulfur solubility (37) and possible OH- mass transfer limitations at lower 

pH. 

2.2. Aqueous Polysulfide Electrochemistry 

Stoichiometry 

Investigations into sulfide and polysulfide electrochemistry go back to· the turn of the cen-

tury (47). Fetzer (48) was the first to determine quantitatively the reaction products during the 

bulk electrolysis of ~odium sulfide, He developed methods of chemical analysis for aqueous 

polysulfide solutions that allowed sulfide, sulfur, thiosulfate, and sulfate to be determined. Dur-

ing gaIvanostatic electrolysis on Pt electrodes, only polysulfide was formed at low current densi-

ties. h current increased, sulfur precipitated, and at higher currents, sulfur oxyanions were 

formed. Gerischer (49,50) performed experiments similar to those of Fetzer, but they were car-

ried out potentiostatically. At anodic overpotentials of less than about 200 m V, sulfide was oxi-

dized exclusively to polysulfide. At higher overpotentials, varying amounts of thiosulfate and 

sulfate were produced. Allen and Hickling (51) studied solutions containing substantial amounts 

of sulfur (Xs up to 3.5). Using Fetzer's method of chemical analysis, they found that polysulfides 

were the exclusive reactants and products in the overpotential range of 50 to 150 m V. 

Thermodynamic8 

Fetzer and Gerischer carried out bulk electrolysis in solutions containing little zerovalent 

sulfur. In a redox battery or PEC, a substantial concentration of polysulfide will be present. 

Various attempts have been made to correlate solution composition with equilibrium potential. 
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Most of this work has not taken into account the actual concentrations of polysulfide ions in 

solution either because the work was done before a model to calculate these concentrations was 

developed or the conditions of the experiments were too ill-defined to allow such a model to be 

used. 

Allen and Hickling (51) studied polysulfide solutions that were similar in concentration to 

electrolytes used in PECs. Rest potentials (on Pt) were determined versus the SCE. As sulfur 

was added to sodium sulfide (in 1M NaOH), a plot of potential versus 10g(S)-log(N3.:2S) was linear 

until about 2.5 g-mol/liter of sulfur was added. Allen and Hickling did not account for any pH 

variations. They recognized that the concentrations of the various polysulfide ions might vary as 

Xa changed and presented equations to show how this variation might affect the calculated poten

tial. They lacked the necessary equilibrium constants to allow them to make quantitative use of 

these equations. 

In the 1960's, there was an interest in modifying the kraft process for paper pulping by 

adding sulfur to kraft liquor (which contains sodium sulfide). The modified liquor (before adding 

wood chips) was of a composition similar to the electrolyte used in polysulfide-based PECs. In 

addition to the engineering studies on polysulfide pulping (52), several fundamental studies on 

aqueous poly sulfide chemistry and electrochemistry were carried out (53). Teder (54) measured 

the electrode potential of the sulfide/polysulfide couple under well-defined conditions of pH, x" 

and CS(O). He was the first to recognize the influence of pH on electrode potential. Teder pro

posed that the electrode equilibrium could be represented in the form: 

(2-14) 

This work was completed before data were available to calculate individual polysulfide ion con

centrations. Teder attempted a correlation in terms of an average polysulfide ion, SnS2-. He 

was able to obtain a correlation relating potential to pH, x" and CS(O). There was a fair amount 

of scatter of the data, and no theoretical meaning could be attached to the regression coefficients 

or the intercept. 
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Bogomolova et al. (55) determined polysulfide redox potentials over a restricted range of 

pH, x" and temperature (0.16<X.<1.5, pH about 13 to 14, and 25 ·C). The data agreed well 

when correlated by equations of the form of Equation 2-14 with species concentrations calculated 

by use of the equilibrium model presented above. We can now reanalyze the more extensive data 

of Teder (0.1<X,<3.0, 10.6<pH<13.8 at 25, 70, 80, and 90·C) using the equilibrium constants 

of Table 2-1 to calculate the species concentrations. We can.write Equation 2~14 in the form: 

Si~ + ~O + 6e- +=t'4HS"" + 40H- (2-15) 

and the dependence of electrode potential on the activities of the ions is then: 

We could have chosen to write Equation 2-16 in a number of equivalent ways. Si- was chosen 

because it is the polysulfide ion in highest concentration over the range of compositions studied. 

Since the activity coefficient corrections are not known, it will be convenient to write Equa-

tion 2-16 as: 

(2-17) 

The concentration term was calculated for each electrode potential-solution composition point. 

The details of these calculations are given in Appendix A. Plots for the four temperatures inves-

tigated by Teder are presented in Figures 2-.2 and 2-3. Table 2-3 summarizes the slope and 

intercept obtained from each plot. 

Except-for the.points for'X,=3 at 80 ·C, the·regression lines represent the electrode-poten-

tials at each temperature to within 2%. Several possible explanations can be offered for the devi-

ation of the X,=3 points. The equilibrium mqdel may break down under these conditions 

because there could be species present in solution that are not listed in Table 2-1. The neglect of 

the activity coefficients in Equation 2-17 may be important under these conditions. Dispropor-

tionation of polysulfides· to thiosulfate would be expected to be most favored. at high X. and 
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Table 2-3: Summary of Thermodynamic Results 

Temperature EO Slope Theoretical Slope 
( ·C) (mY) (mV) {mY) 

25 -536 -4.08 -4.28 

70 -581 -5.18 -4.93 

80t -593 -5.05 -5.07 

90 -603 -5.33 -5.21 

tNot including data at Xs =3 

elevated temperatures, which would decrease the total sulfur and increase the total sulfide, so the 

compositions calculated based on the initial amounts added would be erroneous. 

Electrode Kinetics 

Allen and Hickling (51) also performed overpotential versus current measurements in the 

anodic overpotential range from 50 to 150 m V. They determined exchange current densities and 

Tafel slopes, but their results were not corrected for mass transfer or solution ohmic resistance. 

Even so, they reported some valuable semiquantitative results. Platinum, platinized Pt, Au, W, 

and Ni all assumed the polysulfide redox potential. Nickel and platinized Pt were the best elec-

trocatalysts. The exchange current density on Pt had a temperature dependence of 10.8 

kcal/mole. They also found that the kinetics become more facile as the concentration of sulfur 

(at constant sulfide concentration) was increased. The effect of these additions would be to shift 

the distribution toward larger polysulfide ions (see Section 2.1 and Appendix A). This suggests 

different kinetic activities for different polysulfide ions. . 

Because of the possible use of aqueous polysulfide electrolytes in PEC and redox batteries, 

there has been some more recent work on dark electrochemistry in order to develop an efficient 

redox electrode. Most of this work has been of a semiquantitative nature. Hodes et al. (15,16) 

tested~ several metals and metal sulfides for their electrocatalytic activity toward polysulfide oxi-

dation and reduction. CoS and copper sulfide/brass were found to be the best electrocatalysts. 
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Since the aqueous polysulfide electrolyte is very aggressive toward copper or brass, the brass elec

trodes do not give good long-term performance. Higher currents were found in the anodic direc

tion than in the cathodic direction at the same overpotential. Since the results were not 

corrected for resistive effects and the actual microscopic area of the electrodes is not known, it is 

difficult to say anything else of a quantitative nature. Remick and Camara (17) tested Ni, Co, 

Mo, and their sulfides for their electrocatalytic activity. All were active toward the polysulfide 

redox couple except for unsulfided Mo, which formed a corrosion layer. They also,tested aNiSic 

electrode in a redox cell with a polyhalogen as the other couple (56,57). Open-circuit voltages 

were close to 1 volt, and a higher overpotential was found in the cathodic reduction of 

polysulfide than in the anodic oxidation. 

2.3. Aqueous Polysulfide Photoelectrochemistry 

There has been an effort to investigate the photoelectrochemistry of the aqueous polysulfide 

couple in addition to the dark electrochemistry. This thesis does not deal directly with pho

toelectrochemistry; photoelectrochemical terms will be referred to later, and one needs an appre

ciation of the basic operation of PECs to understand the development of a counterelectrode for a 

PEC. 

The basic parts of a PEC are shown in Figure 2-4. In some ways a PEC is analogous to a 

Schottky-barrier solar cell, but there are significant differences. We will consider the case where 

the semiconductor has n-type doping; which is the case for most semiconductors that use the 

aqueous polysulfide electrolyte.- If-the semiconductor is-p-type, the principles of operation are' 

similar. If only one·type of redoxcoup"le ·is present in solution, the cell is termed "regenerative" 

because electricity is produced with no net change in the solution composition. Another possibil

ity is to have two redox couples in solution; for example H2iH20 and 02iH20. In the later case 

electrolysis takes place, and energy is stored as a pair of reactants. Aqueous polysulfide cells are 

regenerative because only one redox couple is present. 
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The semiconductor bandgap must lie within a narrow range to be optimum for solar 

energy conversion as shown in Figure 1-1. Once a semiconductor is chosen, it must be matched 

from both a thermodynamic and kinetic standpoint to a redox couple that stabilizes it. By sta

bilization it is meant that a redox reaction, such as polysulfide oxidation, takes place instead of a 

corrosion reaction such as: 

(2-18) 

In'order to. understand why some·redox.couples stabilize a semiconductor whereas others 

do not, it is necessary to look in more detail at the semiconductor energetics relative to the elec

trolyte. A semiconductor has valence and conduction bands. The difference in energy between 

the highest energy level in the valence band and the lowest energy level in the conduction band is 

the bandgap. The Fermi level lies in this "forbidden" energy gap. For an n-type semiconductor, 

the Fermi level lies close to the conduction band, and for a p-type semiconductor, it lies close to 

the valence band. In the absence of surface states (discussed below), only redox energy states' 

that overlap' the conduction or valence band are·capable of electron transfer (58). Ideally, for a' 

PEC with an n·-type photoanode, the redox energy states'should beclose'to the valence band. 

Before the semiconductor and electrolyte are in contact, there is no space charge in the 

semiconductor, and the bands are flat. The position of the Fermi level under these conditions is 

called the flat band potential (59). Certain redox electrolytes can cause the flat band potential to 

shift because of specific interaction with the semiconductor surface. When the semiconductor 

and electrolyte are brought together in the dark, the energetics are as shown in Figure 2-5. An 

equilibrium electric field is set up on both sides of the interface. For redox electrolytes with con

centrations greater than about 0.01 M, the double layer is 0(10 A) thickness. The space charge 

layer (scl) on the semiconductor side of the interface is much thicker, 0(0.1 pm). The degree of 

band bending gives the maximum photovoltage obtainable: 

v oc = V!b -V redox (2-19) 
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When light with energy greater than the bandgap is incident upon the semiconductor sur

face, the following processes take place (in the absence of corrosion) (59): 

hv - h."tl + e;h light absorption 

h;tl + e;1 - heat, recombination 

e.-;I - e~lk' charge separation 

h."tl - h.trr charge.separation 

(2-20a) 

(2-20b) 

(2-20c) 

(2-20d) 

hstrr + R -,0, photoelectrode (2-20e) 

e';;rr + ° - R, counterelectrode (2-20f) 

The modification of the electric field is shown in Figure 2-5. Mathematical models have been 

proposed to account quantitatively for the processes occurring in Reactions 2-20a-f (60-63 and 

references therein). 

Several complications may arise that can cause a loss in performance or stability of the 

PEe. As Reaction 2-18 shows, photocoi'rosion instead of charge transfer to a redox species 

(Reaction 2.-20e) can take place. Figure 2-6 shows the energetics for photocorrosion on an .n-type 

semiconductor photoanode- (64). In Figure· 2-6a, the standard decomposition potential of the 

semiconductor is more positive than the redox potential of the electrolyte, and it lies outside the 

bandgap. Both the thermodynamic and kinetic situations for corrosion are unfavorable, and the 

semiconductor will be stable. In Figure 2-6b, the decomposition potential lies within the 

bandgap. The redox potential is more negative than the decomposition potential. Thus photo-

corrosion is not thermodynamically favorable. If the position of the - redox potential in the

bandgap moves positive of the decomposition potential, as in 2-6c, then photocorrosion will 

become thermodynamically favored. The oxidized form of the redox couple will also be thermo-

dynamically able to oxidize the semiconductor surface. 

Figure 2-6 implies that there is a constraint on the maximum photovoltage that a stable 

cell can supply because the redox potential cannot be more positive than the decomposition 

potential. This will also cause the redox level to be farther away from the top of the valence 
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band and may prevent kinetic overlap of energy levels, thereby preventing charge transfer. The 

prospects for development of stable PECs would be dim indeed if it were not for the presence of 

surface states which can modify PEC energetics. 

Surface states arise because of defects at the surface and can be the cause of three major 

processes: 

L Recombination of electrons and holes~ 
2. Fermi level pinning' 
3. Mediation of charge transfer·between the semiconductor and electrolyte 

Recombination of electrons and holes is an undesirable result caused by some types of surface 

states because a cell's efficiency is thereby reduced. Fermi level pinning (65) is also not desirable. 

It can cause a reduction in the maximum photovoltage obtainable. On the other hand, charge 

transfer mediation can be beneficial for photoelectrode operation. Normally no charge transfer 

can occur for a photoanode unless the valence band and redox electrolyte energy states overlap. 

The presence of surface states can relax this requirement. The surface states may act as "inter-

mediates" in the transfer of the hole from the semiconductor to the electrolyte. This allows 

redox electrolytes with redox potentials substantially more negative than the top of the valence 

band to be used. Thus kinetic requirements can be met while maintaining a redox potential 

negative of the electrode decomposition potential. 

The concepts discussed above can be applied to semiconductor/aqueous polysulfide systems 

to help understand the limitations of these systems and to provide guidance in designing better 

semiconductor photoelectrodes for PECs. The energetics -for aqueous:polysulfide-based PECs on 

CdS. (64) and CdSe (66) have been measured. The anodic decomposition potential for both of 

these semiconductors lies within the bandgap. Photocorrosion is possible, but the redox poten-

tial of the polysulfide couple is more negative than the decomposition potential, making the oxi-

dation of polysulfide thermodynamically favored. However, the negative polysulfide redox poten-

tial limits Voe (see Equation 2-19) and makes charge transfer via direct overlap of valence and 

redox energy states·unlikely. 
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The approximately 1.6 V difference between Vvb and Vredox for CdS and the 0.75 V 

difference for CdSe suggest that surface states mediate hole transfer between the valence band 

and'the polysulfide redox couple (66). Etching and/or photoetching treatments (67) can have a 

profound effect on the performance of aqueous-polysulfide-based PECs. One effect of these treat

ments might be to modify the number of surface states and their energetics. The quantitative 

measurements on the effect of surface treatments on. surface states have been sparse and thus the 

treatment of semiconductor surfaces is at present more of an art than a science. 

Differences in preparation of the semiconductors can lead to changes in bulk transport and 

kinetic parameters and therefore a change in cell performance. Such parameters as minority car

rier diffusion length and the density of bulk recombination centers are affected by changing the 

way the bulk semiconductor is deposited and post-deposition annealing. 

Early investigations into improving aqueous polysulfide PEC performance concentrated 

almost totally on semiconductor processing to improve cell performance; more recently it has 

been recognized that modification of the electrolyte can also lead to performance improvements. 

Changing X. (46), pH (13), cation (14), and combinations of these changes (8) have allIed to sta

bility and/or efficiency improvements. 

2.4. Summary 

Polysulfides (S;-), monosulfides (H2S, HS-, S2-), and sulfur radical anions are present in 

aqueous, alkaline solutions in which sulfide and sulfur are dissolved. Equilibrium constants have 

been measured by several investigators; one such set is presented in Table 2-1. The electrochemi

cal thermodynamic data of Teder (54) were analyzed using these equilibrium constants. The 

electrochemical data were consistent with the equilibrium data, which were determined by 

independent. spectroscopic and chemical methods, except at X.=3 (at 80 ·C). Several reasons for 

this deviation were suggested. 

Alkaline disproportionation of polysulfides to sulfide and thiosulfate is an important degra

dation mechanism (Reaction 2-9). The rate of this reaction can be decreased by lowering the pH, 
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and by decreasing){.. The electrolyte composition chosen for some of the experiments in this 

thesis (Table 2-2) is a compromise between that which minimizes the rate of disproportionation 

and the need to work at realistic pH and )(. values. 

Most of the previous work on aqueous polysulfide electrode kinetics has been qualitative or 

semiquantitative in nature. For application to PECs and redox batteries, the electrolyte should 

have a substantial concentration of both sulfur and sulfide, and the electrodes would need to sup

port the_required current densities at low overp<?tentials. Most previous work_has involved solu

tions that are dilute in sulfur, Tafel-region measurements, or has been qualitative in nature. 

However, these works have shown that several transition metals and transition metal sulfides are 

good electrocatalysts and that variation in solution composition can be used to improve kinetics. 

Recent work has concentrated on electrochemistry at photoelectrodes. Interpretation of 

results at photoelectrodes is more complicated than on ~ark electrocatalyts because photogenera

tion of charge carriers and transport of these carriers to the surface of the semiconductor must 

be accounted for in addition to the transport in the electrolyte phase and interfacial reaction. 

Improvements in efficiency and stability have been made by semiconductor modifications such as 

annealing, etching, and photoetching. The use of these treatments is more of an art than a sci

ence at present. Some improvement has also been made by changing polysulfide solution compo

sition. This indicates that transport in the electrolyte and/or interfacial kinetics may be an 

important factor in PEC cell design. 



Chapter 3 

Kinetics and Mechanism of the 

Aqueous Sulfide/Polysulfide Electrode Reaction 

by the Potential-Step Method 

3.1. Introduction 
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The conversion of sulfur into sulfide involves the transfer of two electrons, and There is 

more than one sulfur-bearing species in solution. These factors suggest that the aqueous 

polysulfide electrode reaction is a multi-step combination of elementary chemical and electro

chemical reactions. For design purposes it is necessary to determine active species concentra

tions, exchange current densities, and homogeneous kinetic parameters. If the solvent does not 

decompose and the electrode reaction and mechanism do not change over a sufficiently wide 

range of potential, then there are several well-developed techniques for determining these param

eters. These techniques include linear sweep voltammetry (68,69), ac impedance methods (70), 

and the rotating disk and ring-disk techniques (71). Techniques such as sweep voltammetry 

yield useful information only at potentials far from the equilibrium potential. 

Energy conversion and storage devices (such as batteries) typically operate at low overpo

tentials in order to maximize energy efficiency, and they often use electrolytes that are concen

trated mixtures of several species. The aqueous polysulfide electrolyte falls into this category. 

These characteristics suggest the use of dc relaxation techniques (such as current step _andpoten

tial step) which can often be used to obtain both diffusion and kinetic information in the low

overpotential region. Nagy (72) has recently analyzed the applicability of these techniques and 

determined the maximum measurable rate constants. 

This chapter is concerned with the use of the potential step method to measure exchange 

current densities and active species concentration in the aqueous polysulfide electrolyte. The 
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equations and assumptions that go into the derivation of the analytic form of the current-time 

transient in the linear overpotential region are discussed. The experimental results are then 

presented and compared to the closed-form solution. Since the closed-form solution did not ade-

quately represent the experimental data of this work, an extension to the theory is presented and 

discussed in terms of possible electrode reaction mechanisms. 

3;2: Background 

Before the potential step is applied, the solution is at a uniform composition. At t=O, a 

small potential step (versus a reference electrode of the same kind) is applied. A one-dimensional 

geometry is assumed with the z coordinate denoting the distance from the working electrode sur-

face. If at the working electrode the multi-step electrode reaction: 

(3-1) 

takes place, the current will follow the transient given;by.(72-'14) 

i =.Wexp (>.2t) erfc (>.t lll) (3-2) 
if the following assumptions hold: 

1. The electrolyte is well-supported 
2. Reaction 3-1 has only one rate-determining step 
3. No diffusion of intermediates into the bulk occurs 
4. No strong specific adsorption is present 
5. The rise of the potential across the double layer is fast 
6. Non-faradaic processes do not contribute significantly to the total current. 

Other species besides 0 and R may be involved in the electrode reaction. Their concentrations 

are assumed to be higher than those of 0 and.R, and they therefore do not contribute to the con--

centration overpotential. Reaction 3-1 and the equations. derived. represent a generalization of 

the reaction 0 + ne- +=t R where the overall stoichiometric coefficients are not necessarily equal. 

In the linear overpotential region, Wand X have the following definitions: 

v 
W=---

R, + Rr (3-3) 
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(3-4) 

The diffusion parameter, 
[ 

2 2 1 . So Sf 10 
II. +-11.-- , and - can be determined from Wand A, 

Do Cob Dr Crb II 

Assumptions 1 and 3 allow a simplification of the material balance and flux equations, and 

assumptions 2 and 4 are consistent with the assumed form of the electrode kinetic expression. 

The flux equation for dilute solutions can be written (75): 

(3-5) 

Since convection is not expected to play a role at very short times, in an unstirred system, the 

last term of Equation 3-5 can be eliminated. The first term on the right side of Equation 3-5 

represents the transport of ions by migration in the electric field. Only if assumption 1 holds can 

this term be eliminated. The material balance for species 0 or R can then be written: 

(3-6) 

If Reaction 3-1 has only one rate-determining step (the o.ther steps in the electrode reaction 

are assumed to be in quasi-equilibrium) and it is assumed that none of the intermediates are 

strongly adsorbed, then the relation between 'current density and surface overpotential is: 

(3-7) 

This is the multi-step Butler-Volmer equation. The transfer coefficients and the reaction orders 

are related to the stoichiometry of Reaction 3-1 and the stoichiometric number by (76-78): 

The exchange current density, i~, contains the surface concentrations of species 0 and R: 

(3-8a) 

(3-8b) 

(3-8c) 

(3-9) 
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The constant in Equation 3-9 is independent of the concentrations of 0 and R, but depends on 

the rate constant of the rate-determining step and the equilibrium constants of the quasi-

reversible steps (76,77). The relationship between the transfer coefficients, 01, and the mechanism 

of the overall reaction are (76,77): 

n-s 
01,. = -- - rf3 

v 

S 
O'c =.- + rf3 

v 

The concentration overpotential in a well-supported electrolyte is: 

- RT.[ I [00 I .-0 t I [Or I .-0 lJ fJd - F So n 0 Sf n 0 
n ob rb 

(3-10a) 

(3-10b) 

(3-11) 

Equation 3-11 neglects a small term which is of the order of the reactant concentration divided 

by the supporting electrolyte concentration- (79). In addition; activity coefficient variations 

between the bulk electrolyte and the region.adjacent to the surface-of the electrode are ignored. 

Equations 3-7 through 3-9 and 3-11 can be combined (78) to give: 

(3-12) 

In Equation -3-12, io contains the bulk concentrations of 0 and R. If the size -of the .potential step 

is sufficiently small then -Equation 3-12 can be Jinearized (78): 

(3-13) 

The conditions under which this linearization is valid for dc relaxation techniques has been dis-

cussed by Nagy (80). 
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Three additional equations are needed to derive Equation 3-2. A voltage balance between 

the working and reference electrode: 

v = iRs + Tfs + Tfd (3-14) 

a relation between the faradaic current (anodic current and overpotentials are taken to be posi-

tive) and species flux: 

i = _ nFDo oCo I 
So oz z~ 

(3-15) 

and a relation between the fluxes of 0 and R at the surface: 

Do oCo Dr oCr ---+--=0 
So oz Sf OZ 

(3-16) 

Equation 3-2 is the solution to Equation 3-6 (for species 0 and R and with Rj=O) subject to 

Equations 3-13 through 3-16 and the boundary conditions of semi-infinite linear diffusion: 

(3-17) 

It is applicable after the non-faradaic current due to the charging of the double layer has 

decayed to a small value (~4R.Cdl). The maximum time of observation is set by the decreasing 

amount of kinetic information as time increases (the total overpotential is dominated by concen-

tration rather than activation overpotential as time increases). At longer times, natural convec-

tion may also influence the current. 

Nagy (81) has derived a form of Equation 3-2 wherein assumption 5 can be relaxed. The 

potential rises linearly with time across the double layer up to time t2. This finite rise time 

could be due to the risetime of the potentiostat or due to the time required for double layer 

charging. For double layer charging, t2 should be set equal to 4RsCdi (72). The current-time 

transient takes the form: 

(3-18) 

Under certain conditions (72), neglecting the risetime of the potential can lead to considerable 

error in the determination of the exchange current density. Nagy has also considered the case 

where both faradaic and non-faradaic contributions to the current are taken into account 
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explicitly (72). 

Equation 3-2 is also applicable in the non-linear overpotential range, but then Wand A will 

not have the meanings given by Equations 3-3 and 3-4, and uncompensated solution resistance 

cannot be taken into account explicitly (cj. Bard and Faulkner (82) and Macdonald (83)). Nagy 

et al. (80) have considered the case where an equation similar to Equation 3-12 replaces Equa

tion 3-13 and has accounted for the uncompensated resistance., A numerical solution is required. 

Where the parameters are determined by a non-linear least squares fit (for example MINPACK-1 

(84)), substantially more computer time is needed for this case than for the linear case. Holub 

(85) and Susbielles and Delahay (86) consider the linear overpotential case where specific adsorp

tion cannot be neglected. In that case the electrode kinetic expression must be modified to take 

into account surface excess charge. They obtain an equation that is similar to Equation 3-2, but 

has extra terms that account for this specific adsorption. 

Macdonald (83) presents a solution for a coupled chemical-electrochemical reaction where 

the overpotential is large enough so that the electrochemical reaction is under diffusion control 

only. The concentration of species 0 at the electrode sut:face is zero. The homogeneous kinetic 

parameters can be obtained from the current transient, but no information about the electro

chemical kinetics can be derived under these conditions. 

3.3. Experimental Procedure 

Selection of Electrocatalyst 

Several. criteria determined the. choice_of an electrocatalyst for this study. The prelim

inary choice of the electrocatalyst was based on the experiments of Allen and Hickling (51), 

Hodes et al. (15,16), and Remick and Camara (17). These investigators showed that electroca

talysts such as Co, NiS, and CuS had activities high enough to suggest their use in a practical 

redox electrode. 
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The electrocatalyst must be stable both chemically and electrochemically in the aqueous 

polysulfide electrolyte. Chemical corrosion can occur by attack of the polysulfide ions on the 

electrode surface. 

M + S;- - MS + S;=1 (3-19) 

In Reaction 3-19, M represents a metal. The possibility of a metal sulfide chemically reacting to 

form a more stable phase should not be ruled out. Some metal sulfides can form stable com

plexes in aqueous sulfide solutions (87,88) and will dissolve. Electrochemical instability can be 

caused by cathodic 

MS + 2e- _ M + S2-

or anodic decomposition. 

MS - M2+ + S + 2e-

(3-20a) 

(3-20b) <, 

In Reaction 3-20b, the metal Ion would probably precipitate to form a porous metal sulfide 

phase. The sulfur could either dissolve into the solution (aspolysulfide) or form an insulating 

layer on the electrode surface. Two indicators of stability are the rest potential and any change 

in electrode response with time. 

A final criterion for the choice of electrocatalyst for these experiments was the ability of 

the electrode to be polished to a reproducible surface. This is important for the accurate deter-

mination of the parameters Wand),. Several electrocatalysts were evaluated using the above 

criteria in preliminary experiments, and Table 3-1 shows the results of those experiments. 

Cobalt (Alfa Chemical, polycrystalline rod, 99.998%) was chosen as the electrocatalyst to be 

used in most of these studies, and platinum (99.95%) was used for comparison purposes. 

Electronic8 and Cell De8ign 

Figure 3-1 shows a block diagram of the experimental apparatus. A PAR model 175 func-

tion generator was used to apply potential pulses to a PAR model 371 potentiostat/ galvanostat, 

which controlled a three-electrode cell. The potentiostat has an internal current/voltage meter 

which is between the power amplifier output of the potentiostat and the external cell connection. 
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Table 3-1: Selection of Electrocatalyst 

Smooth and Takes on 
Electrocatalyst Reproducible Corrosion? Polysulfide Comments 

Surface? Redox Potential? 

Cu Yes Very Rapid No Mixed Potential 
Ag Yes Rapid No Mixed Potential 

Mo Yes Yes No Film on surface 
MoS2 No No Yes Grown by reaction 

of Mo disk with sul-
fur at 400 'C 

Ni Yes Yes Yes Response changes 
with time due to 
visible surface corro-
SIon 

NiS No No Yes Pressed from powder 

Co Yes No Yes No visible chemical 
corrosIOn even at 
elevated tempera-
tures 

Pt Yes No Yes Current response 
less than that of Co 

The meter coil represents an extra inductance in the circuit which degrades the transient 

response of the system. The meter was shorted by a copper wire to remove this inductance. The 

pulse was applied by using an electronic switch on the function generator. The shape of this 

pulse was checked by placing a resistor across the output of the function generator and applying 

a pulse. The pulse was bounce-free and had a risetime of about 2.5 /lS. The frame sync connec-

tor of the function generator supplied a pulse that triggered the oscilloscope at t=O. Potentials 

could be set with a precision of about ±0.1 mV. 

The transient current responses were stored on a Nicolet digital oscilloscope which at its 

maximum rate allows data to be recorded at 500 ns intervals. The full-scale output from the 

current monitor of the potentiostat was 10 m V, and the smallest current range was ±200 /lA. 

The most sensitive range on the ocilloscope was ±100 m V. At small currents this led to a poor 

signal to noise ratio when the output of the current monitor was fed directly into the input of 

the oscilloscope. To increase the voltage signal for a given current level, the cell current was 

monitored via a resistor placed between the counter electrode and the potentiostat. Voltage-time 
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pairs were read directly from the screen via a cursor, and the voltages were converted to currents 

via Ohm's law. Typically 10 to 20 points were read for each transient. 

The potentiostat/galvanostat was operated in the galvanostatic mode in order to obtain 

double layer capacity data and the ohmic potential drop in solution using the current step and 

current interrupt methods. The current step was applied between the working electrode and 

counter 'electrode, and the potential between, the'workingdectrode and reference 'electrode was 

monitored. The potential drop across -the uncompensated solution resistance occurs almost 

instantaneously upon a chan~e in current. This step change in potential was used in Ohm's law 

to evaluate the uncompensated resistance. 

[Vl-o+ -Vl-o_] 
R1 = . 

1 

(3-21) 

According the-Newman (89), the resistance measured corresponds to that due to the··primary 

current ,distribution. In the first few -microseconds, the potential-time transient is dominated by 

ohmic and capacitative effects. The double layer capacitance was evaluated from the initial slope 

of the,potential-time transient: 

(3-22) 

Cells designed for use with methods such as potential step should have as uniform a 

current distribution as possible over the working electrode, and a low uncompensated resistance 

(90). Initial experiments were performed in a cell designed for use with a rotating disk electrode 

(see, Figure 4-1). The_uncompensated. resistance between the. working and. reference .electrodes~ 

was fairly high (on the order of 5 ohm-cm2). The exchange ·current densities measured from the 

initial experiments were higher than expected based on previous steady-state results (15-17,51). 

High exchange current densities can only be determined accurately if the uncompensated resis-

tance between the working and reference electrodes is low (81). This cell design was therefore 

abandoned in favor of one with a lower uncompensated resistance. A diagram of the final cell 

design used in these.experiments .is shown in Figure 3-2. The body of the cell is a 1/2" nylon 
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tube cross. For operation at temperatures higher than ambient, a thermocouple was placed 

against the cell body, and the cell was wrapped in heating tape, asbestos pipe tape, and high

temperature furnace insulation. The temperature could be controlled within 0.2·0 for several 

hours by setting the power input to the heating tape. 

Electrode Preparation 

The -working (0.2. cm~ 00 and 0.32 cm2 Pt) and counter electrode disks were mounted in_ 

nylon rods. A hole was drilled in the back of each disk, and ohmic contact was made with a 3.16 

mm stainless steel rod and silver epoxy (TRA-OON, TRA-DUOT BA-2902). For some initial 

experiments, this assembly was epoxied into the rod; however, due to different thermal 

coefficients of expansion among the different materials, the epoxy cracked allowing the corrosive 

polysulfide electrolyte to leak around the electrode and attack the ohmic contact. Silcone sealant 

(Dow Corning, Silastic 132 RTV) was found to work better due to its flexibility. Immersion tests 

of the cured sealant showed that it was resistant to the poly sulfide electrolyte. In the final 

design, a PTFE heat-shrink tube was shrunk around the electrode disk. The ohmic contact was 

then made, and the silver epoxy was cured. Silicone sealant was placed in the electrode holder, 

and the electrode assembly was friction fitted into the nylon rod. The reference electrode was a 

platinum wire. The working electrode was placed in the center of the channel in order to minim

ize the ohmic drop between it and the reference electrode, and the electrodes were attached to 

the cell via ferrules to assure-a leak-:tight seal. 

The mounted electrodes were pressed"into a.PTFEholder and then polished with a succes

sion of silicon carbide and emery abrasives. The order was 240, 320, 400, and 600 grit silicon_ 

carbide paper with water as a lubricant and then 0000 grade emery paper with kerosene as a 

lubricant. The electrodes were rotated 90· after each grade of abrasive. A 10 inch polishing 

wheel was then covered with a nylon polishing cloth, and the electrodes were polished with 6 p.m 

diamond paste. Final polishing was performed with 1 p.m diamond paste using either a nylon or 

texmet (Buehler) polishing cloth~ Kerosene was used a a lubricant for all polishing done with the 
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diamond paste. The electrodes were removed from the holder and cleaned in an ultrasonic bath 

with soapy distilled water to remove the kerosene an~ polishing material. The electrodes were 

rinsed with acetone and distilled water before use. 

Electrolyte Preparation 

The electrolyte was prepared by adding weighed amounts of 99.999% sulfur (Noah Chemi

cal) and N~S.9H20 (ACS reagent-grade) to water (deionized, with resistivity greater than 1.2 

Mh-cm) which had been deoxygenated for at least one hour by bubbling argon through it. 

Argon was used to purge continuously the space above the solution during the dissolution of the 

N~S and S. Hydrogen sulfide (Matheson, C.P. grade, 99.5%) was bubbled through the electro

lyte to adjust the pH and sulfur to sulfide ratio to the desired values. The pH was monitored by 

a pH electrode (Orion Research, Model 810200 combination electrode). The pH electrode was 

calibrated. in standard buffers before use. The electrolyte was then quickly transferred to a 

volumetric flask fitted with a rubber septum. A slight vacuum was applied to degas the solution 

and fill any air space in the flask with argon. When an experiment was performed, the flask was 

slightly pressurized, and the electrolyte was transferred via a syringe. Provisions were made to 

introduce the electrolyte under a vacuum, and the cell was sealed to minimize contact of the 

polysulfide electrolyte with air. 

The amount of zero-valent sulfur added to the electrolyte could be controlled accurately by 

weighing the solid sulfur on an analytical balance (precise to 0.1 mg), but there was a greater 

uncertainty in the concentration of sulfide present. A sample of solution was analyzed for total 

sulfur by oxidation to sulfate (91). A volume of polysulfide containing about 2 mmoles of total 

sulfur was accurately measured. This was added to about 100 ml of water which was made alka

line with 10 ml of NH40H. 1 to 2 ml of H20 2 then was added. After a few minutes, the solution 

turned from yellow to clear indicating that the sulfur and sulfide had been oxidized to sulfate. 

The solution was then heated to about 80·C to drive off the excess ammonia and decompose the 

excess peroxide. After cooling, 16 ml of 3 M HCI was added. The solution was reheated to 
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boiling, and 5 ml of 0.5 M BaCl2 was added dropwise. The solution was cooled slowly, and the 

BaSO. was collected in a tared Gooch crucible and washed at least 10 times with water to 

remove any excess BaCI2• The crucible was heated in a muffle furnace at 200·C and cooled in a 

dessicator. This was repeated until a constant weight was obtained. The total sulfur could be 

calculated by multiplying the weight of BaSO. by 0.1373 (91). The concentration of zero-valent 

sulfur was then subtracted from the total. sulfur .to determine the concentration of sulfide. 

3.4. Results 

Preliminary experiments were performed to check the operation of the equipment on a sys

tem with a known response. A 1 mM solution of K3Fe(CN}6/K.Fe(CN)6 in 1 M KCI was chosen. 

Figure 3-3 shows the response of the system and a non-linear least squares fit to Equation 3-18. 

More details on the non-linear least squares analysis and the. computer implementation are 

presented in Appendix B. As can be seen from Figure 3-3, the fit is excellent over a time range 

of 35 msec. The diffusion parameter calculated using Equation 3-18 agreed to within 15% with 

one calculated using literature values of the diffusion coefficients at infinite dilution. 

Experiments using the aqueous polysulfide electrolyte were performed over the temperature 

range of 25 to 80 ·C. The electrolyte composition used in most of the experiments reported in 

this chapter is shown in Table 2-2. After introduction of the electrolyte, several minutes were 

required for the reference and working electrodes to reach the same potential. A potential step 

was applied only after the potentials differed from each other by less than 2 m V. The platinum 

reference electrode was checked against an SCE, and its potential was found to be that of the 

polysulfide redox couple: The SCE junction required cleaning after extended use in polysulfide 

electrolyte due to precipitation of HgS in the junction. The double-layer capacitance and ohmic 

resistance were measured, and data were taken only at times greater than 4R.Cdh where capaci

tive current is expected to contribute less than 1% to the total current. Experiments with 

different potential step sizes were performed at each temperature. Figures 3-4 through 3-8 show 

some results of typical anodic and cathodic transients, at· different temperatures;- An attempt was. 
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made to determine the exchange current density and diffusion parameter from each transient 

using Equation 3-18. In a few selected cases, multiple experiments were performed at a given 

temperature and step size. The current response was reproducible to within 5%. 

At temperatures below 45 ·C, a good fit could be obtained between the experimental data 

and Equation 3-18 in the time range of 0.5 to 10 ms. The diffusion parameter was obtained by a 

combination of Equations 3-3 and 3-4: 

[ 

s2 s2 1 >.n2f'V 
D~~Ob + D~~rb = WRT 

(3-23) 

A reproducible value of this quantity was obtained from all data sets, and at each temperature, 

but the values of >. and W were sensitive to the value chosen for tz, the rise time of potential 

across the double layer, at lower temperatures. The total resistance Rs+Rr was obtained from 

Equation 3-3. The solution resistance was subtracted from the total resistance, and then the 

exchange current density was calculated from the reaction resistance: 

io RT -=-- (3-24) 
II nFRr 

A check of the applicability diagrams published by Nagy (72) showed that the system was near 

to the edge of the applicability field at the lower temperatures. 

At higher temperatures, the response curves became flatter, suggesting an increase in elec-

troactive species concentration. Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show that the fits to the complete data sets 

become poorer as temperature increases. 

The dashed lines in Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show the fit (using Equation 3-2) to the short-time 

data (less than 2 msec) of Figures 3-7 and 3-8. The fit is good, but the currents at longer times 

are consistently underestimated. Possible reasons for this are suggested in the discussion section. 

An estimate of the active species concentration can be obtained from the diffusion parame-

ter. Two assumptions are needed. First, the value of Crb is assumed to be much greater than 

the value of Cob' This is justified in the discussion below. Second, a value must be assumed for 

Do. Values of diffusion coefficients are 0(10-0 cm2 /sec) for ions in room-temperature aqueous 
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solution (except for OH- and H+, which have higher diffusion coefficients). The diffusion 

coefficient tends to decrease as the solution becomes more concentrated. Two different values, 

0.25xlO-6 and lxlO-6 were assumed at room temperature. These values were adjusted for higher 

temperatures using the relation (92): 

J2E.. = const 
T 

with viscosity assumed to vary with temperature as the viscosity of water does (93): 

I 
658.25 

ogl' = 
T 

1 
283.16 

(3-25) 

(3-26) 

Figure 3-11 shows the results of these calculations. The active species concentration is seen 

to be lower than any of the major polysulfide or monosulfide species, and it increases with 

increasing temperature with an apparent activation energy of about 10 kcal/mole. 

Slow-sweep voltammetry was attempted in order to obtain kinetic and diffusion informa-

tion. Observation of meaningful peaks was obscured by side reactions in both the anodic an.d 

cathodic directions. At the anodic diffusion peak, sulfur was deposited, and hydrogen was usu-

ally evolved on cathodic scan before a well-defined diffusion' peak could be observed. Some 

potential step measurements were performed on platinum; the shapes of the transients were simi-

lar to those on cobalt, but the current densities were lower. 

Fast potential sweep experiments ( 10 to 100 V /sec ) were also performed. Figure 3-12a 

shows a sweep using 1 M polysulfide at a pH of about 14. The disk was a MoSzlayer grown on a 

Mo disk (see Table 3-1). The total current is given by: 

. . C dV 
l~ =,lr+ dl-· 

dt 
(3-27) 

The total apparent resistance was obtained from Ohm's law. The solution resistance between 

the reference and working electrode was obtained from a current step (Figure 3-12b) and sub-

tracted from the total resistance. After correcting for surface roughness, the derived reaction 

resistances on MoSz electrodes were of the same order of magnitude as those obtained from the 

fits to the'potential step data on'Co electrodes. 
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3.5. Discussion 

The analysis of Teder's (54) data in Section 2.2 suggested that Reaction 2-15 or a similar 

reaction could represent the overall polysulfide electrode reaction. Reaction 2-15 written on a 

per mole of zero-valent sulfur basis is: 

(3-28) 

It is apparent from Figure 3-11 that the calculated active species concentration is several orders 

of magnitude lower than that of any of the species appearing in Reaction 3-28. This leads to the 

conclusion that the electroactive species is none of the species in Reaction 3-28 nor is it in quasi-

equilibrium with the species in Reaction 3-28 on the time scale used here. 

Table 2-2 shows that there are five other species present in solution: S~-, sl-, Sl-, S:~" 

and 5Z-. Because the concentration of the active species must be low and show a strong tempera-

ture dependence, only S2- and SZ- are possible candidates. The concentrations of the polysulfide 

ions are almost invariant with temperature and even the concentration of S~- is too high,by an 

order of magnitude. 

Sulfide can be produced from bisulfide according to: 

(2-3) 

This is the second dissociation reaction of hydrogen sulfide. Table 2-1 shows that the tempera-

ture dependence of Reaction 2-3 is about 6.5 kcal/mole. 

Supersulfide can be produced from tetrasulfide: 

S;- p 2SZ-

with a temperature dependence and equilibrium constant given in Table 2-1: 

4533 C~2 
pKd=-T - 6.42, Kd=-

Cs2-
4 

(2-8) 

(3-29) 

This represents a 10.3 kcal/mole activation energy for the temperature dependence of Cs-' which 
2 

is close to the temperature dependence of the active species concentration found from Figure 3-

11. The line in Figure 3-11 shows Cs- predicted by Equation 3-29. The predicted 
2 

.,~., • -'.Iii"] 
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concentrations from Equation 3-29 are in close agreement with the derived concentrations if D = 

0.25xl0-6 cm2/sec at 25 ·C. 

The deviations between Equation 3-18 and the experimental data can now be understood. 

At low temperatures and overpotentials, and for the time scales considered here, very little 

conversion of S;- to S; takes place (low rate of reaction and thin boundary layers). It is the S; 

initially present that determines(the response" As the temperature increases, the forward rate of 

Reaction 2-8 becomes a significant factor.- However, at these low'overpotentials it is not the sole 

rate-determining step. Thus the assumption of one rate-determining step used in deriving Equa-

tion 3-18 is not valid here, and deviations between Equation 3-18 and the experimental data are 

expected, especially at higher temperatures and longer times. 

The reaction scheme can now be represented as Reaction 2-8 coupled to: 

(3-30) 

At low overpotentials Reactions 2-8 and 3-30 occur at comparable rates. For shorthand in the 

following equations we represent S~- as Y, S2" as 0, and the products of Reaction 3-28 as R. R j 

in Equation 3-6 can be written: 

(3-31 ) 

s;- is assumed to be electroinactive in the potential range of interest, giving a third boundary 

condition at the surface: 

8Cy I =,,0 
8z .~ 

(3-32) 

It is convenient for numerical solution to make the time and distance dimensionless. The 

values of Wand A that would be derived if Reaction 2-8 were not a factor are used for this pur-

pose: 

• )'z 
z =--D\!o o 

(3-33a) 

(3-33b) 



• 

The concentrations are made dimensionless as: 

• Cj 
G=-

1 C
jb 
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(3-34) 

A summary of the material balance and boundary condition equations, details of the numerical 

methods used to solve these equations, and solutions for other homogeneous kinetic cases are 

given in Appendix C. In the general problem, four parameters that characterize the system need 

to be determined. They are W, A, kr, and kb. Here we assume that kr and kb are related by the 

equilibrium constant of Equation 3-29: 

kr 
kb=

Kd 
(3-35) 

This leaves three parameters to be determined. W and A were found by a non-linear least 

squares fit to Equation 3-2 (see Appendix B). Data at short times were used; as t-O, Reaction 

2-8 exerts a diminishing effect on the current response at the electrode. These values of Wand A 

were used to make the current and time dimensionless. 

Assuming equal diffusion coefficients of S2, S~-, and the reaction products, four dimension-

less parameters are needed to to calculate a computer-generated dimensionless current vs. time 

curve: V·, Cob/Crb, Kd/Cob, and kr/).2. Since species R is much higher in concentration than 

supersulfide, Cob/Crb was assumed to be zero. Kd/Cob was calculated from Equation 3-29, and 

v' is determined by the size of the potential step. The forward reaction-rate constant (kr) was 

then varied, and the computer-generated curves were compared to the experimental curves. Best 

agreement between the experimental data and the numerical calculations was found when the 

values of A were increased slightly from the values obtained from the non-linear least squares 

fitting of Equation 3-2. This trend is expected because a smaller value of A would be obtained by 

fitting Equation 3-2 to data influenced by Reaction 2-8. Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show samples of 

the calculated curves from the computer model and the experimental data at 63 and 80 ·C. The 

agreement between the experimental data and computer-generated curves is very good. Table 

3-2 lists the average values of kr, kb' and io obtained on cobalt electrodes at 63 and 80 ·C. 
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Table 3-2: Summary of Rate Constants for Cobalt Electrodes 

Temperature kr kb io 
("C) (seC1) (liters / mole-sec) (mA/cm2) 

< 45 1 

1.15 cathodic 
63 0.025 2.9xl05 

1.21 anodic 

2.54 cathodic 
80 0.13 3.3xl05 

2.85 anodic 

As mentioned in the results section, the anodic currents were higher than the cathodic 

currents.for,a,given-totaLoverpotentiaL ThisJeads to higher'values of derived exchange current 

densities for the$anodic potentiai.steps. This is probably related to complexities in the reaction 

mechanism which are not accounted for by our model (which predicts a symmetrical response). 

A breakdown in.the linear current density-overpotential assumption at some of the higher over-

potentials employed (about 20 m V) could be one reason for this asymmetry. A change in reac-

tion mechanism, as anodic overpotential is increased, is another possibility. The behavior of 

polysulfide solutions on Co and Pt electrodes outside the linear current density-overpotential 

region and possible complications in the reaction mechanism are discussed further in Chapter 4. 

The values'of kli agree with those observed for other solution-phase dimerization reactions 

(94) (but are smaller those those.forother dimerization reactions that are under purely diffusion 

control). The activation energy for kr is about 22.kcal/mole, which is somewhat smaller'than 

that measured (about 30 kcal/mole) for other solution-phase dissociation reactions (95). How-

ever, the uncertainties in the values of kr are about a factor of 2. A change in the value of kr by 

less than this amount would give an activation energy close to 30 kcal/mole. 

The results presented here are in agreement with trends noted by other investigators. 

Increasing ~ (at constant sulfide concentration) lowers both the anodic and. cathodic 
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overpotential at redox electrodes (15,17,51). Increased efficiency and stability of photo anodes has 

also been noted (46). In the composition range where these investigations were carried out, the 

predominant polysulfide species are Sl- and Si-. Making the solution more sulfur-rich increases 

the concentration of S;- at the expense of S~-, which would increase the concentration of S2 

according to Reaction 2-8. Decreasing the pH has also been reported to have beneficial effects on 

photoelectrochemical cell operation (13). In the composition ranges studied, this would also have 

the effect of increasing Si- and therefore S2. 

The identification of supersulfide as the electroactive species suggests several modifications 

that could improve the kinetics at a redox electrode in addition to those mentioned above. One 

way of shifting the equilibrium in Reaction 2-8 toward supersulfide is to increase temperature. 

Photoelectrochemical cells are natural candidates for operation at elevated temperatures due to 

the large amount of waste heat produced by solar irradiation. While increased concentration of 

S2" would be beneficial, there are some disadvantages to increased temperature. The photocorro

sion of the semiconductor, which is already a major problem near room temperature, may 

become a limiting factor at higher temperatures. .As temperature increases, the open-circuit 

potential of liquid-junction photovoltaic cells decreases in a manner similar to that of solid-state 

photovoltaic cells (see Section 6.2). Finally, at elevated temperatures the degradation of 

polysulfides to thiosulfate increases as discussed in Section 2.1. 

Another way of shifting the equilibrium of Reaction 2-8 toward the right would be to 

employ a solvent in which sulfur radical anions are stabilized relative to polysulfide ions. 

Aprotic, polar solvents such as dimethylformamide(DMF), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), and 

acetone have been shown to stabilize sulfur radicals (26). These solvents are stable over a wide 

range of potentials. However, the conductivity of such a solution is lower than that of an aque

ous solutions, so higher ohmic losses might be a problem. A good strategy might be to employ 

the organic as a cosolvent in predominantly aqueous solutions. Results of investigations into 

mixed aqueous-organic electrolytes are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. 

) 
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3.6. Summary 

The potential step method is a useful tool for obtaining kinetic and diffusion information 

at low overpotentials. This technique was used to investigate electrode reactions at the aqueous 

polysulfide-electrode interface. Several different species coexist in the aqueous polysulfide electr()oo 

lyte (Table 2-2). Analysis of the current-time transients on Co electrodes showed that S2" was 

the electrochemically active species at low overpotentials. The'conversion of Si- into S2" (Reac

tion 2-8) affects the current response"at higher temperatures and thicker boundary layers. A 

computer program, valid at small overpotentials, was written to model Reaction 2-8 coupled to a 

heterogeneous electrochemical reaction (see Appendix C). The rate constants of Reaction 2-8 

were determined with the help of this model; they were similar to those measured for other 

dissociation-dimerization reactions. 

The anodic and cathodic current-time transients were similar, but the anodic currents were 

slightly higher, and the transients were £latter. The computer model predicts a symmetrical 

response at low overpotentials. This suggests that the linear current-overpotential relation 

might be invalid under some of'the conditions used here. A different reaction mechanism in the 

anodic and cathodic regions is also conceivable. These possibilities are discussed further in 

Chapter 4. 



Chapter 4 

Investigation of the Polysulfide Electrode Reaction 

by the Rotating Disk Method 

4.1. Introduction 
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Photoelectrochemical cells require both an efficient photoelectrode and an efficient coun~ 

terelectrode {see Chapter I}. The counterelectrode must support the same superficial current 

density as the photoelectrode. Typical operating current densities under normal solar illumina-

tion are 10 to 20 mA/cm2• Since the open-circuit voltage of an aqueous polysulfide-based PEC is 

only about 500 to 800 m V, the total overpotential at the counterelectrode must be small. This 

total overpotential could include activation overpotential, concentration overpotential and ohmic 

losses. A reasonable design goal would be to support the required current density with less than 

a 10% loss at the counterelectrode. This loss would correspond to about 50 m V. 

Steady-state data are needed to assess the effect of electrocatalyst, convection, and solution 

composition on the current density-overpotential curves. The transient data in Chapter 3 were 

obtained in the linear overpotential range of -25 to +25 m V. Data are also needed at higher 

overpotentials because 50 m V is outside the linear kinetic overpotential range, and in solutions 

with many species such as the polysulfide system the dominant mechanism may change with 

potential. 

A practical counterelectrode might be a porous electrode, a flow-through porous electrode 

or a wire grid electrode depending on the cell configuration. It would be difficult to transfer 

design data gathered on one of these electrodes to an electrode of another type. Thus it was 

decided to use smooth ele~trodes of well-defined area to gather initial design data. The rotating 

disk electrode {rde} is a good choice to obtain steady-state data because it can be used under 

well-defined hydrodynamic conditions. Results of experiments on porous electrodes are discussed 
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in Chapter 5. 

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 explain the experimental methods used and present the results 

obtained by use of the rde in polysulfide solution with and without the addition of an organic 

cosolvent. These results are discussed in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5. 

4.2. Experimental Procedure 

A schematic diagram of the cell is shown in Figure 4-1. The cell is constructed of glass and 

has a provision for bubbling Ar through or over the solution. The cell is surrounded by a glass 

jacket, and cell temperature was controlled by pumping water through the jacket using a tem-

perature controller (Techne Model TV-15). If the cell was held at a higher temperature (> 

40 ·C) for a significant time, there was a noticeable evaporation of solution. To solve this prob-

lem, the'Ar was·bubbled:through' a gas bubbler containing the same solution as the cell before'-

being passed over the solution in the-cell. The rotator was a Pine Instruments ASR2 capable 'of 

rotation speeds up to 10,000 rpm. A Hewlett-Packard Model 1045B X-Y recorder was used to 

record the steady-state data. For some experiments a PAR model 371 potentiostat/galvanostat 

and model 175 function generator were used. The characteristics of this equipment have been 

described in Section 3.3. Some other experiments were performed with a PAR model 273 

potentiostat/ galvanostat. 

For measurements of solution resistance, both dc (current step) and ac (conductivity 

bridge) methods. were used. The current step method was similar, to that described in Section 

3.3~ The solution conductivity could be calculated from the measured resistance by using the 

relationship (96): 

1 R.= --
4/Cr 

( 4-1) 

This relationship is only strictly true when a primary current distribution prevails on the disk 

and the counter electrode is located infinitely far from the disk. At short times after a current 

step is applied, ohmic and double layer charging. processes dominate, and thus Equation 4-1 
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should allow a good approximation for K. to be calculated from the measured solution resistance. 

For conductivity measurements using ac methods, a Wayne-Kerr autobalance universal 

bridge model B642 was used. This bridge supplies an alternating voltage at 1591.5 Hz. The 

bridge was used in conjunction with a Yellow Springs Instruments Co. model 3401 dipping con-

ductivity cell. The cell constant was 1 cm-1, and the cell electrodes were platinized Pt. 

Both Pt and Co electrodes were used as electrocatalysts. The Pt electrode (Pine Instru-

ments) was 0.8 cm in diameter (0.5 cm2 area) and was surrounded by a PTFE sheath. The Co 

electrode was 0.5 cm diameter (0.2 cm2 area) and was mounted in an interchangeable disk holder 

(Pine Instruments) with silicone sealant. Both electrodes were polished using procedures similar 

to those described in Section 3.3. 

APt wire!was'used_as the reference electrode. The-counterelectrode was either a,Pt foil or 

a. porous. graphite rod. Both these electrodes were positioned well outside the diffusion layer of 

the disk electrode. 

Solu.tion preparation was. similar to that described· in Section 3.3. For solutions.that con-. 

tained DMF as a cosolvent, the DMF and water were mixed in ,the correct proportion before dis-

solving the N~Sc9H20, sulfur, and H2S. The mole fraction of water, in the DMF-H20 solvent, 

could be calculated from: 

XH~= 
V H~P~~+V DMFP~MF 

(4-2) 

A sample-ofth'ewatet"D.MF(mixture was·sent·:to-the·chemical microanalysis·lab·in th'e.UC Berke-,. 

ley College .. of Chemistry to determine" carbon and nitrogen content (these components are 

present in DMF but not In water). Total sulfur content was determined by the methods 

described in Section 3.3. 
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4.3. Results 

Experiments were performed using an aqueous polysulfide solution containing 1.3 M S2-

and 1 M SO at a pH of 12 (Table 2-2) and with polysulfides dissolved in a DNlF-water mixture. 

Based on Equation 4-2 and an independent analysis of carbon and nitrogen, the mole percent of 

DMF in the mixture was 13%. The total concentrations of sulfur and sulfide were the same in 

both cases although the distribution of the sulfur-bearing ionic species would be expected to be 

different (see Section 4.5). 

Figure 4-2 shows experimental current density-overpotential curves for Pt at 25 and 40'C 

and a rotation rate of 1000 rpm. The potential of the working electrode was measured against a 

Pt reference electrode. The potential was scanned from -170 mV to 40 mV at a rate of 1 

m V /sec. There is a difference in current density between the forward (positive-going) and back-

ward (negative-going) scans (hysteresis) especially at higher cathodic overpotentials. The magni-. . 
tude of the hysteresis depends on the starting point of the scan, the temperature, and the electro-

catalyst used. The hysteresis decreased as the temperature was raised. In the following figures 

only the foward scans are shown unless otherwise noted. Figure 4-3 shows current density-

overpotential plots for Pt at 60 and 77 ·C. Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show analogous plots for Co. 

Data were taken primarily in the range of -100 to +50 mV because this was the interval of most 

interest for design of counterelectrodes for PECs. 

Several important features of the plots should be noted. As temperature increases, two 

cathodic waves can be distinguished: a point of inflection occurs in the current density-

overpotential curve at cathodic overpotentials. This point of inflection is most apparent on Pt 

electrodes at intermediate temperatures (Figure 4-2, the 40 'C curve). At temperatures above 

60'C on Pt (Figure 4-3), the current density-overpotential response is sublinear at cathodic over-

potentials. In aqueous solution, Co is a better electrocatalyst than Pt: the current density at a 

given overpotential and temperature is higher on Co than on Pt. The inflection in the current 

density-overpotential curves is only noticeable above 60'C on Co electrodes. At these tempera-
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tures, the onset of the second cathodic wave occurs at lower overpotentials on Co than on Pt. 

This second cathodic wave is not due to hydrogen evolution: 

(4-3) 
In the pH 12 electrolyte used here, Reaction 4-3 has an equilibrium potential of about -0.71 V vs 

the SHE. The measured rest potential of the polysulfide solution was -0.70 V vs. the SCE (or 

about -0.46 V vs. the SHE). Hydrogen evolution is therefore not possible until an overpotential 

of greater than 250 mV is reached. By visual observation of the electrode surface, it was found 

that hydrogen evolution did not begin to take place until overpotentials somewhat greater than 

about 300 mV were reached. No limiting current was reached before solvent decomposition took 

place. 

The anodic branch of the current density-overpotential curve shows quite different 

behavior. The current continued to rise until bulk sulfur was deposited, and sulfur~oxyanions 

began to be produced (50,51). Therefore, overpotentials above 200 m V were avoided in the 

anodic scans: The anodic current density is higher than the cathodic current density at· the same 

absolute value of overpotential. Similar behavior was reported by R:emick' and Camara (11). 

Plots of log(i) vs. '1 are shown in Figure 4-6. The plots are linear in the range of 50 to 120 m V. 

The data were fit to the Tafel equation: 

(4-4) 

In this range of. overpotentials. The Tafel equation is a.simplification of Equation 3-12; it is 

valid at.high enough overpotentialsso that.one of the exponential ,terms in Equation 3-12 can be-

ignored. The value of exchange current density on Co is 50 JJA/cm2 whereas on Pt it is 15 

JJA/cm2. The derived value for aa on Pt is 1.0 while on Co it is 0.8. The derived values of a,. 

and io are consistent with the results reported by Allen and Hickling (51). At higher overpoten-

tials, the slope of the curves decreases. The current densities on Pt and Co become nearly equal 

above 125 mY. Allen and Hickling (51) found similar behavior on Au, W, and Ni electrodes. 
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There is little effect of rotation speed on the response at Co and Pt electrodes, from 400 to 

3600 rpm. The only significant effects of convection in the cathodic branch were on the second 

cathodic wave at 61 and 77 ·C. 

The addition of 13 mole-% DMF increases the current density at a given temperature and 

overpotential on both Co and Pt electrodes. Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show the response at Co and Pt 

electrodes over the temperature range of 25-to 77 ·C. At 60·C and -50 mY, the current density 

on Co is increased from -1.2 to -3.0 mA/cm2 (an increase by a factor of about 2.5). The addition 

of DlVlF has even a greater effect on the response at Pt electrodes. In aqueous solution, Co was a 

much better catalyst than Pt, but in the water-DMF mixture, the current density-overpotential 

response for both catalysts is nearly the same. The first cathodic wave and the sublinear 

response are much more pronounced in the DMF-water mixture. This change in shape is most 

noticeable on Co at lower 'temperatures ( compare Figures'4-4 and 4=7). Raising the temperature 

of the-pure aqueous' system and addingDMF have analogous effects on the shape of the cathodic 

curve. At ·77·C theJcurrent density-overpotential curve is'almost straight over'the'entire poten .. 

tial range. stlldied. Both' the', aqueous' and the-DMF-water" solutions 'became~visibly' darker' as' 

temperature increased. At 77·C the DMF-water solution was dark blue, and this color change 

was reversible. 

The conductivity of the polysulfide solutions with and without the addition of DMF were 

measured as described in Section 4.2. Figure 4-9 shows a plot of log(x:T) vs. liT. As expected, 

the conductivity of the solution without the addition of DMF is greater. At 25··C"the conduc

tivity of the pure aqueous solution is 0.09 n-1cm-1 versus 0.04 n-1cm-1 for the solution with 13 

mole-% DlVlF. The-conductivity rises with an activation energy of about 4kcal/mole for both 

solutions. 

4.4. Discussion 

One possible explanation for the shape of the steady-state current density-overpotential 

curves'is that a single electrode reaction with unequal anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients is 
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occurring. An electrode process obeying Equation 3-7 will have a point of inflection at: 

'1= 
2RT In (a cia a) 

F (aa+ac) 

(4-5) 

If aa=ae, the point of inflection occurs at '1=0 and the familiar sinh('1) behavior is observed. For 

ae<aa, the point of inflection occurs in the cathodic branch of the curve. Equation 4-5 predicts 

that for a e=0.5 and aa=1.5 the point of inflection will move more cathodic by 5 mV when the 

temperature .goes -from 25"to 80 ·C. Figures 4",2 through 4-5 show·the change with temperature 

is much greater than this. 

Another possibility is that two electrode processes occur over the range of cathodic poten-

tials studied. The sub linear response at small cathodic overpotentials could be due to a mass 

transfer or homogeneous kinetic limitation. Almost no effect of varying the rotation rate was 

found at these small cathodic overpotentials; The results'of'Chapter 3 suggest that the cathodic 

current response at the cobalt electrode is limited by a homogeneous reaction in solution and 

heterogeneous charge;transfer at-the-interface. A.model for~these processes"valid in the rotating I 

disk electrode:system wilLnow be developed. 

Figure 4-10 shows a schematic representation of the coordinate system and the velocity 

field around a rotating disk electrode. The disk is surrounded by an insulating sheath and 

rotates about its axis with an angular velocity w. The rotating fluid is swept toward the disk 

and then expelled in the radial direction. The most convenient coordinate system to represent . 

the hydrodynamic and mass transfer problem is cylindrical coordinates. The three velocity com-

ponents, v" V6, and v. plus the dynamic pressure P all are non-zero. Four partial differential 

equations.(the.continuity equation plus the three components of the·Navier-Stokes equations) 

specify the system. Von Karman (97) used a separation of variables scheme to reduce the four 

PDE's to four non-linear ODE's. White et al. (98) present several alternative methods for the 

solution of these equations. 
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The velocity component in the z direction depends on z only and not on I' or (). In the 

absence of edge effects, the concentration profile would be expected to depend only on z (99). If 

we assume steady-state and the absence of migration, then Equations 3-5 and 3-6 can be com-

bined to give: 

dCj d2Cj 
v-=-D·--+R 

Z dz I dz2 I 
(4-6) 

The -boundary conditions' far away-from the disk can be. represented by Equation 3-11. The 

boundary conditions at the disk surface will depend on the particular system being considered. 

If Rj=O, then Equation 4-6 can be integrated, and q can be solved for in terms of two con-

stants which are determined by the boundary conditions. For some simple cases of the Butler-

Volmer equation, an explicit representation can be found for the current (100). This can lead to 

a scheme of correcting the currents for mass transfer effects and determining the true kinetic 

currents. When the heterogeneous kinetics are more complex, a solution for the current can still 

be obtained, but it may be in the form of a non-linear algebraic or transcendental equation (99). 

When Rj~O, it is not possible to integrate Equation 4-6 unless simplifying assumptions are 

made. Koutecky and Levich (101-103) present solutions for Equation 4-6 when R j can be 

represented by first-order, dissociation-dimerization or catalytic type kinetics. They ignore con-

vective terms, and their solution is only valid at the limiting current. Here we seek a solution of 

Equation 4-6 which includes convection and is valid where the system is under charge transfer as 

well as homogeneous kinetic controL 

A numerical solution is required. As.in Chapter 3; Equation 3-31 represents the homogene-

ous'reaction rate expression, and Equation 3-34 is used to make the concentrations dimension-

less. The boundary conditions at the interface are represented by Equations 3-12, 3-14 through 

3-16, and 3-32. The dimensionless representation of the z coordinate is: 

<=[7]"" (4-7) 

For the high Schmidt- numbers' encountered in electrolyte solutions., 0d:::'<Oh' The"zcomponent· 
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of the velocity can be represented in a form that is valid near the disk surface (99): 

[ ]

1/2 

vz=-a ~w f (4-8) 

The dimensionless equations and the details of the computer implementation are given in Appen-

dix D. 

The potential step experiments of Chapter 3 were carried out in the linear current density-

overpotential region. In that region, no direct information can be obtained about the reaction 

orders, transfer coefficients, and stoichiometric number. These parameters, as well as the 

exchange current densities and homogeneous rate constants, are needed for the simulation of 

rotating disk curves outside the linear region. It is necessary to limit the choices for these 

parameters to a manageable number. 

Reaction 3-28 is represented according to the scheme of Reactions 2-8 and 3-30: 

(2-8) 

(3-30) 

Reaction 3-30 is a multi-step electrochemical reaction made up of elementary chemical and elec-

trochemical steps. One of the steps, which may be chemical or electrochemical, is rate determin-

ing. For Reaction 3-30, a. two-electron reaction, the possibilities for the transfer coefficients are 

listed in Table 4-1. The o:'s are computed from Equations 3-1030 and b. 

The cases where one of the transfer coefficients is zero (Case I, III, VI, and VIII) can be 

eliminated because both the anodic and cathodic reactions show some potential dependence. The 

values of the transfer coefficients, reaction orders, and stoichiometric number chosen should 

represent the data on both cobalt and platinum over a range of temperatures, and the homo-

geneous rate constants should not depend on the electrocatalyst. In the vicinity of the first 

cathodic wave, an O:c of 0.5 best represented the data. Table 4-2 shows the values of the homo-

geneous rate constants and exchange current densities that best fit the data for O:c=0.5 and 

zoc/v=I/2 and zoc/v=1. For zoc/v=1/2, the homogeneous rate constants that best represent the 
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Table 4-1: Possible Values of the Transfer Coefficients 

n=2, /3=0.5 

Case v=1 Case v=2 

s=O I VI 
Q'a=2 Q',.=1 

Q'c=O Q'c=O 

r=O s=1 n VII 
Q',.=1 Q',.=0.5 

Q'c=1 Q'c=0.5 

s=2 III vm 
Q'a=O Q',.=O 

Q'c=2 Q'c=l 

s=O N IX 
Q'a=1.5 Q'a=0.5 

Q'c=0.5 Q'c=0.5 

r=1 

s=1 V 
Q'a=O.5 

Q'e=1.5 
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Table 4-2: Values of Parameters 

zn./v=I/2 
Platinum Cobalt 

Temperature kr io/v kr io/v 
( ·C) (sec-l ) (mA/cm2) (sec-I) (mA/cm2) 

40 0.00071 0.04 

60 0.0075 0.24 0.02 1.0 

77 0.045 0.9 0.075 2.0 

z"o!v=1 
Platinum Cobalt 

Temperature kr io/v kr io/v 
( ·C) (sec-I) (mA/cm2) (sec-I) (mA/cm2) 

40 0.002 0.05 

60 0.02 0.33 0.03 1.5 
77 0.1 1.3 0.15 2.5 

data are somewhat different for cobalt and platinum. However, when zoc/v=l, the values of the 

homogeneous rate constants are nearly the same for cobalt and platinum. Furthermore, above 

60 ·C, the values of exchange current density found for cobalt are close to those found from the 

potential step data of Chapter 3. The dashed lines in Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-5 show the fit to 

the data using these parameters. 

On Pt, the first cathodic wave becomes more prominent as temperature increases, and the 

agreement between predicted and measured currents reflects this. At the Co electrode, the data 

are well represented by the model only at smaller overpotentials (in the region of the potential 

step experiments of Chapter 3). At higher cathodic overpotentials, the model predicts a limiting 

kinetic current. Cs- becomes zero at the surface even though Cs2- is still a large fraction of its 
2 , 

bulk concentration. The (hypothetical) limiting current would be reached at smaller overpoten-

tials on Co because of the higher exchange current density on that electrode. The second 

cathodic reaction might become dominant at some fraction of that limiting current. 

The results of the computer model predict little effect of convection on the response of the 

system. Homogeneous reaction and diffusion terms dominate over convective terms in the 

material balance equations. In the region where the model agrees with the data, there is almost 
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no effect of convection. This lends support to the hypothesis that the sublinear response at small 

cathodic overpotentials is due to a homogeneous-kinetic limitation rather than a mass~transfer 

limitation. 

Table 4-3 shows two mechanistic possibilities that are consistent with the derived values of 

Q'c=0.5 (Q',. is either 0.5: Case VII and IX, or 1.5: Case N) and zoc/II=1. 

If _Reaction 4-9a is the rate determining step in Mechanism I, then __ 1I=24because the rds 

occurs twice for each overall occurrence of Reaction 3-30. Reaction 4-9b (which is a combination 

of Reactions 2-4 and 2-5) is assumed to be in quasi-equilibrium. For this mechanism Q',.=Q'c=0.5, 

and the rate expression can be written: 

( 4-11) 

The. constantsk .. and kc represent rate constants for Reaction 4-9a modified by the equilibrium 

constant.of Reaction 4-9b. Consistent with the stoichiometry of Reaction, 3-30 and with Equa-

Table 4-3: Mechanistic.Possibilities 

MECHANISM I 

MECHANISM II 

(4-9a) 

(4-9b) 

(4-10a) 

(4-10b) 

(4-lOc) 

(4-lOd) 

( 4-10e) 

( 4-10f) 
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tion 3-8b, zoc=2 and zoa=O. Since v=2, zoc/v=l. Thus this mechanism can represent the data at 

low cathodic overpotentials. 

Mechanism II is consistent with the cathodic data (on the first reaction wave) if Reaction 

4-1030 is taken to be the rds. For that choice of rds, v=l, O'a=1.5, and O'c=0.5. The rate expres-

sion takes the following form: 

C 2itC4/3 C4/ 3 
i ,S4 OH- HS- , 

-F = ka exp(1.5F4>/RT) - kcCs-exp(-F4>/2RT) 
n Cs~ . 2 

(4-12) 

In this case, zoc=1 and zoa=-l. As above, these reaction orders are consistent with Reaction 3-30 

and Equation 3-8b and zoc/v=l. Thus this mechanism can also represent the data at low 

cathodic overpotentials. 

Neither of the above mechanisms adequately represents the anodic data. Mechanism I 

predicts an 0'&=0.5. At anodic overpotentials in the quasi-reversible region, this mechanism con-

siderably underestimates the experimentally-measured currents. Mechanism II, with Reaction 4-

lOa as the rds, also underestimates the experimental currents, but to a smaller extent. The 

dashed lines in the anodic region of the graphs of Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-5 show the currents 

predicted by this mechanism. 

It is apparent from the potential step data on Co electrodes in Chapter 3 that there are 

similarities between the processes in the low overpotential cathodic and anodic regions. How-

ever, even in that region the anodic currents are higher than the cathodic currents at the same 

absolute value of overpotential, and the shape of the anodic transients are flatter. As the over-

potential increases anodically, there might be a change in the rate determining step in the reac-

tion mechanism, more than one electrode process might take place or specific adsorption could 

become important. 

In the above mechanisms, no explicit account has been taken of adsorbed sulfur species and 

changes of the coverage of an adsorbed species with potential. Reaction 4-lOb or a similar reac-

tion could represent an adsorption process at the electrocatalyst. Investigations on Au electrodes 
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showed that adsorbed sulfur layers can be formed (104,105). At low overpotentials, submono

layers of sulfur were formed. As potential increased, monolayers and multilayers were deposited. 

Hamilton and Woods (105) found that sulfur adsorption proceeded in parallel with polysulfide 

formation. Allen and Hickling (51) rationalized their experimental results in the anodic region in 

terms of the removal of adsorbed sulfur being the rate determining step (such as Reaction 4-10b 

proceeding from right to left). Lando et al. (12) and Tenne et al. (106) were able to explain 

some aspects of the,response of CdSe photoanodes by using sulfur removal as the rds. Frese and 

Canfield (107) proposed a model involving sulfur adsorption and removal to explain the competi

tion between faradaic reaction and photocorrosion at CdSe photoanodes. Hartler, Libert, and 

Teder (108) studied the dissolution rate of elemental sulfur in aqueous sulfide and polysulfide 

solutions. Conversion of their measured rates into current density gives a current density of 

about' 20' mA/cm2 corresponding to the ,slowest' rates -found in_polysulfide solutions (at 25°C). 

Sulfur dissolution could become a limiting factor at. some of the .highest anodic overpotentials 

used here (Figure 4-6) and under galvanostatic operation of efficientPEC's (where current densi

tiesloflO to 20 mA/cm2 have been reported, under normal solar 'illumination). An adsorbed 

layer of sulfur might be bound to the electrode surface tightly, making its dissolution rate slower 

than that of elemental sulfur. The adsorbed sulfur might lead to blocking of catalytic sites and 

be responsible for the decrease in slope on the log(i) vs 1/ plot at higher values of 1/. 

4.5~ Discussion of Results with the·Addition of DMF 

The results of-Chapter 3 'indicated .thatthe .sulfur . radical anion S2" might be:involved in 

thepolysulfide redoxreactionaUowoverpotentials:. Supersulfideaccounts for only a small part 

of the total sulfur in aqueous solution (see Table 2-2), and the polysulfide-supersulfide equili

brium is strongly affected by temperature and choice of solvent. Polysulfides have an optical 

absorption band around 420 nm while sulfur radicals absorb around 620 nm (see Table 6-2). 

The dominant species can often be ascertained by noting the color of solution; solutions contain

ing'predominantly polysulfidesare·yellow-red·while.sulfur. radical solutions are ·blue. Solutions 
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that contain a substantial amount of both types of species are green. Sulfur radicals are also 

thought to be responsible for the color of certain minerals such as ultramarine (109). 

Abraham et al. (110) and Rauh et al. (26) report the color, spectral properties, and solu-

bility of sodium and lithium polysulfides dissolved in a variety of aprotic media. Polysulfide 

solubility ranges from almost insoluble in solvents like nitromethane to a solubility greater than 

10 M in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). Solubility increases with an increase in the basicity of the 

solvent, while the average size of the polysulfide ions depends on the dielectric constant of the 

solvent (26). The equilibrium between polysulfide ions and sulfur radicals is related to the 

specific structure of the solvent. Equilibrium is shifted toward sulfur radicals in aprotic solvents 

that contain 0=0, S=O, and p=o structural units. For example, dimethylformamide (DMF), 

DMSO, and hexamethylphosphoramide (HMPA) all show this shift, whereas in a solvent such as 

tetrahydrofuran (THF), which does not contain any of these units, polysulfides are dominant. 

Giggenbach (111) investigated the tetrasulfide-supersulfide equilibrium in mixtures of water 

and DMF at room temperature. As DMF was added to an aqueous polysulfide solution, the 

equilibrium was shifted toward supersulfide. Rauh et al. (26) have shown that similar equili-

brium shifts occur when DMSO is added to a polysulfide solution in THF. Giggenbach explains 

the stability of Si- in water by postulating three electronic structures: 

e e e e ee 
I. :S-S-S-S: II. S=S-S-S: III. S=S-S=S (4-13) 

In water Structure I is stabilized because of hydrogen bonding, whereas Structures II and III 

become more prevalent in aprotic solvents with high basicity. The accumulation of charge on 

the inner sulfur atoms leads to a weakening of the middle bond. The equilibrium expression in 

water-DMF mixtures was found to take the form: 

( 4-14) 

The participation of 4 DMF molecules per S2 suggests the formation of a "cage-like" structure 

by the DMF around the supersulfide. Solvents with S=O and P=O structural units might form 

similar cages. The destabilization of Si- coupled with the solvent-specific interactions with S2 
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shifts the equilibrium of Reaction 2-8 to the right. 

The results presented in Figures 4-7 and 4-8 can be rationalized on the basis of the infor

mation presented above. The addition of DMF to the aqueous solution shifts the equilibrium of 

Reaction 2-8 toward the right. The equilibrium constant and the rate constants are related by 

Equation 3-35. The foward rate constant kr is probably increased somewhat because of the des

tabilization of Si- by the ·formation of Structure III in 4-13. The dimerization rate constant is 

probably 'decrea,sed by the .formation of the.cage-like structure around S2'. Quantitative infor

mation on the temperature dependence of S2' concentrations, and of homogeneous reaction rates 

in DMF-water mixtures is lacking. The experiments reported in (111) were carried out under 

experimental condition which make it difficult to calculate the exact concentration of S2' (112). 

However, by choosing reasonable values for some of the parameters, the trends of Figures 4-7 

and 4-8 can be predicted. The concentration ofS; at 25·C is assumed to be 0.22 mM. The 

dependence of the· equilibrium constant of Reaction 2.,.8 on temperature is taken to be the same 

as for the purely aqueous solution. The ·homogeneous. reaction rates and the exchange current 

densit'ies were adjusted to give.the best fit at.e8:'ch temperature. 

The dashed lines in Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show the results of the model predictions. Figure 

4-11 shows the values of kr and io/II used. The activation energy for kr is about 24 kcal/mole, 

which is close to the value found for the aqueous solutions. The value of kr is about four times 

the value in the aqueous solutions at the same temperature. By using these values of kr and the 

equilibrium constant, the value of kb can be shown to be about 1.5- to 2 times lower in the DMF

water mixture than in the purely aqueous solution. 

As in the aqueous solutions, the model does not predict the anodic data very well. The rea

sons for this might be similar to those discussed in Section 4.4. 

The exchange current densities on Co electrodes are only slightly higher than those in the 

aqueous solutions. This suggests that the improved response in the DMF-water mixtures comes 

from the-shift in the equilibrium'toward S2', and the corresponding. modification of.the'ratecon-
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stants of Reaction 2-8, rather than a change in the reaction rate at the interface. 

4.6. SUllllllary 

The current density-over potential responses at cobalt and platinum rotating disk electrodes 

in a 1.3 M S2-, 1 M So, pH=12 solution were determined. A model was developed to take into 

account a slow homogeneous reaction in solution as well as a finite heterogeneous reaction rate 

for this geometry. The-parameters determined in Chapter 3.by the potential step method could 

be used with this model to explain the current density-overpotential behavior in the low

overpotential cathodic region. At higher overpotentials in the cathodic region a second cathodic 

reaction was evident. This second cathodic reaction was less prominent when the current densi

ties were lower (as on Pt electrodes) or when the S2" concentrations were higher (as temperature 

increased). 

The addition orDMF to the aqueous polysulfide solution increases the current density at· a, 

given temperature and overpotential. In the range of overpotentials'studied, the first cathodic' 

reaction wave becomes'much more:prominent. Although independent quantitative data are lack-

ing for the DMF-water mixtures, the assumption of reasonable values for kr and io/v allows the 

prediction of the observed cathodic behavior in the temperature range of 25 to 77 ·C. 



Chapter 5 

Performance of Aqueous Polysulfide 

Flow-Through Electrodes 

5.1. Introduction 

87 

The results discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 showed that the current density at an electrode 

carrying out the sulfide/polysulfide redox reaction is limited by the combined effects of reactions 

in solution and slow electrochemical kinetics (at low cathodic overpotentials). An examination of 

the rotating disk data of Chapter 4 shows that the design goal of supporting 10 to 20 mA/cm2 

with an overpotential of less than 50 m V at the counterelectrode of a PEC cannot be met at a 

smooth planar electrode. For example, at 77 ·C, the current density at -50 m V polarization on a 

smooth Co electrode is -2.5 mA/cm2 in aqueous solution and -6.4 mA/cm2 in the solution with 13 

mole-% DrvtF added. An increase in current density of 3 to 5 times is needed in order to meet 

the design goals. 

Porous electrodes consist of a solid phase and a liquid phase in intimate contact and there

fore have a high interfacial area per unit volume (ao). They have been used for removal of 

materials from waste streams (113), in redox batteries (21), and in stationary battery electrodes 

(114). The electrode structure can be invariant with time as in most redox battery and fuel cell 

applications, or solid reactants can be part of the electrode matrix (for example in the 

~n/NiOOH battery). Mass transfer in the liquid phase can take place by diffusion, migration, 

natural convection and/or forced convection. 

In our case an electrode that carries an electric current and acts as an electrocatalyst, yet 

does not change its structure with time, is desired. A metal or metal sulfide deposited on a wire 

screen or expanded-metal mesh should meet these requirements, and a structure of this type 

could be used as a flow-through electrode. Electrolyte flow would be useful i~ a redox battery 
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employing the aqueous polysulfide electrolyte, because in redox batteries the electrolyte is typi

cally stored in a location remote from the cell stack, or in a PEC, where flow could be used to 

remove waste heat. 

The focus of this Chapter is the preparation and testing of electrocatalytic porous elec

trodes for the aqueous polysulfide redox system. Section 5.2 describes.the prepartion of the elec

trodes and the construction and operation of the flow cell. Section.5.3 discusses the. effect of 

different catalyst materials, the effect of temperature, and the effect of the addition of DMF. 

These results are compared with those of Chapters 3 and 4. 

5.2. Experimental Procedure 

Cell and Flow System Construction 

A cross-sectional view of the cell is shown in Figure 5-1. Fluropolymers such as PTFE, 

FEP and PF A were used as materials of construction wherever practical. The cell body is fabri-

cated from PTFE. The flow channel is 2.54 cm in diameter (cross sectional area 5.07 cm2). The 

electrolyte enters through the bottom of the cell. Channeling of the fluid through one part of the 

electrode would decrease the effectiveness of the electrode. To insure uniform flow distribution, a 

flow distributor of quartz (sand) particles is placed 0.5 cm above the inlet. The sand is composed 

of irregularly shaped particles 0.5 to 1 mm in diameter, resulting in a column to partide diame

ter ratio of greater than 25, and the packed depth of the sand is 0.75 cm. Pt-l0% Rh screens (80 

mesh) hold the sand in place. The screens are sandwiched between PTFE. washers for mechani

cal stability. 

A type K thermocouple (Ni-Cr vs. Ni-Al, Omega Engineering) is used to measure the tem

perature of the entering fluid, and it is coated with 0.020" thick FEP in order to protect if from 

the corrosive electrolyte. The thermocouple is attached to a 1/8" PTFE pipe plug. To form a 

leak-tight seal between the parts, a hole slightly smaller than the thermocouple is drilled in the 

plug. The hole. is expanded by heating. the. plug to 150 ·C, and the thermocouple is pushed 
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through at this elevated temperature. Upon cooling the hole shrinks and a leak,;,tight seal is 

formed. The assembly is then mounted on the cell via a l/S" FNPT pipe thread that was tapped 

into the cell body. The thermocouple tip protrudes about 3 mm into the fluid flow path. 

The reference electrode is a 3.1S mm diameter Pt rod (99.95%). It is sealed into a pipe 

plug in a manner similar to that used for the thermocouple probe. This electrode is mounted in 

the branch, of a ,1 /S" PTFE pipe tee. Part of the fluid entering the cell is tapped off to flow 

through the tee and over the reference electrode. This arrangement insures that the reference 

electrode is at the same temperature as the working electrode. The flow rate through the refer

ence electrode is adjusted by a PTFE stopcock valve. 

The working electrode is held in place between a 4.76 mm lip in the body of the cell and a 

1.25 cm long piston sleeve. A stack of screen electrodes up to 0.5 cm in length can be accommo

dated in the space between the lip and the piston sleeve. Electrical contact to the external cir

cuit is made by a 0.020" soft-temper Pt wire which is compressed between the piston sleeve and 

the electrode stack. The Pt lead wire is· friction" fit into a l/S" pipe plug, and a special treating 

agen't (Chemp"last·Inc., Chemgrip Hi-Viscosity) is applied to the plug so that an epoxy backup 

seal can be made. The contact resistance between the wire and the working electrode was found 

to be negligible, so long as the working electrode was a metal. 

The counter electrode has an external electrical contact which is similar to that used for 

the working electrode. Two pistons sleeves are placed above the counter electrode. First, a 1.25 

cm long p~ston sleeve is placed on top of the electrode. to hold it in place. A 1-1/16" ill by l/S" 

cross section O-ring is pressed against the top of this piston sleeve and against the cell body by a 

5 cm long piston sleeve with a conical taper cut into the end that contacts the O-ring. This coni

cal O-ring seal was found to be necessary to prevent electrolyte from leaking between the piston 

sleeves and the cell body. 

A locking collar holds the piston sleeves in place and provides compression for the O-ring 

seals and between.the~ele'Ctrodes,and the. contact wires, A.1-:1/S': II) by 1/16" cross .section.O--
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ring seal between the 5 cm long piston sleeve and the locking collar prevents fluid leakage. 

A schematic diagram of the complete flow system is shown in Figure 5-2, and a photograph 

of the system is presented in Figure 5-3. A I-liter PTFE tank acts as a storage reservoir for the 

electrolyte, and its volume is about twenty times that of the cell. The tank cover has a 3-1/2" 

ID by 1/8" cross section O-ring which is compressed against the top lip of the tank with an 

external flange. Three 1/4" FNPT fittings are tapped in both the top and bottom surfaces of the 

tank cover. The suction line of the pump is connected to the bottom of the tank via one fitting, 

and another fitting connects to a common discharge line for the cell, bypass loop, and reference 

electrode compartment. The third fitting is connected to a stopcock valve which can be used to 

either vent the system or allow the introduction of an inert gas above the liquid. 

A positive-displacement pump (Flurocarbon, Model Saturn SP-3000) is used to move the 

fluid through the system. The pump is capable of providing a head of 15 psig, and its wetted 0' --;: 

parts are PTFE. Two PTFE needle values are used to control the flow rate through the cell and 

bypass loop. The flow rate through the cell was measured by a rotameter (Omega Engineering, 

FL-215). The minimum flow rate that could be read precisely was about 0.1 liter/min, and the 

maximum flow rate attainable (about 1.6 liters/min) depended on the number of electrode 

screens, the electrolyte, and the temperature. The maximum scale reading on the rotameter 

corresponded to 2.0 liters/min. The rotameter tube and float are made of glass. 

A stopcock valve is placed between the top of the cell and the rotameter inlet, and during 

operation this valve is normally open. When changing electrodes this valve and the flow-control 

valves can be closed to allow the cell to be isolated from the rest of the system. The electrolyte 

in the cell is drained through the reference electrode port. 

The components of the system are mounted so that easy access to all the parts was possi-

ble. The pump is mounted on a wooden base which is covered with FEP film to protect it from 

any leaking electrolyte. The other parts of the system are attached to a frame of 1/2" aluminum 

rods which are held together by metal clamps. The pump transmitted some vibration to the rest 
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Figure 5-3: Photograph of the flow system. 
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of the system; placing 1 cm thick foam-rubber mats under the pump and flow system mounting 

boards helped reduce the vibration. 

The heating and insulation requirements for the system were determined in preliminary 

experiments that used water in place of the electrolyte. The initial design called for heating tape 

to be placed only around the storage tank. Experiments indicated that several hours were 

required to bring the system to 80 ·C. This was due to the slow heat transfer rate through the 4 

mm thick PTFE tank wall. To increase the heating rate, heating tape was wrapped around the 

thin (0.032" wall thickness) FEP tube of the pump discharge line. A thermocouple probe was 

placed between the heating tape and the FEP tube to monitor the temperature, in order to 

prevent the maximum wall temperature from exceeding 150 ·C. The heating tape around the 

tank was retained in order to keep the main body of fluid warm. 

Providing thermal insulation on the outside of the heating tape was important because of 

the large convective air flow in the fume hood (0.51 m/sec). The heating tapes were wrapped 

with 1.27cm thick fiberglass insulation which was held in place with duct tape. Heat loss 

through the flow tubes was significant, so foamed plastic tubing of 1.27 cm wall thickness and 

1.27 cm inside diameter was placed around the tubes. A plug of fiberglass was placed at the end 

of the foamed tubing so that a stagnant air layer was trapped between the fluid flow tubing and 

the foamed plastic insulation. Heat loss through the cell was small because its walls were thick 

PTFE, so no insulation was required. 

Selection and Preparation of Electrocatalysts 

In Section 3.3, prerequisites for the selection of electrocatalysts for use in the potential step 

and rotating disk experiments were given: 

1. Be chemically and electrochemically stable 
2. Exhibit good electrocatalytic activity 
3. Have a smooth surface 

The electrodes used here should meet the first two requirements. The third requirement is not 
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necesSary; instead we seek as much active area for a given projected area as possible. 

An examination of Table 3-1 shows that Co and MoS2 should be considered for use as elec-

trocatalysts. Nickel (or NiSx) would be acceptable if its corrosion rate is small. To obtain the 

required current densities on these electrocatalysts, an increase in surface area is needed. 

Wire screen and expanded-metal mesh electrodes can provide the increase in surface area 

required to meet the design goals. For a square-weave wire mesh, the interfacial area per unit 

volume is given by (115): 

where 

l=yd
2
+1 

4 m2 

The open area ratio E can be determined by weighing a sample of screen: 

E=I-~ 
pAo 

(5-1a) 

(5-1b) 

(5-2) 

Table 5-1 shows the properties of the screens and expanded metal used here. The real-to-

projected area ratio of a single screen is given by: 

Real Area 
-..=..;;..;~.:..=-=- = aoo 
Projected Area 

(5-3) 

A single screen or a stack of a few screens should be able to meet the design requirements. 

Table 5-1 : Properties of Screens and Expanded Metal 

Material d 0 
Real Area 

ao i 

(mm) (mm) (em-I) 
Projected Area 

Pt-lO% Rh 0.076 .0.200 75.7 0.82 1.51 
80x80 mesh 

Ni 0.114 0.254 122 0.67 3.10 
100x100 mesh 

Mo 0.127 0.381 0.78 
5-Mo 20-2/0E 
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The electrodes were punched out from stock material by use of a 1-1/4" rotex die punch. 

Cardboard sheets were used to protect the screens from damage during the punching operation. 

After punching, the screens were carefully trimmed with a scissors. 

Cobalt screens were not available commercially, so cobalt was electroplated onto the nickel 

screens. The plating bath composition. is given in Table 5-2 (116), and the conditions for 

periodic-reversal plating'are given at the "bottom of the table. The nickel screens were degreased 

with,soapy water, soaked.in acetone, and then rinsed with distilled water before being electro-

plated with cobalt. The Co plate was approx;imately 25 p.m thick, and it was bright and 

adherent. An SEM examination (Figure 5-4) shows that the deposit was somewhat granular and 

rough. 

MoS2 is a semiconductor, so to be an effective electrocatalyst it must be deposited on a con-

ductive support. Layers of MoS2 can be grown on Mo in a H2S/H2 (17) or sulfur (117) atmo-

sphere. A Mo expanded-metal mesh (Exmet Corporation) and an excess of sulfur were placed in 

the quartz ampoule shown in Figure 5-5. The ampoule was sealed under a vacuum, and the con-

tents were -heated for 24 hours at 450'C in a muffle furnace and then cooled slowly to room tem-

perature. Calculations using the data in (117) predict that a layer about 0.7 p.m thick will grow 

under these conditions. An adherent layer of MoS2 was formed. 

Preparation 0/ Electrolyte 

Table 5':2: Cobalt Plating Bath and Conditions 

Chemical 
CoCI2e6H:p. 
H3B03 

Cathodic Period 
40 ms 

Plating Bath Composition 

Operating Conditions -

Temperature 25 to 50'C 
Current Density 40 mA/cm2 

Plating Time 140 minutes 

Concentration 
435·g/1 
45 gil 

Anodic Period 
8 ms 
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Figure 5-4: Cobalt electrodeposit on a 40-mesh Ni screen. 
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The procedure for electrolyte preparation presented in Section 3.3 was modified in order to 

produce the greater quantities required (about 1.5 liters for each run) for the flow cell experi~ 

ments. A stock solution of twice the concentration of the working electrolyte was prepared. 

Water was deaerated by bubbling Ar through it, and a vacuum was applied with an aspirator in 

order to remove as much of the dissolved Ar as possible. This helped prevent gas bubbles from 

forming at the (suction) inlet of the pump. After dissolving the calculated quantities of 

N~S.9H20 and sulfur in 750 ml of water, the solution was placed in the PTFE tank. First air 

was swept out with argon, and then H2S was used to displace the argon. The tank was pressur

ized with the H2S to 6 psig, and the solution in the tank was agitated with a magnetic stirrer 

while H2S was absorbed from the vapor space above the solution. Samples were withdrawn at 

intervals, and when the desired concentration was reached the flow of H2S was stopped. 

The above procedure was performed twice to make 1.5 liters of stock solution. One-half of 

the stock solution was diluted with water, and the other half was diluted with a water-DMF mix

ture to bring the concentration of DMF to 13 mole-%. Both working solutions were found to 

contain the same amount of total sulfur using the procedure outlined in Section 3.3. The solu

tions were stored in 2-liter polyethylene bottles under an Ar atmosphere. 

Operating Procedure 

To begin an experiment, the cell was assembled and connected to the flow system, which 

was completely contained in a laboratory fume hood. The tank was filled with electrolyte 

through the suction port and then connected to the rest of the system. The tank was elevated to 

assist in priming the pump and to allow any trapped gas to escape via the vent valve. During 

normal operation, Ar gas was connected to the vent valve. A pressure of Ito 3 psig above the 

liquid in the tank was found to be helpful in preventing bubble formation at the pump inlet. 

When the flow rate through the cell was low, fluid was diverted through the bypass line in 

order to prevent undue wear on the pump. Steady flow could be maintained for an indefinite 

period after adjustment of the two needle valves. By adjusting the stopcock valve at the cell 
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outlet, flow could be maintained through the reference electrode even at low cell flow rates ( <0.3 

liters/min). 

The tempera.ture was controlled by varying the power input to two vaiiacs connected to 

the heating tape on the tank and pump discharge lines. At a steady Bow rate, the temperature 

could be maintained within ±1 ·0 for several hours without changing the variac settings. If the 

flow rate was changed, the variac.settings had to be reset to maintain the same temperature. 

Before changing electrodes,the system was cooled to room temperature .. All valves, includ-. 

ing the normally-open stopcock valve at the cell outlet, were closed off. The fluid in the cell and 

reference electrode compartment (about 75 ml) was drained out through the reference electrode 

line, and then the open ports were plugged. The cell could then be disassembled, and the elec

trodes changed, while the rest of the system was protected from exposure to air. 

Water was used to calibrate the rotameter. The water was collected in a graduated 

cylinder after a steady flow rate was attained. The correlation between rotameter scale reading 

and flow rate was: 

Qw = 16.3·yl.068 (5-4) 

0.3. Results and Discussion 

The electrochemical performance of the flow system was checked with 10 mM 

KaFe(ON)e/K4Fe(ON)6 in 1 M KCl. Figure 5-6 shows the current density vs. overpotential 

(measured against the Pt rod reference electrode described above), at various flow rates, on a 80 

mesh Pt-lO% Rh screen. The potential was swept in the positive direction at 5 m V /sec. In 

experiments that included a return. sweep, no hysteresis was found. The flow rate calculated 

from Equation 5-4 needs to be corrected for the difference in physical properties between the elec

trolyte solution and water. The flow rate of water and of the electrolyte solution, at the same 

rotameter reading, are related by: 
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2.53-Pe 
Qe=Qw 1.53Pe 

The physical.properties of an electrolyte solution, similar to that used here, are given in (118). 

Using those properties and substituting Equation 5-5 into Equation 5-4 yields: 

(5-6) 

The mass transfer coefficient can be calculated from the limiting current density plateau at 

each flow rate: 

iL 
mo= nFqb 

An appropriate definition for Re for this geometry is (118): 

pQed 
Re=-

pEA 

The dimensionless mass transfer rate (Sherwood number) is defined as: 

mod 
Sh=

Di 

(5-7) 

(5-8) 

(5-9) 

Based on the. cathodic portion of the data· presented in Figure 5-6, the ,relationship between Sh: 

and Re is: 

Sh= 14.29Reo.348 (5-10) 

The functional dependence on Re is in excellent agreement with previous work (118,119), but the 

constant term is slightly higher than values presented in these references. This could be due to 

pump vibration or differences in physical properties between the solutions used here and in those 

references. 

Figures 5::7 through 5-9 show current density-overpotential curves obtained on Mo 

expanded-metal mesh on which MoS2 has been deposited. Two expanded-metal screens were 

used as the working electrode. Due to the MoS2 coating, a contact resistance of a few ohms was 

measured between the two electrodes. The electrolyte was 1.3 M S2-, 1 M SO at pH 12. Table 

2-2 gives the distribution of ionic species in the aqueous solution. Figure 5-7 shows the response 

at 25·C and 46·C with and without the addition of 13 mole-% DMF as a cosolvent. Figure 5-8 
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presents corresponding results at 64·C and 80 ·C. As in the rotating disk experiments on Co 

and Pt, th~ addition of DivIF increases the current density at a given overpotential and tempera

ture. At low overpotentials, the current density using the solution with DMF at 23 ·C is approx

imately the same as the curr.ent density at 46·C using the solution with no DMF added. At all 

overpotentials, the current density at 64·C using_the solution with DMF IS greater than the 

current density at 80·C using the solution with no DMF. 

Figure 5':9 compares·the-effect of flow-rate and DMF addition at 64 ·C. Changing the flow' 

rate by an order of magnitude (0.1 liter/min to 1 liter/min) gives a small increase in current 

density. The addition of DMF results in a much larger increase in current density than that pro

duced by an order of magnitude increase in the flow rate. 

Five lOO-mesh Ni screens were tested in aqueous polysulfide solution containing 1.3 M 82-

and 1 M SO at a pH"ofabout 13.8. Figure 5--10 shows how the response changed with repeated 

scans- at 46·C. The electrodes were held on open circuit for 10 minutes between each scan, and 

the-current reached a steady-state value after the.6tb scan. After the initial corrosion of the Ni 

electrodes at',46 ·C, no further change in response with time was noted. The Ni electrodes were" 

examined when the cell was disassembled; the metallic luster of the original electrodes was 

replaced by a grey-black coating, which did not peel off the electrode. Examination with a 

powder X-Ray diffractometer could not detect lines due to any Ni8x phase above the Ni back

ground lines. The evidence suggests that a thin layer of sulfide was probably formed in-8itu dur

ing~the'-experiment: The'layer ,is 'catalytic toward the 'polysulfide redox reaction and probably is 

protective of the Ni surface (at least on the time scale of the experiments here -- several hours). 

Figure 5-11 presents results of experiments that used two Ni screens electroplated with Co. 

The electrolyte was 1.3 M 82-, 1 M 8° at pH 12. A photograph of the Co deposit was shown in 

Figure 5-4. Unlike the Ni screens, the response at the Co plated screens did not change with 

time. Visual examination of the Co-plated screens after the experiment showed some loss of 

metallic luster. This might be due to sulfidation of the underlying.Ni due to incomplete coverage 
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by the Co plate. 

The Co and MoS2 responses were similar. Table 5-3 compares the current density at -50 

m V overpotential on MoS2 and Co. The design goal of 10 to 20 mA/cm2 at 50 m V overpotential 

can be met using these electrodes. 

5.4. Summary 

The results discussed in Chapter 4 indicated that porous electrodes were required for the 

counterelectrode in a PEC utilizing the aqueous sulfide/polysulfide redox couple in order to meet 

the design goal of supporting 10 to 20 mA/cm2 at less than 50 m V overpotential. A flow cell for 

testing flow-through porous electrodes was designed and constructed using, wherever practical, 

wetted parts fabricated from a fluoropolymer. The system allowed testing of flow-through elec-

trodes up to 0.5 cm in length. The cell had an upstream counter electrode and a reference elec-

trode, and the volumetric flow' rate through the 5.07 cm2 channel could be measured precisely 

from 0.1 to 1.6 liters/min. External heaters allowed the temperature of the system to be varied 

from room temperature to 80 ·C. 

Pt-lO% Rh electrodes and a 10 mM K3Fe{CN}ofK.Fe{CN}o in 1 M KCI electrolyte were 

used to test the mass-transfer characteristics of the system. Mass-transfer coefficients were calcu-

lated from the limiting current plateaus at different flow rates. The results were generally in 

accord with previous work; the value of the Sherwood number obtained was slightly higher. 

Table 5-3: Performance of Co and MoS2 Electrodes: 
Current Density {mA/cm2} at -50 mV Overpotential 

tremperatur€ rrwo 100-mesh Ni Screem rrwo Mo expanded-metal mesh ~wo Mo expanded metal mesh 
·C) Plated with Co ~ith a Deposited MoS2 layer ~ith a Deposited MoS2 layer 

NoDMF NoDMF 13 mole-% DMF 

25 -1.2 -0.8 -2.4 

46 -5.0 -3.2 -14.6 

65 -17 -9.2 -28.6 

79 -20.5 -39.0 
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Ni wire mesh and Mo expanded-metal mesh were used in the aqueous polysulfide electro

lyte. The Mo had a MoS2 layer grown by reaction with S vapor at 450 ·C. Some of the Ni 

screens were plated with Co. 

The effect of electrode material, temperature, flow rate, and the addition of DMF were stu

died. Flow rate variation between 0.1 liter/min and 1.6 liter/min had only a small effect on the 

current density-overpotential curves. Raising the temperature and/or the addition of DMF had 

much larger effects. These observations are in accord with the steady-state results obtained on 

the rotating disk electrodes. The Ni electrodes showed some evidence of initial corrosion. The 

Co and MoS2 electrodes gave similar responses which were more than adequate to meet the 

design goals. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1. Introduction 

The experimental investigations of Chapters 3 through 5 were confined to a few electrolyte 

compositions and electrode geometries. Those results, combined with the results of previous 

{photo )electrochemical investigations, are used in this chapter to derive preliminary design 

recommendations for electrolyte composition and electrode geometry suitable for use in practical 

photoelectrochemical cells and redox batteries. Section 6.2 discusses the optimization of pho

toelectrochemical cells. Issues relating to electrolyte composition, electrode placement, and heat 

and mass transfer are examined. Section 6.3 explores chemical changes that occur in a redox 

half-cell during cycling. In Section 6.4, suggestions for further experiments are offered. 

6.2. Photoelectrochemical Cell Optimization 

Electrolyte Compo8ition: Stability V8. Electroactive Specie8 Content 

A regenerative photoelectrochemical cell employs an electrolyte of fixed composition; the 

electrochemical reaction at the counterelectrode is the reverse of the reaction at the photoelec

trode. The "best" electrolyte will maximize kinetic activity at the photoelectrode and coun

terelectrode, be stable toward undesired chemical reactions (i.e., disproportionation), exhibit 

suitable transport properties, and absorb a minimum of light. It. may not be possible to optimize 

all of the above factors at once: the best electrolyte may be a compromise among the various fac

tors. Optimization of the electrolyte depends on the electrode configuration. For example, in a 

back-illuminated configuration (Figure 6-5c) absorption of light by the electrolyte may not be a 

factor in cell performance while in a front-illuminated configuration (Figure 6-5a) it can be a 

critical factor. 
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Strong evidence is presented in Chapters 3 and 4 for S2" as the electroactive species at low 

cathodic overpotentials; Cs- is greatest at maximum Cs2-. Licht et al. (45,46) found maximum 
2 4 

efficiencies at photoelectrodes when Cs 2- was increased relative to the concentrations of the other 
4 

polysulfide ions. Our investigations and Licht's work point toward an optimum solution compCF 

sition with maximum Cs2-. The X. and pH that maximize Cs2- can be found from the equili-
4 4 

brium constants of Table 2-1, a material balance for sulfide'and for sulfur, and a charge balance 

(see Appendix A). In order for oxidation of the sulfidejpolysulfide couple to compete successfully-

with photocorrosion on semiconductor photoanodes, CS(O) should be near 1 M. The optimum 

Cs2- may not be achievable over a range of pH at this value of CS(O) because of limited sulfide 
4 

solubility. The rate of disproportionation at the optimum concentration needs to be considered. 

Figure. 6-1 shows the value of X. that maximizes the fraction of sulfur present as. 

tetrasulfide (us) at a given pH, and Figure 6-2 shows the sensitivity of Us to a change in x.. At 

low pH, this value of X. is small; a large amount of uncomplexed S2- (present as HS-) is there-

fore needed to shift the' polysulfide equilibrium toward Si-. At a pH of 10 and a CS(O) of 1 M, 

the required value of CHS- is about 100 M. This far exceeds the solubility limit of either NaHS 

or KHS. Figure 6-3 shows the solubility of N~S and K2S as a function of temperature (45); it is 

seen that the solubility of K2S is greater than the solubility of N~S (8.9 m vs. 2.5 m at 25 ·C). 

The solubilities were measured in pure M2S (M = K+ and Na+) solutions; the effect of M2Sx on 

MzS,solubility was not measured. The .minimum x., i.e. that which 'can be achieved at 1 M CS(O) 

without sulfide precipitation; is~aboutO.4·with N~S and about 0.11 with K 2S. As pH-increasest 

the:X. where:u3 is maximum also"increases:" At pH values'between 11 and 14; the optimum.X.-

ranges from about 0.1 to 2.9. Figure 6-2 shows that the maximum is fairly broad; at pH 9 to 10, 

a change in X. by a factor of five will not change Us by more than a few percent. 

While the minimum useful pH is determined by sulfide solubility, the maximum useful pH 

is determined by the stability of the polysulfide solutions. Table 6-1 shows the initial rate of 

disproportionation at diffe"rent pR:"values'relative to the rate at pH';"12. Toe relative rates in 
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Table 6-1: Relative Rate of Disproportionation 

pH Relative Rate 

9 1. 7x 10-3 

10 9.8xl0-3 

11 5.1xl0-2 

12 1.0 
13 860 
14 1.3x106 

Table 6-1 are computed from Equation-2-12. At·~apH'of·l1.and below, an"Xs- of 0.5 was used in 

the computations whereas at a pH of 12 and above the Xs used is the optimum value from Figure 

6-1. The relative rate of disproportionation is increased at higher pH's because of the increased 

COlr and the higher Xs needed to achieve an optimum Ua. 

The best pH represents a compromise between the l~rge amounts of uncomplexed sulfide 

needed at low pH_ to maximize U3, and the higher disproportionation rates at· high pH. At pH 

values from 11. to 13, reasonable values of X',. , are.required .lor an optimum U3, and the· loss·of-

polysulfide with:time due to disproportionation is reasonably low (see also Figure 2-1). 

Electrolyte Compo8ition: Light Ab8orption Con8ideration8 

The spectral distribution of sunlight is shown in Figure 6-4. Below about 210 nm there is 

very little photon flux because molecular oxygen absorbs the radiation before it can reach the 

earths' surface. The ultraviolet region extends from 210 nm to the visible region (380 to 780 

nm). The region of maximum solar intensity is from 400 to 600 nm. Sulfide ions, polysulfide 

ions,' and. sulfur radical ions· absorb light in" the ultraviolet' and visible regions. Due to the 

number of species, the"absorption of light'is·a,complicated-function' of wavelength. Table 6-2 

shows the wavelengths of greatest molar absorptivity for the species listed in Table 2-2 (27,111). 

Both HS- and S2- absorb only in the ultraviolet region, whereas the polysulfide ions show 

two absorption peaks. The molar absorptivity falls off rapidly away from the absorption peaks 

(each peak is described by a normal distribution about its maximum (27)). Thus the polysulfide 

peaks"near 300 nm absorb very-little of"the-solar photon flux. However, the absorption peaks in 
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Table 6-2: Wavelength of Maximum Absorptiona 

Ion Al (ml (m2 

(nm) _(liter / em-mole) (liter / cm-mole) 
HS- 229 
S2- 250 
S~- 358 
Sl- 417 
S;- 368 
Sg- 375 
S-2, 595 

617b 

aValues from (27) and in 
aqueous solution except where noted 
bIn DMF (111) 

850 
95 
320 
640 
2400 

303 
303 
299 

1140 
1140 
2000 

the range of 358 to 417 nm can significantly reduce the amount of light reaching the photoelec-

trode. Near 500 nm, the,molar absorptivities of sl- and Sl-"are significantly greater than the 

molar absorptivities'of'S~-:-'and S;-; When Licht (45) decreased X. by adding K2S' to a solution" 

of constant'CS(O), the absorbanceoLthe.solution increased because'of the decrease in'C~2- and 
4 

The S2' ion absorbs near the longer wavelength side of the region of maximum solar inten-

sity. During the experiments reported in Chapters 4 and 5, observation of the aqueous solutions 

showed that they became distinctly darker as the temperature was raised. Also, the solution 

with 13 mole-% DMF was significantly darker than the aqueous solution. At temperatures 

above. 70 'C, the, water~DMF solution was~so dark. that a.flashlight was. needed, to read the 

rotameter scale. Upon cooling, all solutions returned to their original state; Figure-I of (111) 

shows that a 13 mole-% DMF solution has an absorbance about three times that of an aqueous 

polysulfide solution. Figure 1 of (32) shows large increases in absorption in the visible region 

when the temperature of an aqueous polysulfide solution is raised. This increase in absorption is 

due to an increase in Cs-' These results are in accord with our visual observations. 
2 
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Electrode Placement 

Figure J-1 shows a schematic representation of the major parts of a PEG. A working PEG 

will have to be sealed in order to protect the electrolyte from the atmosphere and prevent eva

poration of the electrolyte. Figure 6-5 shows three possible cell configurations (61,120). In the 

front-illuminated configuration (Figure 6-5a), light passes through a counterelectrode and the 

electrolyte before reaching the photoelectrode. The counterelectrode must be semi-transparent: a 

wire grid electrode is shown in the figure, and a transparent conductor (e.g., Sn02 or a thin 

metal film on Sn02) is also a possibility. The light intensity at the photoelectrode is reduced by 

shadowing (due to the counterelectrode grid) and absorption of light in the electrolyte. Shadow

ing can be reduced by decreasing the opaque area of the counterelectrode relative to its projected 

area. By decreasing the active area, the activation overpotential will be increased if any interfa

cial kinetic limitations are present. This might be overcome by stacking high-open-area screens 

in a regular way such that a three-dimensional counterelectrode is f<?rmed. This has the disad

vantage of increasing the thickness of the cell and thereby increasing the absorption of light by 

the electrolyte. 

Another front-illuminated system is the slotted semiconductor configuration of Figure 6-5b. 

Here the counterelectrode is not in the path of the photoelectrode; a wider choice of counterelec

trodes is therefore possible. The photoelectrode and counterelectrode compartments can be 

separated. The path length of light through the electrolyte can also be decreased. Under certain 

conditions, the current distribution on the photoelectrode can become non-uniform; Orazem (61) 

has analyzed the primary current distribution in detail. Since the photoelectrode is slotted, the 

photoactive area will be less than the projected area of the cell. Some thought must also be 

given to protection of the photoelectrode current collector from the electrolyte. 

The back-illuminated configuration is shown in Figure 6-5c. As for the slotted 

configuration, considerable flexibility in the counter electrode design is possible, and a separator 

can be used. Light does not pass through the electrolyte. The requirements for the photoelec-
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trode and its current collector are somewhat different than in the front-illuminated cases. For 

example, because light passes directly through the current collector, it must be semi-transparent. 

Many such grid designs, for use in solid-state solar cells, have been considered (cf. Green (121)). 

Since light is incident on the ohmic contact instead of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface, 

the space charge region should extend throughout the semiconductor (in order to have efficient 

charge separation). This implies a thin film deposit with a thickness of a few p,m. Reichman 

and Russak (10) discuss the practical construction of a back-illuminated system for the n-

CdSejS;- system. 

Heat Tran8fer 

A thermal energy balance between the PEC and its surroundings will determine the operat-

ing temperature of the cell. The solar power incident on the cell is either converted into electri-

cal power or generates heat. At the counterelectrode, heat is generated due to overpotential 

losses: 

(6-1) 

In the electrolyte, infrared radiation excites rotational and vibrational modes of the molecules 

which is disspated as heat. Absorption of ultraviolet and visible radiation causes electronic tran-

sitions; this can also lead to heat generation. Power is also dissipated in the electrolyte by resis-

tive heating. Thus: 

(6-2) 

Out of the total energy E of a photon incident on the semiconductor, only the energy Eg is used. 

The rest of the energy is dissipated as heat: 

00 

qpe = Jf(E)(E-Eg)dE (6-3) 
Eg 

Since all the energy incident on the cell must be accounted for, the sum of the heat produced 

(Equation 6-1 to 6-3) and the electrical power generated must be equal to the incident solar 

power: 
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(6-4) 

At steady state, the heat generation inside the cell is balanced by the heat rejection to the 

atmosphere. Natural convection is driven by the density difference between the hot air adjacent 

to the cell and the cooler air a distance from the cell. The heat transfer coefficient for natural 

convection (heated, horizontal plate facing upwards) is (122): 

where 

and 

CpJ.' 
Pr=-

k', 

(6-5a) 

(6-5b) 

(6-5c) 

The fluid properties in Equations 6-5 are evaluated at the film temperature: Tr=(Te+Ta)/2. 

Radiation of heat to the atmosphere is described byihe Stefan-Boltz man law (122): 

(6-6~ 

For a transparent medium (the air), radiative heat transfer is additive with other forms of heat 

transfer. It is not affected by the velocity profile of the air above the cell. Forced convection 

heat transfer may be caused by wind currents above the cell. The forced convection heat 

transfer coefficient can be approximated as that due to flow over a flat plate (averaged over a 

plate of length L) (122): 

where 

k' 
hrc = O.664·-Re'o·"Pro.33 

L 

, pvooL 
Re=-

J.' 

As in the correlation for hne, the fluid properties are evaluated at T r. 

At steady state, the heat loss is balanced by the heat input: 

(6-7a) 

(6-7b) 
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(6-8) 

Equation 6-8 can be solved iteratively for the unknown cell temperature. Appendix E discusses 

the solution method and shows how the physical properties of air were estimated. Figure 6-6 

shows the results of these calculations. In stagnant air, the cell temperature will be 45 ·C greater 

than the ambient air temperature; heat loss by radiation and heat loss by natural convection are 

equally important. The temperature difference drops quickly if wind is present; heat removal by 

forced convection becomes the dominant mechanism as the wind speed increases. At 1 m/sec, 

the model predicts a temperature difference of 21 ·C. This result is in agreement with measured 

temperature increases for solid-state solar cells under similar atmospheric conditions (123). The 

temperature difference drops slowly as the wind velocity increases above 1 m/sec. 

PEC's show a different behavior with temperature than solid-state photovoltaic cells. In 

solid-state cells, the short-circuit current is almost independent of temperature, whereas the 

open-circuit voltage decreases with temperature at a rate of about 2 m V rC. Due to the con-

stant !"c and the decrease in Vo", the power output of solid-state cells decreases with increasing 

temperature. 

In PEC's the decrease in Voc with temperature is similar to that of solid-state cells. For 

example, McCann et al. (124) and Lokhande and Pawar (125) found a decrease in Voc of 2-3 

m V / ·C. Under load the behavior of PEC's is different from that of solid-state cells. The resis-

tance of the electrolyte decreases with increasing temperature (see Figure 4-9). The overpoten-

tial required to support a given current density at the counterelectrode decreases with tempera-

ture. Absorption of light, due to increased Cs-' increases with temperature. The disproportio-
2 

nation rate to thiosulfate increases rapidly with temperature. In experiments performed on 

CcL'</S;- systems, a maximum was found in Isc with temperature (124-126). McCann et al. 

(124) attributed this increase to improved interfacial kinetics on the photoelectrode and the CoS 

counterelectrode plus a decrease in electrolyte resistance. Lokhande and Pawar (125) attribute 

the decrease in current above about 40·C to increasing light absorption by the electrolyte. Licht 
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(127) found that roof-mounted cells at the Weizmann Institute in Israel reached 60·C and 

suffered long-term degradation in performance due to polysulfide disproportionation to thiosul

fate. 

Mass Transfer 

This thesis has been concerned primarily with improving the interfacial and homogeneous 

kinetics of the aqueous sulfide/polysulfide couple. Under the forced convection conditions of the 

rotating disk and flow-through porous electrode experiments (Chapters 4 and 5), the current den

sity at an overpotential of 50 m V is only a small fraction of the limiting current density based on 

the total sulfur or sulfide concentration. The finite rate of dissociation of S;- and slow interfa

cial kinetics keep the current low. The interfacial reaction rate can be increased by choosing the 

best electrocatalyst. Thus Co and MoS2 are better choices than Pt. The homogeneous equilibria 

and reaction rates can be modified by the addition of DMF. 

If heterogeneous and homogeneous kinetics could be significantly improved beyond the 

present state of the art, then mass transfer may become important at lower overpotentials. Cell 

design would then need to be considered from a mass transfer viewpoint. In a typical PEC the 

electrodes will be close together in order to eliminate light absorption and ohmic losses. In the 

absence of forced convection, stagnant diffusion and natural convection will be the mass transfer 

mechanisms used to supply the reactants to the electrodes. Mass transfer rates in forced convec

tion are higher, and the electrolyte could be passed through a heat exchanger for temperature 

control. However, the power output of the PEC module will be reduced due to pumping losses. 

6.3. Redox Batteries 

Table 1-2 demonstrates that the sulfide/polysulfide redox couple is a viable candidate for a 

redox battery half-cell. Storage capacity (A-hr/liter) is high because polysulfide ions are fairly 

soluble in aqueous solution and two Faradays of electrons are released per mole of S. The redox 

potential of the sulfur /polysulfide couple is about -0.5 V vs. SHE. Because the complete redox 
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cell should have an open circuit voltage greater than 1.5 V, the standard potential of the other 

redox couple should be less than -2.0 V or greater than +1.0 V vs. SHE. A redox couple with a 

standard potential near +1.0 V is more desirable; the electrochemistry of a couple with a redox 

potential near -2.0 V might be complicated by hydrogen evolution, which would lead to low 

energy storage efficiency. 

In addition to electrochemical' requirements, the two redox couples must be chemically 

compatible. A more detailed consideration.of the changes in the composition of the polysulfide 

electrolyte during a charge/discharge cycle is in order. If the polysulfide half-cell is the negative 

electrode, then sulfide will be oxidized to sulfur during discharge, i.e. 

(6-9) 

Equation 6-9 is only a schematic representation of the processes occurring in the polysulfide 

half-cell. A model is 'needed to keep track"'oC'the changes'in species concentration during a-

cha.rge/discharge cycle. Appendix A presents a model that calculates, at· equilibrium, the species' 

concentrations as a function of the'sta.te of charge. 

The'maximum amount of sulfur is' present at the beginning of charge. If sulfur is present 

In excess of its solubility limit, then it can precipitate both from the bulk solution and at the 

electrode surface. Precipitation at the electrode surface will cause rapid masking of the electrode 

surface, which is undesirable. The sulfur solubility depends on the pH of solution and the total 

amount of sulfide present. Using the information presented in (27) and (37), the maximum value 

of X; at a given pH is: 

~= ... Q 
6xlO-6 _+ 1.75 
COH-

(6-10) 

Figure 6-7 plots this maximum ~ versus pH. At a pH below 9, the sulfur solubility falls rapidly. 

At the end of charging, the concentration of sulfide is at its maximum. The solubility of 

sulfide may be exceeded. Figure 6-3 shows the solubility of N3.;!S and K 2S. K+ is a more desir-

able cation from the, solubility standpoint; However, N3.;!S and N3.;!S4 are available commer-
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cially, while K2S has to be synthesized from KOH and H2S. This will have an effect of the 

overall cost of the electrolyte. 

Consider an aqueous polysulfide half-cell which has at the beginning of charge: Xs=3, 

Cs(o)=2M, and pH=13. Under these conditions, most of the sulfide is complexed with S as 

polysulfides. During charge, the concentration of the polysulfides drop, and CHS- rises. Charg

ing therefore causes the pH of the' anolyte solution ,to rise because the polysulfides are not pro

tonated while,HS-r isprotonated .. Figure 6-8a shows.the changes in COIr and CHS--as the redox 

half~cell is charged. The pH changes from 13 at the beginning of charge to about 14.4 at a 90% 

state of charge. At 90% state of charge, CHS- is 2.38 M, which is near the solubility limit for 

N~S. 

There are also major changes in the distribution of the polysulfide species during a 

charge/discharge cycle. Figure 6-8b shows the changes in the fraction of S present as SnS2- (n = 

2, 3 or 4) and changes in the average polysulfide chain length as a function of the state of charge. 

At the beginning of charge, S;- is by far the dominant species. At a 90% state of charge, nearly 

50% of the sulfur is present as S;r-. These changes could affect the electrode kinetics and homo

geneous kinetics in solution. 

Due to changes in species concentration, the rate of polysulfide disproportionation varies 

with the state of charge. Figure 6-9b shows the disproportionation rate calculated from Equa

tion 2-12. The rate drops as charging proceeds; the decrease in Csg-"and increase-in CHS-more 

than offset- the ... increase-in·pH. The greatest-rate-of degradation will occur if the, cell is -left to 

stand in-the·fully·discharged state: 

The aqueous polysulfide redox system is a one-phase system in the absence of any solid sul

fur or sulfide phases. The electrode potential will therefore vary as the half-cell is charged and 

discharged. Equation 2-16 shows how the redox potential changes with composition; Figure 6-9a 

is an illustration of this for the example considered here. The potential changes rapidly near the 

beginning of charge because of the large changes in COIr that occur there. At the end of charge, 
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the potential again changes rapidly because Cs2--0; at a 100% state of charge the redox poten-
4 . 

tial is undefined. 

6.4. Recommendations 

The discussion in Chapters 2 to 5 show that the mechanism of aqueous polysulfide reac-

tions is complicated. This section discusses experiments to help further determine the mechan-

ism of aqueous polysulfide electrode reactions and help design better aqueous polysulfide-based 

PEC's and redox batteries. 

The addition of DMF to aqueous polysulfide solutions gives dramatic improvement in 

current densities on redox electrodes at a given overpotential and temperature. Yet little is 

known about polysulfides in water-DMF mixtures: the only investigation is that of Giggenbach 

(111). The equilibrium is shifted toward 8i, and the average polysulfide chain length is prob-

ably longer in water-DMF mixtures. Experiments using dimethylacetimide (DMAC) as a solvent 

have shown that polysulfides up to 8lo can be formed (110). Investigations into the water-

DM80 system have shown that the solubility of sulfide is decreased relative to the pure aqueous 

solution (128), and the polysulfides in DMAC (110) could only be discharged as far as 8~- before 

sulfide precipitation. The solubility limits need to be quantified in order to estimate the capacity 

of the redox half-cell for redox batteries. The detailed distribution of species should be deter-

mined as a function of DMF content and temperature. This can be done by ultraviolet-visible 

spectroscopy; the absorbance values will also be useful in PEC cell design. 

The long-term stability of water-DMF mixtures needs closer examination. Amides undergo 

hydrolysis, which is catalyzed in basic or acidic solution, e.g: 

(6-11) 

This hydrolysis is irreversible, but it is also slow. Preparation usually calls for refluxing over 

concentrated acid or base, whereas the alkalinity of the polysulfide solutions is much more mild. 

Giggenbach (111) did not report any decomposition of the alkaline solutions used in his study, 

and we have found no direct evidence for DMF decomposition in our studies. If hydrolysis is a 
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problem, then other organic cosolvents, that might be chemically more stable and also shift 

equilibrium toward S;, can be evaluated. These include DMSO and acetonitrile. 

Additional electrochemical studies in water-D:MF mixtures should be performed. The per-

forinance of the photoanode in water-DMF mixtures should be determined. In addition to the 

electrochemical performance of the photoanode, its chemical stability in D"NfF solutions is also 

important. There may be' an optimum amount of cosolvent; this should be found by varying the 

percentage of D:MF in the water-DMF mixtures. 

The absorption peak of S; is near 600 nm, whereas the polysulfide ions absorb near 400 

nm. This wide peak separation can provide the basis for coupling optical methods with electro-

chemical methods for mechanism determination. A cell with an optically transparent electrode 

(e.g., a thin film of Pt on Sn02) can be used to determine the changes in S; during an electro-

chemical experiment. 

It was postulated that sulfur adsorption and bulk sulfur deposition are important at high 

anodic overpotentials, and these processes occur in parallel with polysulfide formation. In con-

centrated solutions it is difficult to study these adsorption processes by purely electrochemical 

means. Optical methods, such as reflectance spectroscopy, can be used to complement electro-

chemical studies. 

6,5, Summary 

Experiments reported in this thesis show that more -efficientcounterelectrodes"Cor PEe's 

can be produced by increasing Cs-. One method of achieving this is to increase Cs\!-. Other 
2 4 

workers (45,46) have shown that the efficiency of photoanodes (n-CdSe, etc.) in polysulfide-based 

PEC's is improved when Cs \!- is maximum. Section 6.2 discusses practical means of achieving 
4 

this optimum concentration and minimizing factors detrimental to long-term PEC performance. 

An optimum cell temperature may exist. A working cell may have to operate in a range 

around this optimum temperature: Heat-generation in-the'ceILand heat·transfer.h'etween the cell 
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and the atmosphere will then be important. A heat transfer model is presented, and the 

predicted temperatures agree well with experimentally measured solid-state photovoltaic cell 

temperatures under similar insolation conditions. 

Important aspects of polysulfide chemistry in its relation to redox battery cycling are dis

cussed. The pH and polysulfide species distribution vary significantly during a charge/discharge 

cycle. This has a marked effect on the redox electrode potential and rate of disproportionation 

to thiosulfate. 
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Roman 

a 

a 

e 

et 

E 

E 

F 

f 

f(E) 

Gr 

g{z) 

h 

h 

h+ 

Nomenclature 

0.51023, Equation 4-8 

activity 

interfacial area per unit volume (cm-I ) 

area (cm2) 

CHS-C Olr/CS(O) 

concentration (mole/cm3 or mole/liter) 

double layer capacity (F / cm2) 

heat capacity (J / g-K) 

wire diameter (cm)· 

diffusion coeffiCient·( cm 2/ sec) 

emissivity 

electron 

energy (eV) 

equilibrium potential, Equations 2-16 and 2-17 (volts) 

standard potential (volts) 

Faraday (96,487 C/equiv) 

residual 

spectral distribution of sunlight (W /cm2~nm) 

Grashof number 

defined by Equation 8-8 

distance interval 

heat transfer coefficient (W /cm2- 'C) 

hole 
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I ionic strength (mole/liter) 

lsc short circuit current density (A/ cm2) 

current density (A/ cm2) 

~ io exchange current density referenced to bulk concentrations (A/cm2) 

., 
exchange current density referenced to surface concentrations (A/ cm2) 10 

J Jacobian Matrix 

Keq equilibrium constant 

k rate constant 

k' thermal conductivity (W /cm- ·C) 

defined by Equation 5-1b (em) 

L electrode length (em) 

m mesh size (wires/inch or wires/em) 

mo mass transfer coefficient (em/sec) 

n number of electrons 

N flux (mole/cm2-sec) 

Pi incident solar power (W /cm2) 

Pr Prandtl number 

q heat flux (W / em2) 

Q volumetric flow rate (cm3 /sec) 

r radius of disk (em) 

r number of electrons transferred in rate determining step, Equation 3-10 

R gas constant (J/mole-K) 
. 

Ri homogeneous reaction rates (mole/ cm3-sec) 

R. uncompensated solution resistance (ohm-em2) 

Rr linear reaction resistance, RTv/nFio (ohm-cm2J 

Re Reynolds number 

Re' Reynolds number (Equation 6-7b) 
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s number of e- transfers occuring before the rate determining step 

with the electrode reaction written in the cathodic direction 

s Laplace variable (Appendix B and C) 

s sum of squares of residuals 

stoichiometric coefficients for overall reaction 

t time (sec) 

rise time·of potential across double layer (sec) 

T temperature (K) 

u ionic mobility (cm2-mole/J-sec) 

fraction of sulfur present in SnS2-, nCs s2-/CS(O) .. 
v velocity (cm/sec) 

totaLoverpotential between the working:electrode 

and a reference electrode of the same kind (volts) 

open circuit voltage (volts) 

VOMF, volumeCraction of water·andDMF 

w mass (grams) 

w defined by Equation 3-3 (AI cm2) 

klh weight factor of 20th order Hermite polynomial 

x. 

z distance .from~working electrode surface (cm) 

Zi multiple of electron charge carried by species i, Equation 3-5 

anodic reaction order 

cathodic reaction order 

Greek 

transfer coefficients 

kth zero of. 20th order 'Hermite polynomial 
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j3 symmetry factor 

j3 in Appendix C defined by Equation C-22 

j3 volume coefficient of expansion (K-l) 

"'1 nFDCobRs(pw j 1')Y.a 

"'1 activity coefficient, Equation 2-17 

0 boundary layer thickness (em) 

0 electrode thickness (Chapter 5) (em) 

€ porosity 

€m molar absorptivity (liter/mole-em) 

TJeff solar to electrical conversion efficiency 

TJ s activation overpotential (volts) 

TJd concentration overpotential (volts) 

/C conductivity (O-lcm-I ) 

)... defined by Equation 3-4 (sec-I!I) 

)...i wavelength of maximum absorption (nm) 

I' viscosity (g/cm-sec) 

v stoichiometric number 

p density (gjcm3) 

, 
density (molejcm3) p 

(7 Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W /cm2-K4) 

u collision diameter, Equation E-l (A) 

<I> potential (Volts) 

w rotation rate (rad/sec) 

111' collision integral 

~ dimensionless distance from disk 
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Subscripts 

a 

b 

c 

cb 

e 

f 

fc 

m 

L 

nc 

o 

oc 

p 

r 

rad 

vb 

w 

y~ 

Superscripts 

* 

Diacritical Marks 

air 

bulk 

cell 

conduction band 

electrolyte 

film 

forced convection 

species i 

measured 

limiting 

natural convection 

species 0 

open.circuit 

predicted 

species R 

radiation 

valence band 

water 

species .Y 

dimensionless variable 

first derivative 

Laplace transform of a variable 
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Abbreviations 

AM air mass 

DMF dimethylformamide 

DMSO dimethy lsulfoxide 

FEP fluorinated ethylenepropylene 

IDvfPA hexamethylphosphoramide 

PEC photoelectrochemical cell 

PTFE polytetrafluoroethylene 

rde rotating disk electrode 

rds rate determining step 

SCE saturated calomel electrode 

SHE standard hydrogen electrode 

THF tetrahydrofuran 
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To calculate the concentrations of species in solution, a charge balance and a material bal-

ance for total sulfide and total sulfur are needed in addition to the equilibrium expressions of 

Table 2-1. The charge balance is: 

CW+CNa+ = CHS-+C0I1+Cs2"+2' (CS2-+Cst"+Css+CSi+Cs~) 
The material balance for sulfide is: 

And the material balance for sulfur: 

In the pH range of 9-14, the major species are: 

Na+ 
OH
HS
S~
S;
Sl-

(A-i) 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

The charge and material balances were solved for these species. The concentrations of the 

(stoichiometric) minor species were then found from their equilibrium expressions. 
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A.2. Programs for Calculating Quatities of Chemicals Required 

C Calculate amount of hydrogen sulfide to add to a sodium sulfide-sulfur 
C solution to get a given final pH 
C Also calculate distribution of polysulfide ions, average polysulfide 
C chain length and sulfur to sulfide ratio 

Real*S wk( IS2),x(6),par(7),fnorm 
Integer n,itmax,ier 
External fcn 

C Equilibrium constants from Giggenbach 
par(5) = 2.e-4 
par(6) = 1.8e-2 
par(7) = 4.e5 

C Get sodium sulfide concentration, final pH and sulfur concentration 
Read (5,10) par(I),par(3),par(4) 

10 Format (3f16.7) 

C Concentration of Na ions is twice that of sodium sulfide 
C Calculate hydrogen ion concentration 

par{l) = 2.*par{l) 
par(2) = l.e-14/pat(3) 

n=6 
nsig=7 
itmax=100 

C Initial guesses 
x(l) = par(4) 
x(2) = 0.0 
x(3) = 0.0 
x(4) = par(4)/3. 
x(5) = 0.0 
x(6) = 0.5*par(4) 
Call ZSCNT(fcn,nsig,n,itmax,par,x,fnorm,wk,ier) 

Write (6,15) par(I)/2.,par(4),-dloglO(par(2)) 
15 Format (' Sodium Sulfide added = ',fS.4,' M',J 

1,' Sulfur added = ',fS.4,' M',/ 
2,' pH = ',fS.4) 

Write (6,IS) x(6) 
IS Format (' Hydrogen Sulfide needed = ',fS.4,' M') 

Write (6,20) par(4)/x(l) 
20 Format (' Sulfur to Sulfide ratio = ',fS.4) 

avgn=(x(2)+2. *x(3)+3. *x( 4)+4. *x(5))/(x(2)+x(3)+x( 4}+x(5)) 
Write (6,25) avgn+l. 

25 Format(, Average.Polysulfide.Chain.Length =..',fS.4) 
Write (6,27) 



27 Format (' Distribution of Polysulfide Ions',/, 
l' Polysulfide Ion' ,4x, 'moles/liter' ,2x, 'Percent of Sulfur') 

Write (6,28) x(2),x(2)*100./par( 4),x(3),x(3)*200./par(4) 
28 Format (' disulfide',9x,IpeI1.3,4x,Opf8.4,/ 

1,' trisulfide',8x,IpeI1.3,4x,Opf8.4) 
Write (6,29) x( 4),300. *x( 4)/par( 4),x(5),400. *x(5)/par( 4) 

29 Format (' tetrasulfide' ,6x,Ipell.3,4x,Opf8.4,/ 
1,' pentasulfide' ,6x,lpeI1.3,4x,Opf8.4) 

Stop 
End 
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Subroutine fen (x,f,n,par) 
Real*8 x(6),f{6),par{7) 

f(1) = par(1)+par{2)-par{3)-x{1)-2. *(x(2)+x{3)+x{4)+x{5)) 
f(2) = par{ 4)-x{2)-2. *x(3)-3. *x{ 4)-4. *x(5) 
f(3) = par(1)/2. +x(6)-x{1)-x{2)-x{3)-x{4)-x{5) 
f(4) = par(5)*x{3)*x{1)*par{3)-x{2)*x{2) 
f(5) = par(6)*x{4)*x{4)*x{1)*par{3)-x{3)*x{3)*x{3) . 
f(6) = par(7)*x{5)*x{5)*x{5)*x{1)*par{3) 

l-x(4)*x{4)*x{4)*x{4) 
Return 
End 



A.3. 
Programs for Electrochemical Equilibria 

Real*8 x(5),par(5),fnorm,wk(138),save(8,90) 
Real*8 B,nbar,cterm,rate,kf 
Real*8 xsubs,R,T,F,E,EO,OHO,SO 
Real *8 dlog,dfloat,dloglO,add 
Integer nsig,n,itmax,ier 
External fcn1,fcn2 
Data R,F /8.314,96487.0/ 
Data EO /-536.0/ 

C Variables and parameters 
C B, HS*OH/S(O) 
C F, Faraday (96487 coul/equiv) 
C fcn1, subroutine containing material balances, equil. express., etc. 
C ier, error parameter from ZSCNT, ier of 129 or 130 indicates error 
C itmax, maximum number of iterations 
C kf, foward rate constant for disproportionation 
C n, number of variables 
C nsig, number of decimal places that solution is good to 
C par(l), OH concentration (moles/liter) 
C par(2), S(O) concentration (moles/liter) 
C par(3), upon input is Xs and then changed to total Sulfide 
C par(4), K2/3 
C par(5), K3/4 
C R, gas constant (8.314 J/mole-K) 
C rate, initial rate of disproportionation (moles/liter-sec) 
C T; temperature (K) 
C x(l), Na concentration (moles/liter) 
C x(2), HS concentration (moles/liter) 
C x(3), trisulfide concentration (moles/liter) 
C x(4), tetrasulfide concentration (moles/liter) 
C x(5), pentasulfide concentration (moles/liter) 
C xsubs, S(O)/total sulfide 
C wk, work array for ZSCNT 

Open (Unit=7, File='redox.out' ,Status='New') 
Open (Unit=8, File='redox.gph',Status='New') 
n=5 
itmax=lOO 
nsig=5 
par( 4)=1.8e-2 
par(5)=4.e5 

C Read initial OH, S(O) and Xs 
Read (5,10)par(1),par(2),par(3) 

10 Format(3f16.7) 
Read (5,12) T 

12 Format (f16.7) 

kf = 10**(-5600./T + 10.9) 

xsubs = par(3) 
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OHO=par(1} 
SO=par(2} 
pare 3 }=par( 2} / pare 3} 

C Initial guesses 
x(4} = par(2)/3. 
x(2) = par(3)-x(4) 
x(l) = x(2)+par(1)+2.*x(4) 

Call ZSCNT (fcn1,nsig,n,itmax,par,x,fnorm,wk,ier) 

C Print out diagnostic information from ZSCNT 
Write (7,13) ier,fnorm 

13 Format (' **Diagnostic Information**',/ 
1,' IER= ',i3,5x,' FNORM =',f8.4,/) 

C Results 
Write (7,14) 

14 Format (' **Results**',/) 
Write (7,15) par(I),par(2),xsubs 

15 Format (' [OHj = ',lpelO.2,j,' [S(O)J = ',Opf8.3,/ 
1,' Xs = ',f8.3,/) 

Write (7,18) 
18 Format (' Ion',7x,'Conc.',7x,'Frac. of S') 

Write (7,20) x(L),x(2) 
20 Format (' Na',4x,lpell.3,/,' HS',4x,el1.3) 

Write (7,21) x(3),2. *x(3)/par(2),x( 4),3. *x( 4)/par(2) 
21 Format (' triS',2x,lpell.3,5x,Opf8.4,/ 

1,' tetraS',lpe11.3,5x,Opf8.4) 
Write (7,22) x(5),4.*x(5}/par(2) 

22 Format (' pentaS',lpel1.3,5x,Opf8.4,/) 

B= x(2}*par(I)/par(2) 
nbar = (2. *x(3)+3. *x( 4)+4. *x(5))/(x(3)+x( 4)+x(5)) 
Write (7,30) B,nbar 

30 Format (' B =',1pelO.2,j,' nbar = ',Opf6.2) 

rate =.·kf*4. *x(5 }*par( 1 }/(x(2)*x(2)) 
Write (7,35) rate 

35 Format (' initial rate of disprop. =',lpeI2.4 
1,' moles/liter-sec' ,I) 

cterm = dlog (((x(2)*par(I))**4}/x(4)) 
Write (7,40) cterm 

40 Format (' Cone term (for tetrasulfide) =',£11.3) 

temp = x(l} 
x(l) = par(l} 

C Sodium ion concentration is now known 
par(l} = temp 
add=par(2}*0.01 



do 100 j =1,90 

par(l) = par(I)+2.*add 
par(2) = par(2)-add 
par(3) = par(3)+add 
Call ZSCNT (fcn2,nsig,n,itmax,par,x,fnorm,wk,ier) 

save (1,j) = x(l) 
save(2,j) = x(2) 
save(3,j)=2. *x(3)/par(2) 
save( 4,j)=3. *x( 4)/par(2) 
save(5,j)=4. *x(5)/par(2) 

C Redox potential 
E = E0-4.0S*dlog (((x(2)*x(I))**4)/x(4)) 
save(6,j)=E 
B= x(2)*x(I)/par(2) 
rate = kf*4.*x(5)*x(I)/(x(2)*x(2)) 
save(S,j) = rate 
nbar = (2. *x(3)+3. *x( 4)+4. *x(5))/(x(3)+x( 4)+x(5)) 
save(7,j) = nbar+1.0 
Write (6,50) dfloat(j)*O.OI,nbar,E 

50 Format (3£12.4) 

If (dfloat(j)/10 .. eq. dfloat(int(j/lO))) Then 
Write (7,55) dfloat(j)*O.OI,E 

55 Format (f,' Depth of (dis)charge=',fS.2,3x 
1, 'Electrode Potential=' ,£10.2,/) 

Write (7,15) x(I),par(2)ipar(2)/par(3) 
Write (7,IS) 
Write (7,20) par(I),x(2) 
Write (7,21) x(3),2. *x(3)/par(2),x( 4),3. *x( 4)/par(2) 
Write (7,22) x(5),4. *x(5 )/par(2) 
Write (7,30) B,nbar 
Write (7,35) rate 
Endif 

100 Continue 

C Tellagraph file for OH and HS concentration 
Write (S,57) SO,xsubs,I4.+dlogIO(OHO) 

57 Format (' GENERATE A PLOT.',/ 
1,' X AXIS LENGTH IS 7.',/ 
2,' X AXIS TICK-MARKS MODE IS REVERSED.',/ 
3,' Y AXIS LENGTH IS 6.',/ 
4,' Y AXIS TICK-MARKS MODE IS REVERSED.',/ 
5,' AXIS FRAME IS 1.',/ 
6,' AXIS FRAME THICKNESS IS 2.',/ 
7,' X AXIS MAXIMUM IS 1.',/ 
S,' PAGE-BORDER IS 0.',/ 
9,' ALL MESSAGE UNITS PLOT %.',/ 
9,' MESSAGE 1 X SO.',/,' MESSAGE 1 Y 95.',/ 
9,' MESSAGE 1 TEXT "[S(0)]=',f5.1,'''.',/ 
9,' MESSAGE 2 X SO.',/,' MESSAGE 2 Y 85.',/ 
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9,' 1v1ESSAGE 2 TEXT ''X<LH.5)s<LXHX)=',f5.1,'''.',/ 
9,' 1v1ESSAGE 3 X 80.',/,' 1v1ESSAGE 3 Y 75.',/ 
9,' 1v1ESSAGE 3 TEXT "pH=',f5.1,'''.',/ 
9,' X AXIS LABEL TEXT IS "State of Charge".') 

Write (8,59) 
. 59 Format (' Y AXIS LABEL TEXT',lx 

2,'IS "Concentration (moles/liter)".',/ . 
3,' INPUT DATA.') 

Write (8,500) 
500 Format (' "OH <EH.8)- <EXHX),,') 

Write (8,60) (dfloat(j)*O.Ol,save(l,j), j=I,90) 
60 Format (4(f8.2,ell.3)) 

Write (8,550) 
550 Format (' "HS<EH.8)-<EXHX)''') 

Write (8,60) (dfloat(j)*0.01,save(2,j), j=I,90) 
Write (8,63) 

63 Format (' END OF DATA.',/ 
1,' CURVE 1.',/ 
2,' CURVE COLOR IS NO.',/ 
3,' CURVE THICKNESS IS 2.',/ 
4,' CURVE SYMBOL COUNT IS 0.',/ 
4,' CURVE 2.',/ 
4,' CURVE TEXTURE 11.',/ 
5,' CURVE COLOR IS NO.',/ 
6,' CURVE THICKNESS IS 2.',/ 
7,' CURVE SYMBOL COUNT IS 0.',/ 
5,' GO.',/,' uFILE**') 

C Tellagraph file for polysulfide fractions 
Write (8,57) SO,xsubs,14.+dlogl0(OHO) 
Write (8,240) 

240 Format (' Y AXIS LABEL IS',Ix 
I,'''Fraction of S Present as S<LH.5)n<LXHX)S<EH.8)2-".',/ 
2,' INPUT DATA.') 

Write (8,245) 
245 Format (' "u<LH.5)2<LXHX)"') 

Write (8,250) (dfloat(j)*0.Oi,save(3,j), j=i,90) 
250 Format (4((8.2,f11.4)) 

Write (8,255) 
255 Format (' "u<LH.5)3<LXHX),,') 

Write (8,250) (dfloat(j)*0.Oi,save(4,j), j=I,90) 
Write (8,265) 

265 Format (' "u<LH.5)4<LXHX),,') 
Write (8,250) (dfloat(j)*0.OI,save(5,j), j=I,90) 

Write (8,270) 
270 Format (' END OF DATA.',/,' CURVE 1.',/ 

I,' CURVE COLOR IS NO.',/ 
1,' CURVE TEXTURE i1.',/ 
2,' CURVE THICKNESS IS' 2;',/ 



3,' CURVE SYMBOL COUNT IS 0.',/ 
4,' CURVE 2.',/ 
4,' CURVE TEXTURE 1.',/ 
5,' CURVE COLOR IS NO.',/ 
6,' CURVE THICKNESS IS 2.',/ 
7,' CURVE SYMBOL COUNT IS 0.',/ 
8,' CURVE 3.',/ 
8,' CURVE TEXTURE 13.',/ 
9,' CURVE COLOR IS NO.',/ 
1,' CURVE THICKNESS IS 2.',/ 
2,' CURVE SYMBOL COUNT IS 0.',/ 
3,' GO.',/,' **FILE**') 

C Tellagraph file for Electrode Potential 
Write (8,57) SO,xsubs,14.+dlogl0(OHO) 
Write (8,64) 

64 Format (' Y AXIS LABEL TEXT',lx 
1,'IS "E (mY vs. SHE)".',/ 
2,' INPUT DATA.') 

Write (8,65) (dfloat(j)*0.01,save(6,j), j=I,90) 
65 Format (4(f8.2,f11.3)) 

Write (8,63) 

C Tellagraph file for polysulfide chain length 
Write (8,57) SO,xsubs,14.+dloglO(OHO) 
Write (8,70) 

70 Format(' Y AXIS LABEL TEXT',lx 
1,'IS "x in S<LH.5)x<LXHXEH.8)2-<EXHX)".',/ 
2,' INPUT DATA.') 

Write (8,65) (dfloat(j)*0.01,save(7,j), j=I,90) 

Write (8,63) 

C Rate of disproportionation 
Write (8,57) SO,xsubs,14.+dloglO(OHO) 
Write (8,600) 

600 Format (' Y AXIS LABEL TEXT IS "Rate (M/sec)".',j 
1,' Y AXIS TYPE LOG.',/ 
2,' INPUT DATA.') 

Write (8,60) (dfloat(j)*O.01, save(8,j), j=I,90) 
Write (8,63) 

Stop 
End 
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C This subroutine calculates (using ZSCNT) the sodium ion concentration 
C given hydroxide, total sulfide and total sulfur. 

Subroutine fenl (x,f,n,par) 
Real*8 x(5),f{5),par{5) 
f(l) = par{I)+x(2)+2.*x(3)+2.*x(4)+2.*x(5)-x{l) 
f(2) = par(2}-2. *x(3}-3. *x( 4)-4. *x(5) 
f(3) = par(3)-x(2)-x(3)-x(4)-x(5) 
f( 4) = x(3)*x(3)*x(3)-par( 4)*par(I)*x( 4)*x( 4)*x(2) 
f(5) = x(4)*x(4)*x(4)*x(4)-

Ipar(5)*par( 1 )*x(5)*x(5 )*x(5 )*x(2) 
Return 
End 



C This subroutine calculates (using ZSCNT) the hydroxide ion concentration 
C given sodium, total sulfide and total sulfur. 

Subroutine fcn2 (x,f,n,par) 
Real*8 x(5),f{5),par{5) 
f(l) = x(I)+x(2)+2.*x(3)+2.*x(4)+2.*x{5)-par(l) 
f(2) = par(2)-2. *x(3)-3. *x( 4)-4. *x(5) 
f(3) = par(3)-x{2)-x{3)-x(4)-x(5) 
f( 4) = x(3)*x(3)*x(3)-par( 4)*x(I)*x( 4)*x( 4)*x(2) 
f(5) = x(4)*x{4)*x(4)*x(4)-

1 par{5 )*x( 1 )*x{5 )*x(5 )*x(5)*x(2) 
Return 
End 
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C Do a linear regression 
Real*8 xy(100,2), pred(100,7),albap(3),des(5),anova(14) 
Real*8 stat(9),save(100) 
Real*S Temp,R,F 
Integer ix,n,imod,ipred,ip,nn,ier 
Data R,F /8.314,96487.0/ 

C Open files 
Open (Unit=7 ,File= 'pot.dat' ,Status='Old ') 
Open (Unit=8,File='pot.out' ,Status='New') 

ix=lOO 
Read (7,2) n 

2 Format (i3) 
imod=O 
ipred=1 
albap( 1 )=0.05 
albap(2)=0.05 
albap(3)=0.01 
ip=lOO 
nn=n 

Co Temperature-
Read (7,5) Temp 

5 Format (f16.7) 

do 20 j=T,n 
Read (7,10) xy(j,I),xy(j,2) 

10 Format (2f16.7) 
pred(j, 1 )=xy(j, 1) 
save(j)=xy(j,2) 

20 Continue 

Call RLONE (xy,ix,n,imod,ipred,albap,des,anova,stat, 
Ipred,ip,nn,ier) 

C Write Header 
Write (S,12) Temp 

12 Format (' Temperature=!,f7.1,' K~,j) 
Write (8,15) 

15' Format (2x,' Log.Term',3x,' Eiectrode·Potential',5x 
1,' Predicted Potential',5x,'Residual',/) 

do 100 j=l,n 
Write (8,21) pred(j,I),save(j),pred(j,2), 

1 pred(j ,2)-save(j) 
21 Format (f9.3,10x,f7.1,19x,f7.1,lOx,f8.2) 
100 Continue 

Write (8,25) des(5) 
25 Format (f,' Correlation Coeff.=',flO.4) 

Write (S,30) stat(1),stat(5) 
30 Format (' Slope =',f6.2,' mv',/ 

1,' EO=',fS.2;' mY') 

• 



Write (8,40) stat(2),stat(6) 
40 Format (' Est. of error in slope=',C9.3,/ 

1,' Est. of error in EO=',f9.3) 
Write (8,60) -R*Temp*1000.0/(6.*F) 

60 Format (' Theoretical Slope=',C7.2,' mY') 
Stop 
End 
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A.4. 
Sample Output 
Temperature= 298.0 K 

Log Term Electrode Potential Predicted Potential Residual 

-0.611 -540.0 -533.7 6.25 
-4.411 -519.0 -518.2 0.77 
-5.444. -514.0 -514.0 -0.01 
-9.239 -497.0 -498.5 -1.51 

-10.246 -494.0 -494.4 -0.40 
-10.815 -494.0 -492.1 1.92 
-14.521 -475.0 -476.9. -1.94 
-15.074 -473.0 -474.7 -1.69 
-15.643 -471.0 -472.4 -1.36 
-19.350 -455.0 -457.2 -2.22 
-20.025 -457.0 -454.5 2.53 
-20.098 -455.0 -454.2 0.83 
-23.674 -438.0 -439.6 -1.56 
-24.853 -431.0 -434.7 -3.75 
-24.926 -433.0 -434.5 -1.45 
-28.510 -417.0 -419.8 -2.82 
-29.063 -419.0 -417.6 1.44 
-29.178 -420.0 -417.1 2.91 
-32.770 -401.0 -402.4· -1.42 
-33.892 -396.0 -397.8 -1.84 
-34.007 -394.0 -391.4 . -3.31 
-31.606 -381.0 -382.7 -1.67 
-31.954 -383.0 -381.2 1.75' 
-38.262 -384.0 -380.0 4.01 
-41.783 -366.0 -365.6 0.39 
-42.782 -362.0 -361.5 0.47 
-43.091 -359.0 -360.3 -1.21 
-46.612 -345.0 -345.9 -0.89 
-46.728 -349.0 -345.4 3.58 
-51.556 -328.0 -325.7 2.30 

Correlation C.oeff.=. -0.9991 
Slope .=.-4:08 mv 
EO=-536.24 m V 
Est. of error in s!ope= 0.032 
Est. of error in -EO= 0.951 
Theoretical Slope= -4.28 m V 
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Appendix B 

Non-Linear Least Squares Analysis of Potential~Step Data 

B.I. Introduction 

Several methods have been suggested to determine exchange current density and active 

species concentration from potential step current-time transients. If Equation 3-2 is restricted so 

that Atlll«I, the right side can be expanded in a Taylor series. If the series is truncated after 

the first term, this yields (82): 

(B-1) 

Unlike Equation 3-2, Equation B-1 is convenient for graphical analysis. If i is plotted versus till, 

then W can be obtained from the intercept and A can be obtained from the slope. Equation B-1 

has restricted applicability to fast reactions because then A is large and the region where 

Atlll«l may overlap the double layer charging regime. However, Equation B-1 could provide 

estimates of Wand A for a more sophisticated analysis based on Equation 3-2 (or 3-18). Settle 

and Nagy (129) have indicated that a plot of Equation B-1 can also provide information on the 

reliability of the potential step data. 

The Laplace transform of Equation 3-2 is: 

W 
(B-2) 

SIll(SIll+A) 

which can be rearranged to give: 

(B-3) 

A plot of the left side of Equation B-3 versus Sill would allow determination of W from the slope 

and AfW from the intercept. Macdonald (83) has suggested analysis in Laplace space to evaluate 

the parameters. T(s) can be generated from i(t) by applying the Laplace transform to the experi-

mental data: 
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t= 

T(s)= J i(t)e-litdt (B-4) 
t=O 

The integration in Equation B-4 is carried out for several values of s and the set of points [i(s),s] 

is plotted as in Equation B-3. There are some practical problems in applying Equation B-3 and 

B-4 to the experimental data. Equation B-4 requires that the integration be carried out between 

t=O and t=oo. Values for i(t) are not available near t=O due to double layer charging effects. At 

longer times natural convection may influence the response, and therefore a long-time cuttoff for 

the integration must be chosen. An appropriate method of evaluating the integral from the 

discrete current-time points also needs to be considered. Santos et al. (130) have dealt with 

some of these problems in the application of Laplace space analysis to the coulostatic method. 

Least squares analysis can be used to estimate parameters from experimental data. The 

model can be non-linear and contain one or more parameters. In applying Equation B-1, only 

the data at short times can be used, and in applying Equations B-3 and B-4, the complete data 

set must be used. In the non-linear least squares method, either the full data set or a restricted 

portion of the data set can be used. Thus non-linear least squares analysis of Equation 3-2 (or 

3-18) has an advantage over the other methods of analysis. 

The object of least squares analysis is to provide the best "fit" of experimental data to a 

theoretical model containing parameters. This is done by varying the parameters so that the 

sum of the squares of the residuals is minimized. The residual is defined as the difference 

between the measured current and that predi!=ted from the model equation: 

(B-5) 

and the sum,of thesquares'is: 

j 
(B-6) 

The sum of the squares is minimized by setting the partial derivatives of S with respect to each 

parameter to zero. For the linear case, an analytical expression for the best parameter values 

can be obtained. In the non-linear case, an iterative solution is required. More information on 

least squares .is.available in~(131). Nagy (132) has:discussed the statistical information that can 
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be derived in applying non-linear least squares analysis to the determination of kinetic parame-

ters using dc relaxation techniques. The computer implementation and its application to the 

experimental data of Chapter 3 are discussed in the next section. 

B.2. Computer Implementation 

Several computer programs are availible for non-linear least squares analysis of data 

(84,133), so it was not necessary to write new programs. The MINPACK program L:MDER1 (84) 

was chosen because it has been applied, with success, to similar problems (134). It uses a 

modification of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. A subroutine for evaluation of the residu-

als and the Jacobian matrix oC the residuals is required. 

The Jacobian matrix Cor this problem is: 

.£!ill .£!ill 
aw ax 

J= (B-7) 

af(n) aC(n) 
aw ax 

Let us denote: 

g( z )=exp( z2)erC c( z) (B-8) 

IC Equation 3-2 represents the model, then the partial derivatives required for the Jacobian are: 

:~ =-g(Xt~) (B-9a) 

:~ =-2X Wtg(Xt~) + 2W [ ! r[eXP(X2t)]2 (B-9b) 

For Equation 3-18 as the model: 

(B-I0a) 

.£f..= (Xt~) [2W _ 2Wt f (X(t-t )~) [2W(t-t2) 
ax g \ 3 t X g 2 t X t2/\ 2 2 
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The computer programs consist of pstep, fullfunc, the IMSL routine DERFC, gofz, and the 

MINP ACK supplied program L:MDERI. The main program collects the data and other informa-

tion about the experiment. L:MDERI is then referenced, and it uses fullfunc to calculate the resi-

duals and the Jacobian matrix. The program continues to refine its guesses for the best values of 

the parameters until certain tolerance criteria are satisfied. Section BA shows some sample out-

put from the fitting routine. 

The function subroutine gofz was written~because the IMSL-supplied library function for 

erfc was inaccurate at large values of the argument. At large values of z in Equation 8-8, the 

value of erfc(z) is small. The VAX. 8600 compiler in double precision mode treats any number 

less than about 10-38 as zero. To overcome this problem, a method is needed to evaluate g(z) in 

Equation B-8 directly without multiplying a very large number (exp(z2)) by a very small number 

(erfc(z)). Nagy (135) has indicated that the following expression is valid for large arguments of z 

(mod(z) > 3:5): 

(8-11) 

In Equation B-11, i=(-I)'Aa. The weight factors (c:rk) and zeros (Xk) of the 20th order Hermite 

polynomial are available (136). This equation is valid in both the real and complex domain. For 

the potential step program only real arguments of z are encountered. Program storage space can 

be saved by deriving a form of Equation B-11 that is valid in the real domain only: 

g(z)= ! :~~ [z2~~~ J (B-12) 

At small values of z, the FORTRAN library function dexp and the IMSL function derfc were 

used. to calculate g(z). For z > 3.5, Equation B-12 was used to evaluate g(z). There was a 

smooth transition between the two methods of calculation. 



B.3. Program Listings 

Program pstep 
o *************************************************************** 
o * This program finds the best fit parameters * 
o * for a potential step experiment using * 
o * non-linear least squares analysis * 
o * The main program does the input and output" * 
o * and calls the fitting program * 
o *************************************************************** 

o *************************************************************** 
o * Area, electrode area (cm**2) * 
o * curr, measured current (mA) • 
o * currp, predicted current (mA) * 
0* Dparm, diffusion parameter (cm**2-sec**1/2/mole) * 
o * eleen, number of electrons * 
0* excur, exchange current density (mA/cm**2) * 
o * F, Faraday (O/equiv) * 
0* fvec, residual (mA) * 
o * R, gas constant (J/mole-K) * 
<;) * Ret, charge transfer resistance (ohm-cm**2) * 
o * Rohm," uncompensated ohmic resistance (ohm-cm**2) * 
o * Rtot, sum of activation and ohmic resistance (ohm-cm**2) * 
o * stpsz, total overpotential (m V) * 
o * Temp, temperature (0) * 
o * x(l}, W (mA) * 
o * x(2}, lambda (sec**-1/2) * 
o ******************.*******************************************. 

Real*8 dexp,derfc,dsqrt,dpmpar 
Real*8 x(2),fvec(30),wa(100} 
ReaJ*8 tol,t(30},curr(30) 
Real*8 fjac(30,2} 
Integer Idfjac,ipvt(2} 
Real*8 currp,perr,t2 
Real*4 Area, stpsz, Rohm, Ret, Rtot, excur 
Real*4 Temp, Dparm, Kappa, F, R, elecn 
Integer iwa(2},info,mp,n 
Oharacter*25 infile 
Oharacter* 100 msg 
Oommon /dat/ curr,t,t2 
External fen 
Data R,F /8.314,96500.0/ 

o *************************************************************** 
o * Open Files * 
o *************************************************************** 

Write (6,1) 
1 Format (' Name of input file? ',$) 

Read (5,2) infile 
2 Format(A} 

Open (Unit=7, File=infile/ j'.dat', Status='Old') 
Open (Unit=8, File=infile/ /'.out', Status='New') 

171 
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C Number oC parameters equals 2 
n=2 
lwa = 100 
IdCjac = 30 

C Set tolerance 
C dpmpar is machine tolerance 

tol = dsqrt(dpmpar(l)) 

C *************************************************************** 
C * Read Data * 
C *************************************************************** 

Read (7;10) mp 
10 Format (i2) 

do 30 i = 1,mp 
Read (7,20) t(i), curr(i) 

20 Format (2C16.7) 
30 Continue 

C Initial guess 
Read (7,36) x(1),x(2),t2 

36 Format (3f16.7) 

C ***************************************************************. 
C * Additional inCormation about experiment * 
C·**************************·************************************ 

Read (7,38) Area, stpsz, eleen, Rohm, Temp 
38 Format (5f16:7) 

Read (7,2) msg 
C *************************************************************** 
C * Now call subroutine that fits parameters * 
C *************************************************************** 

Call LMDERI (Ccn,mp,n,x,fvec,Cjac,ldCjac,tol, 
linCo,ipvt,wa,lwa) 

C *************************************************************** 
C * Compute results oC experiment * 
C *************************************************************** 

C Total resistancejn.ohm-'cm**2 
Rtot = stpsz* Area/x( 1) 

C Charge transfer resistance in ohm~cm**2 
Rct = Rtot - Rohm 

C Exchange current in rnA/cm**2 
excur = R*1000.*(Temp+273.)/(elecn*F*Rct) 

C Rate constant in sec**-1/2 
Kappa = x(2)*Rtot/Rct 

C Diffusion parameter in cm**2-sec**1/2/mole 
Dparm = x(2)* Area'!'elecn*elecn*F*F*stpsz/(x(1)*R*(Temp+273.)) 



C Compute final L2 norm of residuals 
fnorm= enorm(mp,fvec) 

C *************************************************************** 
C * Write Out Results * 
C *************************************************************** 

Write (8,37) infile,msg 
37 Format(, ****INFORMATION****',/ 

1,' Original Data File- ',A,/ 
2,lx,A) 

Write (8,39) stpsz,Temp,Area 
39 Format (' Step size =',f7.2,' mV',2x,'Temperature =', 

If6.1,' C',2x,'Elec. Area =',f8.3,' cm**2',/) 

Write (8,49) 
49 Format (lx,'**** RESULTS ****',j) 

Write (8,50) x{I),x{2) 
50 Format (' W=',IPeI4.3,/, , lambda =',eI3.2) 
C Write value of t2 used in fitting program 

Write (8,55) l.e6*t2 
55 Format ( , t2 = ',flO.I, , microseconds,,/) 

Write (8,56) Rtot,Rohm,Rct 
56 Format (j,lx,'Rtot =',f8.4,' ohm-cm**2',2x,'Rohm =', 

If8.4,' ohm-cm**2',2x,'Rct =',f8.4,' ohm-cm**2',/) 
Write (8,57) excur,Kappa,Dparm 

57 Format(j,lx,' Exch. current =',f7.3,' ma/cm**2',2x, 
I'Kappa =',fl2.2,' sec**-1/2',j,lx,'Diff. parm. =',lpel0.2,/) 

C Write out measured and predicted results 
Write (8,250) 

250 Format (12x,'Time',6x,'Meas. Current',3x,'Pred. Current', 
15x, 'Pdiff') 

Write (8,251) 
251 Format (llx,'(msec)',j) 

do 500 i=l,mp 

currp = curr(i)-fvec{i) 
perr = fvec{i)*100.0/curr{i) 

Write (8,300) l.e3*t{i),curr{i),currp,perr 
300 Format (fl5.2,fI5.4,fl5.4,f15.2) 
500 Continue 

C Statistical and program information 
Write (8,40) fnorm,info 

40 Format (j,lx,'Final L2 norm of residuals =',e20.7,/ 
1,1x,'Exit parameter =',i2,/) 

Stop 
End 
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Subroutine fen (mp,n,x,fvec,fjac,ldfjac,ifiag) 
C This is the subroutine that contains the fitting function for 
C the potential step experiment. 
C This functions is valid under the following conditions: 
C 1. The overpotential and concentration variations are such that 
C the linerized kinetic and Nernst equations can be used. 
C 2. There are no adsorption or double layer effects and any intermediates 
C are not lost by diffusion. 
C 3. The proper tl is chosen. tl is the rise time of the potentiostat 
C or the rise time of potential across the double layer (4RC) --
C whichever is longer. 

C Declare variables· 
Double Precision dexp,dsqrt,derfc,g 
Double Precision x(2),fvec(30),fjac(ldfjac,n) 
Double Precision terml,term2,term3 
Double Precision tl,yl,y2, curr(30),t(30) 
Integer mp,n,ifiag,ldfjac 
Common /dat/ curr,t,tl 

If (iflag" .eq. 1) then 
C Compute functions 

do 10 i = l,mp 
yl= x(2)*dsqrt( t(i)) 
y2= x(2)*dsqrt(t(i)-tl) 
fvec(i) = curr(i)- (x(I)/(tl *x(2)*x(2)))*(g(Y1) 

1+2.0*x(2)*dsqrt(t(i)/3.14159) - g(y2) 
2-2.0*x(2)*dsqrt« t(i)-tl )/3.14159)) 

10 < Continue 
Else 

C Compute Jacobian 
do 30 i = l,mp 

" yl = x(2)*dsqrt( t(i)) 
y2 = x(2)*dsqrt( t(i)-tl) 
fjac(i,l) = (-1./(tl *x(2)*x(2)))*(g(Yl) 

1+2.*x(2)*dsqrt(t(i)/3.14159) - g(y2)-
22. *x(2)*dsqrt« t(i)-tl )/3.14159)) 

terml = (2. *x(1 )/( t1 *x(2)**3.) - 2. *x(1 )*t(i)/ 
1(x(2)*tl)) *g(Yl) 

term2 = (4.*x(I)/(t1*x(2)**2.))*( 
Idsqrt(t(i)/3.14159) - dsqrt«t(i)-tl)/3.14159)) 

term3 = (2. *x(1 )*( t(i)-tl )/(x(2)*t1) -
12. *x( 1 )/( t1 *x(2)**3.))* g(y2) 

fjac(i,2) = terml+term2+term3 
30 Continue 

Endif 
Return 
End 

• 
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Double Precision Function g{ z) 
C 
C This function computes exp{z*z)erfc{z) for both large and small 
C values of z. 
C Only real arguments are permitted. 
C For values of z less than or equal to 3.5 the fortran and imsl 
C library functions are used. 
C For values of z greater than 3.5 an asymptotic expansion based on 
C Hermite polynomials is used. 
C For the functions that are valid in the complex domain also 
C see Z. Nagy, Electrochimica Acta, 26(5), 671, (1981). 
C 
C The values of the zeros and weight factors are from: 
C H. Salzer, et. ai., J. Res. natn. Bur. Stand., 48, 111, (1952). 
C 

Double Precision z,alpha{1O),zero{10) 
Double Precision sum 
Double Precision derfc,dexp 
Data alpha /0.4622436696006,0.2866755053628,0.1090172060200, 

10.2481052088746D-01,0.3243773342238D-02,0.2283386360163D-03, 
20.7802556478532D-05,0.1086069370769D-06,0.4399340992273D-09, 
30.2229393645534D-12/ 

Data zero /0.2453407083009,0.7374737285454,1.2340762153953, 
11.7385377121166,2.2549740020893,2.7888060584281, 
23.3478545673832,3.9447640401156,4.6036824495507, 
35.3874808900112/ 

If (z.le.3.5) then 

endif 

g=dexp{ z*z )*derfc{ z) 
Return 

sum = 0.0 
do 100 i=l,l0 

sum=sum+alpha{i)*z/(z*z+zero(i)*zero{i)) 
100 Continue 

g=2.0*sum/3.14159 
Return 
End 
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B.4. 
Sample Output 
****INFORMATION**** 
Original Data File- ferOl 
Pt, feri/ferro 
Step size = 20.00 mV Temperature = 25.0 C Elec. Area = 0.320 cm**2 

u** RESULTS **** 

w= 1.223E+00 
lambda = 3.81E+01 
t2 = 100.0 microseconds 

Rtot = 5.23130hm-cm**2 Rohm = 1.5000ohm-cm**2 Rct = 3.73130hm-cm**2 

Exch. current = 6.881 ma/cm**2 Kappa = 53.44 sec**-1/2 
Ditr. parm. = 1.49E+08 

Time Meas. Current Pred. Current Pdiff 
(msec) 

0.40 0.6560 0.6377 2.78 
0.55 0.5740 0.5772 -0.56 
0.61 0.5535 0.5580 -0.81 
0.73 0.5125 0.5253 -2.50 
0.85 0.4975 0.4982 -0.14 
1.03 0.4605 0.4650 -0.98 
1.23 0.4275 0.4353 -1.83 
1.41 0.4105 0.4132 -0.66 
1.64 0.3965 0.3895 1.16 
1.82 0.3745 0.3737 0.22 
1.95 0.3605 0.3634 -0.80 
2.18 0.3390 0.3472 -2.41 
2.43 0.3335 0.3319 0.49 
2.81 0.3115 0.3121 1.69 
3.20 0.2950 0.2952 -0.07 
3.98' 0.2655 0.2683 -1.07 
4.49 0.2650 0.2543 4.03 
5.08 0.2395 0.2406 -0.46· 
6.10 0.2195 0.2214 -0.85 
7.15 0.2150 0.2057 4.31 
8.74 0.1885 0.1873 0.62 

11.01 0.1715 0.1680 2.05 
12.73 0.1605 0.1568 2.33 
13.12 0.1490 0.1512 -1.50 
18.48 0.1325 0.1310 1.11 
33.44 0.1050 0.0981 6.56 

Final L2 norm of residuals = O.3268858E-01 
Exit parameter = 1 
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Appendix C 

Coupled Electrochemical and Chemical Reactions: 

Response to a Potential Step 

C.l. Introduction 

This appendix describes a model for a homogeneous solution reaction coupled to a hetero

geneous charge transfer step. The response to a small potential step is solved for when neither 

the homogeneous reaction nor the heterogeneous reaction can be considered to be the rate

limiting step. Table C-l shows the reaction sequence for the two homogeneous kinetic cases con

sidered in this appendix. In Case I the homogeneous reaction is first order. In Case II it follows 

dissociation-dimerization kinetics. These reactions may be multi-step so long as the overall 

kinetics correspond to one of these. cases. 

The chemical reactions can be accounted for explicitly by replacing Ri in Equation 3-6 with 

the homogeneous reaction terms shown in Table C-1. For Case I this leads to a set of linear 

equations; (or Case Ii some of the equations are non-linear. The following electrode reaction is 

considered to obey the assumptions that make the multi-step Butler-Volmer equation valid. 

Case I 

1st Order Reaction 

YpO 

saO + ne- +=!' srR 

Ro=-Ry=krCy-kbCo 

Table C-l: Reaction Schemes 

Case II 

Dissociation-Dimerization Reaction 

Yp20 

saO + ne- p srR 

lhRo=-Ry=krCy-kb C; 
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Since the potential step experiments in Chapter 3 were carried out in the linear current-

overpotential region, the linearized form of this equation was used (see Equation 3-13). Table 

C-2 shows the set of material balances, initial conditions and boundary conditions for both cases. 

Case I 

First-Order Reaction 

Material Balances 

oCy 02Cy 
-=0 ---(kf' -kbC ) at y OZ2 r-'y 0 

Table 0-2. 

Case II 

Dissociation-Dimerization Reaction 

(C-1) 

(0-2) 

(C-3) 

Initial Conditions 

Boundary Conditions 

at z=O, t~O: 

-Do aco Dr aCr --------- . , -. . 

sr az 

acy 
--=0 

az 

Material Balances 

-....;..:=----"'-- v-- s ---1 s --1 -nFDo aco 1 [ RT [ {Co ~ {Cr }j 
So az Rr+R, nF 0 Cob r Crb 

(C-4) 

(C-5) 

(C-6) 

(C-7) 

(C-8)-

(C-9a) 

(C-9b) 

(C-9c) 
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For ease of solution and interpretation, it is desirable to make the equations and boundary 

conditions dimensionless. The parameters Wand A as defined by Equations 3-3 and 3-4 are used 

in the non-dimensionalization. These are the parameters that would be derived if the preceding 

chemical reaction was not a factor. Table 0-3 shows the definitions of the dimensionless groups 

and variables. Table 0-4 lists the dimensionless form of the material balances, initial conditions, 

and boundary conditions. For the solutions presented in this appendix, th~ diffusion coefficients 

of all species are set equal as are the stoichiometric coefficients. Under these conditions, only the 

first four groups in the left-hand column of Table 0-3 will affect the i" vs. t" curves. 

Table 0-3: Dimensionless Variables 

Dimensionless Groups 

1.V 

3. Keq, case I; ;q, case II 
ob 

Definitions 

v=nFV 
RT 

• AX 
z =--

D~ 
o 

• Or 
Or=-

Orb 
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Table 0-4: Dimensionless Equations 

Case I Case II 

First-Order Reaction Dissociation-Dimerization Reaction 

Material, Balances' ; Material Balances', 

(0-10) (C-13) 

ac; Dr a2c; (C-11) (C-14) --=_._-
ate Do {)zo2 

(C-12) (C-15) 

Initial Conditions 

(C-16) 

Boundary Conditions 

(C-17) 

(C-18a) 

(C-18b) 

(C-18c) • .• • [S;o~COb 1 ac~ V =s (C -J)-s (C -1)-s 1+ . -,' 
o 0 r r 0 2D"'C a. 

So r rb X 

C.2. Method ·of Solution 

The sets of parabolic partial differential equations were solved by casting them into finite 

difference form. Central difference approximations were used to approximate the space deriva-

tives: 
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* *( * *) *( * *) oC = Cz +h,t-C z -h,t O(h2) 
oz* 2h +. (C-19a) 

2* * * *) *( * *) '*( * *) !!...SL 0 (z +h,t-20z ,t+Oz -h,t +O(h2) 
oz*2 h2 (0-19b) 

The boundary conditions of Table 0-4 specify as a domain the semi-infinite half plane 

(O~z* <00). A finite, maximum value of z* must be chosen for the computer implementation. 

According to Bard and Faulkner (137), a safe estimate for Zma.x is: 

zma.x=6(Dt )'Aa (0-20) 

A finite difference approximation needs to be chosen for the time derivatives. This must be 

done with care; otherwise convergence or stability problems can result. One method is to use the 

foward difference approximation for the time derivative aroundt·: 

*( *. ) *(. .) Cx ,t +k -Ox ,t +O(k) 
k 

(0-21) 

Equation 0-21 along with Equations 0-19a and 0- 19b can be substituted into the material bal-

ance and boundary condition equ~tions (0-10 thru 0-18). There are two problems. The truncs,. 

tion error for the time derivative is O(k) while for the space derivatives it is O(h2). A more seri-

ous problem is that the computer solution will only be stable for the ratio 

(0-22) 

less than 1/2. If h is chosen to be small (to minimize truncation error), then k must be small, 

and the number of time intervals will be large, leading to excessive computation time. 

If Equation 0-21 is replaced by the central difference approximation for the time derivative 

around t·, then the equations will be unstable for all values of /3. However, Equation 0-21 can 

be considered a central difference approximation around the midpoint of the time interval. 

Equation 0-21 can then be used with Equation 0-19 averaged at the begining and end of the 

t,ime interval. This is the Crank-Nicolson implicit method (138) and is stable for all positive, 

finite values of /3. It is the method used here. 
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In Case IT the material balance equations contain non-linear terms. This leads to a set of 

non-linear finite difference equations. Although methods for the solution of sets of non-linear 

equations have been applied to the solution of non-linear differential equations (139), here we 

linearize the equations and iterate. The non-linear term, C~2, can be written as: 

C ·2(' ')-2CO(0)(' ')C·(· ·)_C·2(0)(· ') o J,I- 0 j,1 0 j,1 0 j,1 (C-23) 

Here the only non-:linear. terms involved are from the previous (nth) iteration, An initial guess is 

required, 

Newman has developed the BAND routine (140,141) ,to solve sets of coupled linear (or 

non-linear if an iterative method like Equation C-23 is used) ordinary differential equations. 

This program can be adapted to solve partial differential equations. For example, using the 

Crank-Nicolson method, Equation C-15 can be represented in finite difference form as: 

(C-24) 

The right side of Equation 0-24 contains only values of C·' from the previous time step or the 

previous iteration, Thus at the i+1 time step, the equations are solved as ordinary differential 

equations using the known values from the previous time step. The solution at t· =0 is known 

because Equation 3-2 is strictly valid as t Q -0. For Case II where there are iterations at each 

time step, the final values of the concentration from the i time step are used as the initial guess 

for the i+1 time step. 

C.3: Results and Discussion 

There are four parameters to be determined from a set of experiments: the exchange 

current density and diffusion parameter that characterize the electrochemical reaction, and the 

forward and backward rate constants that characterize the chemical reaction. If the equilibrium 

constant is known, then only three parameters are adjustable because the rate constants are 

related. by Keq=kr/kb' The. values of the first four dimensionless, g~oups ,in Table C-3 plus the 
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time interval of observation will determine the type of information obtainable for a given sys

tem. 

We will use an example to illustrate the effect of a slow homogeneous reaction on the 

current-time response at an electrode. The electrochemical system is characterized by the 

parameters listed in the first column of Table 0-5. The square points in Figure C-l were calcu

lated from the numerical model (first-order kinetics). The limiting cases of no coupled homo

geneous reaction (kr=O, solid line) and very fast homogeneous reaction (kroo, dotted line) are 

shown. The current-time responses for these limiting cases are calculated from Equation 3-2 

using the diffusion parameters shown in the second column of Table 0-5. The diffusion parame

ter for the fast homogeneous reaction (kroo) is obtained from Equation 3-4 by replacing Cob 

with Cyb. The usual method of obtaining the kinetic and diffusion parameters is a non-linear 

least squares fit of the data to an assumed form of the current-time transient. The last column 

of Table 0-5 shows the result of using Equation 3-2 to fit the data over three different time inter

vals. The dashed line in Figure 0-1 is the non-linear least squares fit for the time interval·0-3.5 

milliseconds. 

Since Equation 3-2 does not describe the current-time response of the system over the 

entire time interval, the values of exchange current density and diffusion parameter obtained 

from the least squares fit will depend on the time interval selected. This can result, for example, 

in calculated species concentrations that do not correspond to actual species concentrations in 

solution. The exchange current density is underestimated because of the "flattening" of the 

current-time transient at longer times. 

As t-O the homogeneous reaction does not influence the current response because the 

boundary layer thickness is zero. As time increases, the homogeneous reaction will have an 

increasingly important effect. The last column of Table C-5 shows the effect of changing the 

time interval over which the non-linear least squares fit to Equation 3-2 is carried out. The fit to 

the short-time data will give a calculated response at longer times that will be below the experi-
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Calculated transient current response to a potential step, illustrating the 
errors that can result from using least squares fit to Equation 3-2 when slow 
homogeneous reactions are coupled to a heterogeneous electrode reaction: 
a, calculated from numerical model using parameters in Table IV; 
-----, kr=0; 
----~-, k,-.oo; 
____ -__ " least,..squares·fit of Equation 3-2~to points. 
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Table C-5: Parameters For Figure 0-1. 

Results of Fit 
Reaction Parameters Derived Quantities 

to Equation 3-2 

io/v = 1 mAl cm2 W = 0.5 mA/cm2 0<t<3.5 ms 

V=12.8mV V=0.5 io/v = 0.73 mA/cm2 

Diffusion Parameter = 

n=l Rr = 0.5 ohm,-cm2 
1.09x109 cm2- sec'n /mole 

Cob = 0.1 mM >. = 33.1 seCl / 2 0<t<2 ms 

Orb = 10 mM 
Diffusion Parameter = io/v = 0.83 mA/cm2 

3.2x109 cm2-sec'n/mole 

kb/).2 =.0.913 
Diffusion Parameter = 

Cyb = 1 M 1.66x109 cm2-sec'n/mole 

D = 10-6 cm2/sec if k,-oo O<t<l ms 

Keq = 10-4 ). = 0.331 sec-1/2 io/v = 0.92 mA/cm2 

kr = 0.1 sec-1 

Diffusion Parameter = Diffusion Parameter = 

3.2xl07 cm2-sec'n/mole 2.26xl09 cm2-sec'n/mole 

mental currents, but will produce exchange current density and diffusion parameter values that 

approach those of the unperturbed electrode reaction. These values can then be used as starting 

values in a least-squares fit using the model that includes the slow homogeneous reaction, with 
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data over the full time range. 

It is useful to construct dimensionless working curves that can be used to determine the 

range of accessible rate constants and diffusional information. If a numerical simulation is car

ried out for Case I, and for a given Cob/Crb, kb/)..2, and Keq but different values of V', all the 

curves will have the same shape. In fact, all the curves will collapse into one if i" jV' is plotted 

versus t". The, proof in Section C.4 shows why this behavior is expected. The cathodic and 

anodic responses, for potential steps of equal size, are mirror images of each other. For Case II, 

iO IV· will, in general, not be independent of v". However, under the conditions where the linear

ization of Equation 3-12 is valid, i"jv" for different values of V· do not deviate from each other 

by more than a few hundredths of a percent. In order to facilitate comparison among figures, 

ie(I+Cob/Crb);v" is plotted versus to. The (1+Cob/Crb) term is multiplied by i"/V· so that 

curves with different values of the group Cob/Crb will have the same value of intercept. These 

dimensionless working curves are presented in Figures C-2 through C-4. 

The case of most practical interest is where the electroactive species 0 is in much smaller 

concentration than species Y, and therefore Keq is small. At small values of Keq « ~10-4), the 

back reaction dominates, and the shape of the current transient is determined by kb/)..2 and 

Cob/Crb. Figures C-2 and C-3 show the dimensionless current transients for Case I and Cob/Crb 

of 0 and 1, respectively. The bottom curve in each figure shows the response when no preceding 

reaction takes place (kr=O). In Figure C-2 the curves becomes almost flat as the homogeneous 

reaction rate jncreas~s,because .. both Y and R are in excess. Only at short times is any transient 

behavior detectable. In.Figure.C:-3, O. and R are.present in small and equal concentrations, and 

at high homogeneous reaction rates the concentration overpotential due to the depletion or pro

duction of R (depending on the sign of the potential step) dominates the shape of the current 

transient. 

If the homogeneous reaction scheme of Case II is considered at small values of Keq the 

curves will. be :quaiitatively similar to. those .for Case' I.. The group~ that determine the current 
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Figure C-2: Calculated dimensionless transient current response to a potential step: 
Case I kinetics, Cob/Crb=O, kb/).2 as labeled. 
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Figure C-3: Calculated dimensionless transient current response to a potential step: 
Case.I kinetics Cob/Crb=l, kb/>.2 as labeled. 
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Figure 0-4: Calculated dimensionless transient current response to a potential step: 
Case II kinetics, Cob/Crb=O, kbCob/>.2 as labeled~ 
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response at the electrode are kbCob/).2 and Cob/Crb' Figure C-4 shows the normalized current 

transients for the condition of Cob/Crb = O. There is a quantitative difference in response for 

Case I and Case II, even when kbCob/).2 = kb/).2. The range of homogeneous rate constants for 

which the current response is most sensitive to the rate of the homogeneous reaction is also some-

what different. 

How well the model of Equation 3-2 will approximate the data depends on kb/).2, Cob/Crb, 

and the time oC observation-.(tl A!rkb/).2-0, Equation 3-2 fits exactly over all to: At the other 

limit, kb/).2_oo, Equation 3-2 also describes the relaxation curve. Here Y and 0 are iq quasi-

equilibrium, so the assumption oC only one rate-determining step again holds, and in the 

diffusion parameter )., 0 is simply replaced by Y. In the middle range oC kb/).2, the effect of 

homogeneous reaction will be most apparent. Attempts to correlate experimental data with 

Equation 3-2 (e.g., by a non-linear least squares fit) will lead to systematic deviations between 

th~ calculated current response and the experimental data (cf. Figure C-1). 

The sensitivity oC the current response to a change in kinetic parameters can be represented 

. . ~i" 
quantltatlvely by the term , ~ In Table C-6 this quantity is listed for the curves oC 

v ~log kb/).2 

Figures C-2 through 0-4 at Cour different dimensionless times t·. The values are normalized so 

Ai" 
that the smallest value of * for each case is assigned a value oC unity. 

V ~log kb/).2 

Table C-6 can be used as an aid in locating the range of kb/).2 where the current response 

is most sensitive to a change in kb/).2 andfor locating the value of t· where the current response 

is most sensitive to changes in kinetic parameters. For example, Table C-6 shows~ that for 

Cob/Crb=l and first-order kinetics, the current response is most sensitive to changes in kb/).2 for 

kb/).2 between 0.1 and 10. At values oC kb/).2 between 0.01 and 0.1, the current response is much 

less sensitive. As t* increases, the sensitivity increases somewhat because the expanding boun-

dary layer allows homogeneous kinetics to have a greater influence. 



Table C-6: Sensitivity Of Current To Change In Kinetics: 

Cob/Crb=O, Case I Kinetics& 
Range of kb/).2 

0.01-0.1 

0.1-1 

1-10 
10-100 

Cob/Crb=l, Case I Kineticsb 

Range of kb/)' 2 

0.01-0.1 

0.1-1 
1-10 

10-100 

Cob/Crb=O, Case II KineticsC 

Range of kbCob/).2 

0.01-0.1 

0.1-1 

1-10 

10-100 

" .0 1 
& 0 ~I 1 -0.0114 

V ~log(ktJ>.2) I ..... 

".0 1 
b 0 ~I 1 -0.0028 

V ~log(ktJ>.2) 1 miD 

".0 1 
c 0 ... 1 1 -0.0444 

V ~Jog(kbCotJ>.2) 1 miD 

Values of the Parameter 
~i" 

t·=l t·=2 

1 1.9 

7.8 12.7 

20.4 22.5 
13.7 13.7 

1 1.9 

7.5 11.6 
15.5 13.0 
6.6 4.7 

1 1.84 

4.4 5.5 

4.4 4.4 
2.1 2.1 

t"=3 

2.8 

15.7 
22.8 
13.7 

2.8 
13.2 

10.6 

3.6 

2.45 

5.9 

4.4 

2.1 
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t·=4 

3.5 

17.6 
22.9 

13.7 

3.4 
13.8 

8.9 
3.0 

2.9 
6.0 

4.4 
2.1 

Several strategies can be used to determine the homogeneous and heterogeneous parameters 

from the experimental current response curve. For example, the numerical differential equation 

solution routine can be coupled to a non-linear least squares optimization package (see Appendix 

B); this has been done recently by Nagy (80) for the extension of dc relaxation methods to the 

non-linear current-overpotential range. There are some caveats to be noted. The differential 
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equations have to be solved for each set of parameters called by the optimization package. If the 

initial guesses for the parameters are far from the correct values, large amounts of computer 

time may be required. The optimization program can also become trapped in a local minimum 

that does not represent the physically meaningful solution. The chances of this happening 

increase as the number of parameters to be fit increases or the initial guesses become worse. 

Equation 3-2 is strictly valid as t" -0. This suggests the use of Equation 3-2 to estimate 

the ,heterogeneous parametersaW and>" from the data near t=O. These values could then be used 

as starting values in a non-linear least squares optimization, or be used as fixed values for a 

parameter optimization involving only homogeneous kinetic parameters. Table C-6 shows that 

the response curves are more sensitive to homogeneous kinetic parameters as t a increases. This 

illustrates the desirability of taking data over a fairly wide range of time for maximum precision 

in determining both heterogeneous and homogeneous kinetic parameters. Reller et al. (142) and 

Nagy (132) have examined the errors involved in fixing a parameter and allowing the others to 

vary. 

Figure C-5 shows some examples oC the error in determining the zero-time intercepts of the 

curves in Figures C-2 thru C-4 when the approximate model of Equation 3-2 is used to fit the 

numerical data. If short-time data can be used, the error can be limited to a few percent even in 

those cases where the current response is most sensitive to homogeneous kinetics. The minimum 

time of observation is limited by factors such as the rise time of the potentiostat and double 

layer ·charging. Figure C-5 shows that the errors are larger when the time of observation is lim

ited by these factors, but a valid estimate to start a non-linear least squares optimization can 

still be made. 

C.4. Proof of Symmetrical Response for Linear Homogeneous Kinetics 

If the potential step can be simulated by a combination of linear partial differential equa

tions (PDE's) and linear boundary conditions, it will be shown that i" (V0 is independent of V". 

This result will also apply to systems with no homogeneous reactions (Equation 3-2), and slow 
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homogeneous reactions with zero- or first-order kinetics. 

A set of linear PDE's and boundary conditions can be reduced to a set of ordinary 

differential equations and algebraic equations by a Laplace transform technique (143). From 

Equations C-I0 and C-12 plus boundary conditions 0-17 and C-18b we can obtain: 

-* - * kr 
Co = Af(s,z ,~,Keq) (C-25) 

From the transform of Equation C-ll: 

-* * Cr = Bg(s,z ) (C-26) 

The constants A and B can be related by C-18a. Using that boundary condition and the relation 

between current density and concentration gradient (and assuming for illustrative purposes that 

all diffusion coefficients are equal and the stoichiometric coefficients are equal): 

(C-21) 

All the functions and derivatives ID Equation C-27 are evaluated at z· =0. The right side of 

Equation C-27 can be denoted by h. The inverse transform of Equation C-27 can be taken: 

." 
~ = h(tO,Cob/Crb,krl),2,Keq) (C-28) 

Therefore i"fVo is independent of V-. 

C.5. Summary 

The results presented here represent an extension of the small potential step technique to 

include reactions which have two slow steps, one of which is a homogeneous reaction in bulk 

solution. The material balances and boundary conditions are presented for homogeneous reac-

tions following first-order kinetics or dissociation-dimerization kinetics. At short times, the 

current response at the electrode follows the current-time response given by Equation 3-2 (or 

Equation 3-18). Over a longer time .interval, a fit of experimental data to Equation 3-2 will give 
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species concentrations and an exchange current density that are erroneous. Using the ftill numer

ical model, the correct diffusional and rate data for both homogeneous and heterogeneous reac

tions can be obtained. For a particular system, the type of information that can be obtained will 

depend on the time available for observation and the values of the dimensionless groups listed in 

Table 0-3. Figures 0-2 through 0-5 and Table 0-6 should be of help in identifying the informa

tion obtainable for a given system . 
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C.8. Computer Programs 

C This program uses numerical simulation to simulate a small potential 
C step with 1st order homogeneous kinetics 
C The reaction sequence simulated is: 
C Y=O 
C 0 + ne = R 
C The equilibrium constant for the chemical reaction is Keq =Cob/Cyb 
C kf = Coward rate constant 
C Keq = kf/kb 
C crat = Cob/Crb 
C lamb is a heterogeneous kinetic parameter 
C Vs = dimensionless potential step 

Real*8 tsmax,xsmax,Vs,r ,crat,h,dts 
Real*8 ts,cs,csp,xs,cpp,homo 
Real*8 kC,Keq,lamb 
Real*8 dsqrt,derCc,ee 
Real*8 C(3,203),Save(3,203) 
Real*8 A(3,3),B(3,3),D(3,7),x(3,3),Y(3,3),G(3) 
Real*8 dgrol,dgro2,dgro3,Cac1,Cac2, 
Integer NJ,ni,n 
Integer nint 
Common /BLKI/ A,B,C,D 
Common /BLK2/ G,X,Y,N,NJ 

C *********************************************************************** 

C * * 
C* 
C 
C* 
C* 

OPEN Fll..ES 
* 

* 
* 

C *****************************************************.************.**** 

C Open graphics file 
Open (Unit=8, File='current.gph',Status='New') 

C Open file Cor concentration profile 
Open (Unit = g, File =·'conchl.pro', Status = 'New') 

C *********************************************************************** 

C* • 
C * '" 
C READ PARAMETERS 
C* 
C* 

* 
• 

C ****************.*******.********************************************** 
Read (5,10) tsmax,Vs,r,crat 

10 Format (4f16.7) 



Read (5,11) kf,Keq,lamb 
11 Format{3fI6.7) 

C Number of mesh points for t 
Read (5,15) ni 

15 Format (i4) 

C Number of equations 
n==3 

C *********************************************************************** 

C * * 
C* 
C 
C* 
C* 

SET UP SPACE AND TIME MESH 
* 

* 
* 

C ******************************************~**************************** 

C t interval size 
dts == tsmax/(ni - 1) 

C x interval size 
h == dsqrt(dts/r) 

C Conservative estimate for x boundary layer thickness 
xsmax == 6.0*dsqrt(tsmax) 

C Number-of x mesh points including a image point at"x=O 
NJ = nint(xsmax/h) + 2 

C Define groups and factors that need to be calculated 
C once for each simulation 

dgrol = kf/(lamb*lamb) 
dgro2 = l/Keq 
dgro3 = dgrol*dgro2 
fac1 = dgrol *dts 
fac2 = dgro3*dts 

C *************************************************************** 

C * * 
C* * 
C WRITE OUT PARAMETERS 
C* 
C* 

* 
* 

C *************************************************************** 

C To terminal screen 
Write (6,990) 

990 Format (' ****RESULTS FOR 1st ORDER KINETICS****',/) 
Write (6,16) Vs,crat 

16 Format (' ** Step Size = ',flO.4,/,' ** Cob/Crb = ',£10.4,/) 
Write (6,17) dgrol,Keq 

17 Format (' ** kf/lambda**2 = ',lpelO.2,/ 
1,' ** Keq = (Cob/Cyb) = ',elO.2,/) 

197 
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Write (6,19) r 
19 Format (' ** delta t/(delta x)**2 = ',£10.4,/) 

Write (6,20) tsmax,dts, ni-1 
20 Format (' ** tmax = ' ,f8.2,5x 

1,'delta t = ',£10.4,5x 
2,'num of tint. = ',i4,/) 

Write (6,25) xsmax,h,NJ-2 
25 Format (' ** xmax = ',f8.2,5x 

1,' delta x.= ',£10.4,5x 
2,'num of x into = ',i4,/) 

C To graphics file 

Write (8,990) 
Write (8,16) Vs,crat 
Write (8,17) dgro1,Keq 
Write (8,19) r 
Write (8,20) tsmax,dts,ni-1 
Write (8,25) xsmax,h,NJ-2 

C To concentration profile file 
Write (9,990) 
Write (9,16) Vs,crat 
Write (9,17) dgrol,Keq 
Write (9,19) r 
Write (9,20) tsmax,dts,ni-1 
Write (9,25) xsmax.,h,NJ-2 

C *********************************************************************** 
C* * 
C * * 
C SET UP ARRAYS 
C* 
C* 

* 

C *********************************************************************** 

do 100 k = 1,203 
G{l,k) = 0.0 
C(2,k) ='0.0 
C(3,k) = 0.0 

100 Continue 

C Initial concentration profile should satisfy boundary conditions 
Save(l,l) = 2.*h*Vs/(1.+crat) +1. 
Save(2,1) = 1. - 2.*h*crat*Vs/(1.+crat) 
Save(3,1) = 1.0 
do 105 k= 2,203 

Save(l,k) = 1.0 
Save(2,k) = 1.0 
Save(3,k) = 1.0 

105 Continue 

C Print out initial current 



cs = -(Save{I,3) - Save{I,I))/{2.*h) 
csp = Vs/{1.+crat) 
Write (6,175) O.O,cs/csp 

Write (8,168) dgro3 
168 Format (' "kb/lambda<EH.8)2<EXHX)=',lpe9.2 

1, '''') 

Write (8,170) O.O,cs/csp 

C ********************************************************************** 
C* * 
C* * 
C SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR EACH TIME STEP 
C* 
C* 

* 
* 

C *********************************************************************** 
do 500 i = 2,ni 

C Set up Cor first mesh point (j = 1) 
do 125 inl = 1,3 

do 120 in2 = 1,3 
B(inl,in2f = 0.0 
D(inl,in2) = 0.0 
X(inl,in2) = 0.0 

120 Continue 
G(inl) = 0.0 

125 Continue 
B(I,I) = -crat 
X(I,I) = crat 
B(I,2) = -1.0 
X(I,2) = 1.0 
G(l) = Save(2,I)-Save(2,3)+crat*{Save(I,1)-Save(1,3)) 
B(2,1) = 1.* (1.0 + crat)/2.0 
D(2,1) = h 
X(2,1) = -1.* (1.0 + crat)/2.0 
D(2,2) =-h 
G(2) = 2. *h*Vs 

1 +h *(Save( 2,2)-Save( 1 ,2))+( 1.+crat )/2. *(Save( 1,3 )-Save( 1,1)) 
B(3,3) = -1.0 
X(3,3) = 1.0 
G(3) = Save(3,1) - Save(3,3) 

C Now call BAND 
Call BAND( 1) 

C For interior points 
do 150 j = 2,NJ-l 

do 135 inl = 1,3 
do 130 in2 = 1,3 

A(inl,in2) = 0.0 
B(inl,in2) = 0.0 
D(inl,in2) = 0.0 

130 Continue 
G(inl) = 0.0 
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135 Continue 
A(l,l) =-r 
B(l,l) = 2.+2.*r+fac2 
D(l,l) =-r 
B(1,3) = -fac2 
G(l) = r*Save(1,j-1)+(2.-2.*r-fac2)*Save(1,j) 

1 +r*Save( 1 ,j+ 1 )+fac2*Save(3,j) 
A(2,2) =-r 
B(2,2) = 2.0*(1.0 + r) 
D(2,2) =-r 
G(2) = r*Save(2,j-l )+2.0*( 1.-r )*Save(2,j)+r*Save(2,j+1) 
B(3,l) = -fac1 
A(3,3) = -r 
B(3,3) = 2.+2. *r+fac1 
D(3,3) =-r 
G(3) = r*Save(3,j-1)+(2.-2. *r-fac1)*Save(3,j) 

1+r*Save(3,j+ 1 )+fac1 *Save( l,j) 
Call BAND(j) 

150 Continue 
C Last mesh point 

do 165 in1 = 1,3 
do 160 in2 = 1,3 

Y(in1,in2) =,0.0 
A(in1,in2) = 0.0 
B(in1,in2) = 0.0 

160 Continue 
G(in1) = 0.0 

165 Continue 
B(l,l) = 1.0 
G(I) = 1.0 
B(2,2) = 1.0 
G(2) = 1.0 
B(3,3) == 1.0 
G(3) = 1.0 
Call BAND(NJ) 

C *********************************************************************** 
C * * 
C * * 
C WRITE OUT RESULTS AT THIS TIME STEP 
C* 
C* 

* 
* 

C *********************************************************************** 

C Compute current 
cs = -(C(1,3) - C(1,1»/(2.0*h) 

C Get value of time 
ts = dts * (i-I) 

C Compute current with no homogenous kinetics 
csp = Vs/(1. + crat)*ee(dsqrt(ts» 

C Compute overpotentials: 
C Mass transfer 



etacs = C(l,2) - C(2,2) 
C Sum of charge transfer and ohmic 

etaas = (1. + crat)*cs 

C Write points to file for graph and every 100th point to screen 
Write (8,170) ts,cs/csp 

170 Format (2f16.7) 
If{float(i-1)/100.0 .eq. float(int{(i-1)/100))) Then 

Write (6,175) ts,cs/csp 
175 Format (' at ts = ',fl0.4,5x,'cs/csp = ',flO.4) 

Write (9,180) ts 
180 Format (lHI,' ts = ',flO.4) 

Write (9,181) cs,csp 
181 Format (f,' cs = ',fl0.4,5x,'cs (no homo kin) = ',f10.4,/) 

Write (9,182) cs/csp,etacs,etaas 
182 Format (' i{hk)/i{nohk) = ',f7.4,3x 

1,' eta(conc.) ... ',f7.4,3x,'eta(ac+ohmic) = ',f7.4,/) 
C Write out table header to concentration file 

Write (9,183) 
183 Format (6x,'xs',8x,'Co',8x,'Cr',8x,'Cy',6x,'Co Diff' 

1,3x,'Homo Kin'';) 

C Write out concentrations at image point 
Write (9,184) -h,C(l,l),C(2,l),C(3,1) 

184 Format( 4f10A) 

C Write out concentration profile in boundary layer 
do 190 j == 2,NJ-1 

xs = (j-2)*h 
cpp={ C( l,j+ 1 )-2.·C( I ,j)+C( l,j-l »/(h *h) 
homo =kf/(Keq·lamb·lamb )·(C(3,j)-C( 1,j» 
It ((dabs(cpp) .It. 1.e-5) .and. 

l(dabs(homo) .It. 1.e-5) .and. 
2(dabs{1.-C(2,j» .It. 1.e-5)) Then 

goto 195 
Endif 
Write (9,185) xs,C(1,j),C(2,j),C(3,j),cpp,homo 

185 Format (6f10.4) 
190 Continue 

195 Continue 
Endif 

C •• ******* •• * ••• *.*.* •• ** •••• **.* •• ** •• *.*****.**.********************** 

C * • 
C * * 
C SET UP FOR NEXT TIME STEP 
C* 
C* 

* 
* 

C ** •• ***.******.*.**************** •• ***** •• *********.*****.***.* •• ****** 
C Save concentration values from this time step to use in next time step 
C and re zero concentration array 

201 
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do 200 k = I,NJ 
Save (1,k) = C{I,k) 
Save (2,k) = C{2,k) 
Save{3,k) = C{3,k) 
C(1,k) = 0.0 
C(2,k) = 0.0 
C(3,k) = 0.0 

200 Continue 
500 Continue 

Stop 
End 



C This program uses numerical simulation to simulate a small potential 
C step with 2nd order homogeneous kinetics 
C The reaction sequence simulated is: 
C Y=20 
C 2x( 0 + ne = R) 
C The equilibrium constant for the chemical rxn is Keq = Cob·Cob/Cyb 
C It is related to the rate constants for the rxn by Keq = kf/kb 

Real·8 tsmax,xsmax,Vs,r,crat,h,dts 
Real·8 ts,cs,csp,xs,etacs,etaac 
Real·8 kf,Keq,lamb,Cob 
Real·8 dsqrt,derfc,dabs 
Real·8 C(3,203),Ci(3,203),Cn(3,203) 
Real·8 A(3,3),B(3,3),O(3,7),x(3,3),Y(3,3),G(3) 
Real·8 tol,cpp,homo,dgrol,dgro2,dgro3,facl,fac2 
Integer NJ,ni,n 
Integer imax,itnum 
Integer nint 
Common /BLKI/ A,B,C,O 
Common /BLK2/ G,X,Y,N,NJ 

C •••• * •••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* • 
C * • 
C OPEN FILES 
C· 
C· 

• 
• 

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C Open graphics file 
Open (Unit=8, File='current.gph',Status='New') 

C Open file for concentration profile 
Open (Unit=9,File='conch2.pro' ,Status='New') 

C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * 
C· • 
C* • 
C READ PARAMETERS 
c· 
O· 

• 
• 

C ~ •• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *.* 

C tsmax = maximum dimensionless time that the solution is desired at 
C Vs = dimensionless potential step 
C r = dts/h·h 
C crat = Cob/Crb 

Read (5,10) tsmax,Vs,r,crat 
10 Format (4fI6. 7) 

C kf = foward rate constant 
C Keq = equilibrium constant = Cob*Cob/Cyb 
C lamb = kinetic parameter 
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C Cob = concentration of Co initially 
C tol = tolerance for iterations 

Read (5,11) kf,Keq,lamb,Cob,tol 
11 Format(5f16.7) 

C Maximum number of iterations 
Read (5,13) imax 

13 Format (i2) 
C ni = number of mesh points for t 

Read (5,15). ni 
15' Format (i4) 

C Number of equations 
n=3 

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •• *.***.***. 

C • * 
C· * 
C SET UP SPACE AND TTh1E MESH 
C· 
C· * 
C ************.************* ••• * ••• *******.******** •• *** •• **.*.** 

C t interval size 
dts =tsmaxf(ni - 1) 

C,x interval size" 
h = dsqrt(dts/r) 

C Conservative estimate for x boundary layer thickness 
xsmax = 6.0*dsqrt(tsmax) 

C Number of x mesh points including an image point at x=O 
NJ = nint(xsmax/h) + 2 

C Define groups and factors that need only be computed once 
C For each simulation 

dgrol = kf/{lamb·lamb) 
dgro2 . = Cob /Keq 
dgro3 = dgrol·dgr02 
fae! = dgrol·dts 
fac2 = dgr03·dts 

C ••••••••••••• * ••• ** •••• * •••••••• **.* ••• ***.***.****************' 

C • * 
C* • 
C WRITE OUT PARAMETERS 
C· 
C· 

C To terminal screen 
Write (6,990) 

* 
* 

990· Format (' ****RESULTS FOR 2nd ORDER KINETICS****',/) 



Write (6,16) Vs,crat,dgrol,l/dgro2 
16 Format (' ** Step Size = ',flOA,/,' ** Cob/Crb = ',fl0A,/, 

l' ** kf/lambda**2 = ',lpel0.2,/, 
2' ** KeqJCob = ',elO.2,/) 

Write (6,17) kf,lamb,Keq,Cob 
17 Format (' ** kf = ',lpel0.2,' l/sec''; 

1,' ** lambda = ',el0.2, , sec**-I/2',/ 
2,' ** Keq =.',eIO.2,' mole/liter'';, 
3' ** Cob = ',eIO.2,' moles/liter',/) 

Write (6,19) r 
19 Format (' ** delta t/(delta x)**2 = ',£10.4,/) 

Write (6,20) tsmax,dts, ni-I 
20 Format (' ** tmax = ',fS.2,5x 

I,'delta t = ',flOA,5x 
2,'num oC tint. = ',i4,/) 

Write (6,25) xsmax,h,NJ-2 
25 Format (' ** xmax = ',fS.2,5x 

1,' delta x = ',CI0.4,5x 
2,'num oC x into = ',i4,/) 

C To concentration profile file 
Write (9,990) 
Write (9,16) Vs,crat,dgroI,1./dgro2 
Write (9,17) kC,lamb,Keq,Cob 
Write (9,19) r 
Write (9,20) tsmax,dts,ni-l 
Write (9,25) xsmax,h,NJ-2 

C To graphics file 
Write (8,990) 
Write (8,16) Vs,crat,dgrol,1./dgro2 
Write (8,17) kf,lamb,Keq,Cob 
Write (8,19) r 
Write (8,20) tsmax,dts,ni-l 
Write (8,25) xsmax,h,NJ-2 

C *************************************************************** 
C* * 
C* * 
C SET UP ARRAYS 
C* * 
C* * 
C ************ ••• * •• * ••••••••••• **.* •• *.*.* •• **.** •• ************* 

do loo k = 1,203 
C(1,k) = 0.0 
C(2,k) = 0.0 
C(3,k) = 0.0 

100 Continue 
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C Initial concentration profile should satisfy boundary conditions 
Ci(l,l) ~ 2.*h*Vs/(1.+crat) +1. 
Ci(2,1) = 1. - 2.*h*crat*Vs/(1.+crat) 
Ci(3,1) = 1.0 
do 105 k= 2,203 

Ci(l,k) = 1.0 
Ci{2,k) = 1.0 
Ci(3,k) = 1.0 

105 Continue 

C Print out initial.current 
cs =· .. (Ci(1,3) - Ci(1,1))/(2.*h) 
csp = Vs/(1.+crat) 
Write (6,175) O.O,cs/csp,O 

Write (8,168) dgro3 
168 Format (' "kb·Cob/lambda··2 = ',lpeU.3,' " ') 

Write (8,170) O.O,cs·(1.+crat)/Vs 

C •••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *******************.******* 

C * * 
C * * 
C FOR EACH TIME STEP SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
C* 
C· 

* 
* C * ••• ** ••••••••••• - •••••• _ ••••••••••••• * ••••••••• * ••••••••••• ***.* •••••• 

do 500 i == 2,ni 

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••• **.*.* •• *.* C·· 
C • * 
C FmST TIME THROUGH AT EACH TIME STEP - INITAL GUESS 
c· 
C· 

• 
* 

C •• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••• * ••• * •••• * ••• * •• *.***. 

C Inital guess for C at the i+l time step will be the final value 
C for'C at thei time st:ep 

itnum = 1 
do 111 inl = 1,3 

do 110 j = I,NJ 
Cn(inl,j) = Ci(inl,j) 

110 Continue 
111 Continue 

C If this is not the first iteration for this time step then we will 
C start here 
115 Continue 

C Set up for first mesh point (j = 1) 
do 125 inl = 1,3 

do 120 in2 = -1,3 



B(in1,in2) = 0.0 
0(in1,in2) = 0.0 
X(in1,in2) = 0.0 

120 Continue 
G(in1) = 0.0 

125 Continue 
B(1,1) = -crat 
X(1,1) = crat 
B(1,2) = -1.0 
X(1,2) = 1.0 
G(1) = Ci(2,I)-Ci(2,3)+crat*(Ci(I,I)-Ci(I,3)) 
B(2,1) = 1.* (1.0 + crat)/2.0 
D(2,1) = h 
X(2,1) = -1.* (1.0 + crat)/2.0 
0(2,2) =-h 
G(2) = 2. *h*Vs 

l+h *( Ci(2,2)-Ci( 1 ,2))+( 1.+crat )/2. *( Ci( 1 ,3)-Ci( 1,1)) 
B(3,3) = -1.0 
X(3,3) = 1.0 
G(3) = Ci(3,1) - Ci(3,3) 

C Now call BAND 
Call BAND(1) 

C For interior points 
do 150 j = 2,NJ-l 

do 135 inl = 1,3 
do 130 in2 = 1,3 

A(inl,in2) =,0.0 
B(inl,in2) = 0.0 
0(inl,in2) =,0.0 

130 Continue 
G(inl) = 0.0 

135 Continue 
A(1,1) =-r 
B(I,I) = 2.+2.*r 

1+4. *fac2*Cn(l,j) 
0(1,1) =-r 
B(I,3) = -2.*fac2 
G(I) = r*Ci(l,j+l) 

1+(2.-2. *r-2. *fac2*Ci( 1 ,j))*Ci( 1 ,j) 
2+r*Ci(l,j-l)+2.*rac2*Ci(3,j) 
3+2. *fac2*Cn(l,j)*Cn(l,j) 

A(2,2) =-r 
B(2,2) = 2.0*(1.0 + r) 
0(2,2) =-r 
G(2) = r*Ci(2,j-1)+2.0*(1.-r)*Ci(2,j)+r*Ci(2,j+l) 
B(3,1) = -2.*facl *Cn(I,j) 
A(3,3) =-r 
B(3,3) = 2.+2. *r+rac1 
0(3,3) =-r 
G(3) = r*Ci(3,j+l)+(2.-2.*r-fac1)*Ci(3,j) 

l+r*Ci(3,j-l )+fac1 *Ci( 1,j)*Ci( 1,j) 
2-facl*Cn( 1 ,j)*Cn( 1 ,j) 

Call BAND(j) 
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150 Continue 
C Last mesh point 

do 165 inl == 1,3 
do 160 in2 = 1,3 

Y(inl,in2) = 0.0 
A(inl,in2) = 0.0 
B(inl,in2) = 0.0 

160 Continue 
G(inl) = 0.0 

165 Continue 

C 
C 
C 

B(I,I) = 1.0 
G(I) =,1.0 
B(2,2) = 1.0 
G(2) = 1.0 
B(3,3) = 1.0 
G(3) = 1.0 
Call BAND(NJ) 

C ********************************************************************** 
C * * 
C * * 
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 

C* 
C* 
C *********************************************************************** 

do 210 inl = 1,3 
do 205 j ='I,NJ 
If(dabs(C(inl,j)-Cn(inl,j))jC(inl,j)) .gt. tol) Then 

C This is what is done if solution has not converged 
C First increment iteration number 

itnum = itnum + 1 
C Now check iteration number against maximum iteration number 

If ( itnum .gt. imax) Then 
Write (6,900) (i-I)*dts,imax 

900 Format(, at ts = ',C16.7,j 
1,' maximum.iteration,count = ',i3, 'exceeded') 

Stop 
Endif 

C Maximum iteration number has not been exceeded so set up 
C for another iteration 

550 

do 600 mi = 1,3 
do 550 m2 = 1,NJ 

Cn(ml,m2) = C(ml,m2) 
Continue 

600 Continue 
C Now go back and try again 

goto 115 
Endif 



205 Continue 
210 Continue 
C Normal exit from do lOOp.50 equation has converged at i+1 time step 

C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •• * ••• * ••• 
C· • 
C· • 
C WRITE OUT RESULTS AT TIllS TIME STEP 
C· 
C· 

• 
• 

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

C Compute current from concentration gradient 
cs = -(C(1,3) - C{1,1))/{2.0·h) 

C Compute time 
ts = dts • (i-I) 

C Current in the absence oC homogeneous kinetics 
csp = Vs/{1.+crat) ·dexp{ts)·derCc{dsqrt{ts)) 

C Overpotentials: 
C Concentration overpotential 

etacs = C{1,2) - C(2,2) 
C Activation + ohmic overpotential 

etaac = (1. + crat)·cs 

C Write all points'to graphics file 
Write (8,170) ts,cs·(1.+crat)jVs 

170 Format (2Cl6.7) 

C Every 100th time step to screen and concentration profile file 
IC(float(i-1)/loo.0 .eq. float{int((i-1)/100))) Then 

Write (6,175) ts,cs/csp,itnum 
175 Format (' at ts = ',ClOA,5x 

1,'cs/csp = ',ClOA,5x,'in ',i3,' iterations') 

Write (9,180) ts 
180 Format (lH1,' ts = ',BOA) 

Write (9,181) cs,csp 
181 Format {f,' cs = "ClOA,5x,'cs (no homo kin) = ',BOA';) 

Write (9,182) cs/csp,etacs,etaac 
182 Format (' i{HK)/i{NoHK) = ',f7.4,3x 

1,'eta(conc.) = ',f7A,3x,'eta(ac+ohmic) = ',f7A) 
C Write out table header to concentration profile file 

Write (9,183) 
183 Format (6x,'xs',8x,'Co',8x,'Cr',8x,'Cy',6x,'Co Diff' 

1,3x,'Homo Kin'';) 

C Write out concentrations at image point 
Write (9,184) -h,C(1,1),C(2,1),C(3,1) 

184 Format(4BOA) 
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do 190 j = 2, NJ-l 
xs = (j-2)*h 
cpp=(C(I,j+l )-2. *C(I,j)+C(I,j-l))/(h*h) 
homo = 2.*dgro3*(C{3,j)-C(I,j)*C(I,j)) 
If «dabs{cpp) .It. 1.e-5) .and. 

l(dabs(homo) .It. 1.e-5) .and. 
2(dabs(1.-C(2,j)) .It. 1.e-5)) Then 

goto 195 
EndiC 
Write (9,185) xs,C(I,j),C(2,j),C(3,j),cpp,homo 

185 Format (6C10.4) 
190 Continue 

195 Continue 
EndiC 

C ••• ****.* ••••••• * •• * •• * •••• *************** •• * ••••• ****** •• **.** 

C * * 
C* * 
o SET UP FOR NEXT TIME STEP 
O· 
C* 

* 

C ••• * •••••• * ••• * ••• ****.* ••• ** •• ***.****.**.***.*** •• ****.*** •• *. 
C Save concentration values Crom this time step to use in next time step 
C and re zero concentration array 

do 200 k = 1,NJ 
Oi (l,k) = C(l,k) 
Ci (2,k) = O(2,k) 
Ci(3,k) = C(3,k) 
C(1,k) = 0.0 
C(2,k) = 0.0 
O(3,k) = 0.0 

200 Continue 
500 Continue 

Stop 
End 
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SUBROUTINE BAND ( J) 
Real*8 E(3,4,1003) 
Real*8 A(3,3),B(3,3),C(3,1003),D(3,7) 
Real*8 G(3),X(3,3),Y(3,3) 
Real*8 DETERM 
COMMON /BLK1/ A,B,C,D 
COMMON /BLK2/ G,X,Y,N,NJ 
IF (J-2) 1,6,8 

1 NP1=N+1 
DO 2 I=l,N 
D(I,2*N+ 1 )=G(I) 
DO 2 L=l,N 
LPN=L+N 

2 D(I,LPN)=X(I,L) 
CALL MATINV (N,2*N+1,DETERM) 
IF (DETERM) 4,3,4 

3 WRITE (6,101) J 
101 FORMAT (IX, 14HDETERM=0 AT J=,14) 
4 DO 5 K=l,N 

E(K,NP1,l)==D(K,2*N+l) 
DO 5 L=1,N 
E(K,L,l)=-l.*D(K,L) 
LPN=L+N 

5 X(K,L )=-1. *D(K,LPN) 
RETURN 

6 DO 7 I=1,N 
DO 7 K=l,N 
DO 7 L=l,N 

7 D(I,K)=D(I,K)+A(I,L)*X(L,K) 
8 IF (J-NJ) 11,9,9 
9 DO 10 I=I,N 

DO 10 L=I,N 
G(I)=G(I)-Y(I,L)*E(L,NP1,J-2) 
DO 10M=1,N 

10 A{I,L)=A(I,L)+ Y(I,M)*E(M,L,J-2) 
11 DO 12 I=I,N 

D(I,NP 1 )=-1. *G(I) 
DO 12 L=l,N 
D(I,NP1 )=D(I,NP1 )+A(I,L)*E(L,NP1,J-1) 
DO 12 K=l,N 

12 B(I,K)=B(I,K)+A(I,L )*E(L,K,J-1) 
CALL MATINV (N,NP1,DETERM) 
IF (DETERM) 14,13,14 

13 WRITE (8,101) J 
14 DO 15 K=I,N 

DO 15 M=I,NP1 
15 E(K,M,J)=-l. *D(K,M) 

IF (J-NJ) 20,16,16 
16 DO 17 K=l,N 
17 C(K,J)=E(K,NP 1 ,J) 

DO 18 JJ=2,NJ 
M=NJ-JJ+1 
DO 18 K=l,N 
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C(K,M)=E(K,NPl,M) 
DO 18 L=I,N 

18 C(K,M)=C(K,M)+E(K,L,M)*C(L,M+l) 
DO 19 L=I,N 
DO 19 K=I,N 

19 C(K,1 )=C(K,l )+X(K,L )*C(L,3) 
20 RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE MATINV(N,M,DETERM) 
DIMENSION ID(3) 
Real*8, A(3,3),B(3,3),C(3, 1003),D(3, 7) 
Real*8 DETERM,BMAX,SA VE,F 
Real*8 DABS 
COMMON /BLKI/ A,B,C,D 
DETERM=I.0 
DO lI=I,N 

1 ID(I)=O 
DO 18 NN=l,N 
BMAX=O.O 
DO 6 I=I,N 
IF (ID(I))2,2,6 

2 DO 5 J=I,N 
IF (ID(J)) 3,3,5 

3 IF (DABS(B(I,J))-BMAX) 5,5,4 
4 BMAX=DABS(B(I,J)) 

ffiOW=I 
JCOL=J 

5 CONTINUE 
6 CONTINUE 

IF (BMAX) 7,7,8 
7 DETERM=O.O 

RETURN 
8 ID(JCOL)=l 

IF (JCOL-ffiOW) 9,12,9 
9 DO 10 J==l,N 

SAVE=B(ffiOW,J) 
B(ffiOW ,J)=B( JCOL,J) 

10 B(JCOL,J)=SAVE 
DO 11 K=I,M 
SA VE=D(ffiOW ,K) 
D(ffiOW ,K)=D( JCOL,K) 

11 D( JCOL,K)=SA VE 
12 F=I.0 jB( JCOL,JCOL) 

DO 13 J=I,N 
13 B( JCOL,J)=B( JCOL,J)*F 

DO 14 K=I,M 
14 D( JCOL,K)=D( JCOL,K)*F 

DO 18 I=I,N 
IF (I-JCOL) 15,18,15 

15 F=B(I,JCOL) 
DO 16 J=I,N 

16 B(I,J)=B(I,J)-F*B( JCOL,J) 
DO 17 K=I,M 

17 D(I,K)=D(I,K)-F*D( JCOL,K) 
18 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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0.7. 
Sample Output 

****RESULTS FOR 2nd ORDER KINETICS**** 

** Step Size = 0.5000 
** Cob/Crb = 0.5000 
** kf/lambda**2 = 1. 18E-03 
** KeqJCob =< 1.11E-03 

** kf = 2.00E-01 l/sec 
** lambda = 1.30E+Ol sec**":1/2 
** Keq =,' 4.00E-07 mole/liter 
** Cob = 3.60E-04 moles/liter 

** delta t/{delta x)**2 = 1.0000 

** tmax = 2.00 delta t = 0.0100 num of tint. = 200 

** xmax == 8.49 delta x = 0.1000 num of x into = 85 

1 ts = 1.0000 

cs = 0.1934· cs (no homo kin) =. 0.1425 

i(HK)/i(NoHK) = 1.3568 eta(conc.) = 0.2099 eta{ac+ohmic) = 0.2901 
xs Co Cr Cy Co Diff Homo Kin 

-0.1000 1.1143 0:8731 1.0001 
0.0000 1.0930 0.8830 1.0001 0.4035 -0.4143 
0.1000 1.0757 0.8925 1.0001 0.3255 -0.3343 
0.2000 1.0616 0.9015 1.0001 0.2632 -0.2703 
0.3000 1.0502 0.9100 1.0001 0.2132 -0.2189 
0.4000 1.0409 0.9180 1.0001 0.1730 -0.1775 
0.5000 1.0333 0.9255 1.0001 0.1405 -0.1440 
0.6000 1.0271 0.9326 1.0001 0.1142 -0.1170 
0.7000 1.0221 0.9392 1.0001 0.0929 -0.0950 
0.8000 1.0180 0.9453 1.0001 0.0757 -0.0773 
0.9000 1.0147 . 0.9510 1.0000 0.0616 -0.0628 
1.0000 1.0119 0.9562. 1.0000 0.0502 -0.0511 
1.1000 1.0097 0.9611 1.0000 0.0410 -0.0415 
1.2000 1.0079 0.9655 1.0000 0.0334 -0.0337 
1.3000 1.0064 0.9695 1.0000 0.0273 -0.0274 
1.4000 1.0052 0.9731 1.0000 0.0222 -0.0223 
1.5000 1.0042 0.9764 1.0000 0.0182 -0.0181 
1.6000 1.0034 0.9794 1.0000 .0.0148 -0.0147 
1.7000 1.0028 0.9821 1.0000 0.0121 -0.0119 
1.8000 1.0023 0.9844 1.0000 0.0099 -0.0096 
1.9000 1.0018 0.9866 1.0000 0.0081 -0.0078 
2.0000 1.0015 0.9884 1.0000 0.0066 -0.0063 
2.1000 1.0012 0.9901 1.0000 0.0054 -0.0051 
2.2000 1.0010 0.9915 1.0000 0.0044 -0.0041 
2.3000 1.0008 0.9928 1.0000 0.0036 -0.0033 
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2.4000 1.0006 0.9939 1.0000 0.0029 -0.0026 
2.5000 1.0005 0.9948 1.0000 0.0024 -0.0021 
2.6000 1.0004 0.9957 1.0000 0.0019 -0.0017 
2.7000 1.0003 0.9964 1.0000 0.0016 -0.0014 
2.8000 1.0003 0.9970 1.0000 0.0013 -0.0011 
2.9000 1.0002 0.9975 1.0000 0.0010 -0.0009 
3.0000 1.0002 0.9979 1.0000 0.0008 -0.0007 
3.1000 1.0001 0.9983 1.0000 0.0007 -0.0005 
3.2000 1.0001 0.9986 1.0000 0.0005 -0.0004 
3.3000 1.0001 0.9989 1.0000 0.0004 -0.0003 
3.4000 1.0001 0.9991 1.0000 0.0004 -0.0003 
3.5000 1.0000 0.9992 1.0000 0.0003 -0.0002 
3.6000 1.0000 0.9994 1.0000 ·0.0002 -0.0002 
3.7000 1.0000 0.9995 1.0000 0.0002 -0.0001 
3.8000 1.0000 0.9996 1.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 
3.9000 1.0000 0.9997 1.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 
4.0000 1.0000 0.9998 1.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 
4.1000 1.0000 0.9998 1.0000 0.0001 0.0000 
4.2000 1.0000 0.9998 1.0000 0.0001 0.0000 
4.3000 1.0000 0.9999 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4.4000 1.0000 0.9999 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4.5000 1.0000 0.9999 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4.6000 1.0000 0.9999 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4.7000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4.8000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4.9000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5.1000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5:2000 1.0000 1 .. 0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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Appendix D 

Coupled Electrochemical and Chemical Reactions at the RDE 

D.l. Introduction" 

This -appendix presents a' model for coupled homogeneous reaction and heterogeneous 

charge transfer at the rotating·disk~electrode (rde). The homogeneous reaction is assumed to fol

low dissociation-dimerization type kinetics, and the heterogeneous reaction follows kinetics given 

by the form of the multi-step Butler-Volmer equation presented in Equation 3-12. The dimen

sionless form of the equations and boundary conditions are derived in this section. In Section 

D.2 issues pertaining to the computer implementation are discussed. Section 0.3 presents the 

computer programs, and Section 0.4 shows some sample output. 

The material balance equations appropriate for the rotating disk electrode are given by 

Equation 4-5 with Equation 3-31 for R i . The boundary conditions for'this problem are contained 

in Equations 3-12, 3-16, 3-17, and 3-32. The voltage balance between the working and reference 

electrode is Equation 3-14, and the relation between concentration gradient and current density 

is Equation 3-15. Since the system is at steady-state and only the z coordinate appears in the 

equations, the partial derivatives can be replaced by ordinary derivatives. The dimensionless 

variables in Table 0-1 are used to make dependent and independent variables and their deriva

tives dimensionless. 

Table D~2 .lists ·theldimensionless forms.of the. material balance equations and boundary

conditions; Several dimensionless groups 'appear. in these equations; Table 0-1 lists these groups. 

D.2. Computer Implementation 

As in Appendix C, Newman's BAND program (140,141) was used to obtain a numerical 

solution. This technique requires that any non-linear equations or boundary conditions be 

linearized about-a trial.solution. The'three coupled ordinary differential ,eq~ations,wereTeduced. 



Dimensionless Groups 

Sc=L 
pD 

w 

Table D-1: Definitions 
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Dimensionless Variables 

[ ]

1/2 

.* dC;.! 
1 =---=1 

d) nFDCob 
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Table 0-2: ~imensionless Equations 

Material Balances 

Boundary Conditions 

ats- =,0: 

{ 
dCO} 

dCo =' C (CO)loJlI(Ce)lrdll dS-_ 
c [-Q~ V_7--_

0 

dS- 10 0 r exp RT 

dC· 
Q F V_7-_0 

a dS" 

'RT 

(0-1) 

(0-2) 

(0-3) 

(0-4) 

(0-58.) 

(O-Sb) 

to:finite:difTerence.form using Equations C-19. Themon-linear.:homogeneous:kinetic terms were 
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handled as in Equation C-23. 

The heterogeneous boundary condition, Equation D-5c, is non-linear. The truncated Tay-

lor series that can be written for the preexponential terms in Equation D-5c is: 

(a+x)Y = aY + yay- 1+ ... (D-6) 

Using this series, the first preexponential term in Equation D-5c can be written: 

(D-7) 

where ~o=c~-c~(n). Applying Equation D-6 to the other preexponential terms leads to equa-

tions similar to D-7. 

The truncated Taylor series for the exponential term can be written: 

exp{x)==l+x (D-8) 

The linearized version of the first exponential term in Equation D-5c is: 

(D-9) 

where the' denotes differentiation with respect to f. The second exponential term is handled in a 

similar manner. The equations for the exponential and preexponential terms are substituted into 

Equation D-Sc, and higher order terms oC the form ~i"~j are eliminated. This leads to the final 

linearized Corm suitable for use with the BAND subroutine. 
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D.3. Computer Programs 

For Subroutines BAND and MATINV see Section C.5 

C Simulate homogeneous kinetics on disk electrode 
C Dissociation-Dimerization homogeneous kinetics 
CY=20 
C 2(0 +'ne = R) 

Real*8 zetam,h,etat,crat,bb,elecn,acon,Cob,currs,omg 
Real*8 zeta,tol,del,deld 
Real*8 gamma,thop,Rs,sno,so.,sr 
Real *8diffu,conv ,reac ,etac ,etaa,ohmic 
Real *8 kb,kf,Keq,curr ,currO,nu,Dco,Sc,F ,R, Temp,alpha,alphc 
Real*8 C(3,1003),Cn(3,1003) 
Real*8 A(3,3),B(3,3),D(3,7),X(3,3),Y(3,3),G(3) 
Real*8 grol,gr02,gr03,gr04 
Real *8 dsqrt,dexp,dfloat,dabs,dlog 
Real*8 star,end,step 
Real*8 term(2),zoc,zrc,zoa,zra . 
Integer NJ,itnum,itmax 
Integer istar,iend,istep,int 
Common /BLKI/ A,B,C,D 
Common /BLK2/ G,X,Y,N,NJ 
Data R,F /8.314,96500.0/ 
Data acon /0.51023/ 

C Variables: 
C alpha, anodic transfer coefficient 
C alphc, cathodic transfer coefficient 
C C(l,j), concentration of 0 
C C(2,j), concentration of R 
C C(3,j), concentration of Y 
C Cob, bulk concentration of 0 (mole/cmU 3) 
C crat, Cob/Crb 
C curr, current (A/cm**2) 
C currO, exchange current density (A/cm**2) 
C currs, dimensionless current 
C Dco, diffusion coefficient (cm**2/sec) 
C. eleen, number of electrons in overall reaction 
C etaa, activation overpotential (volts) 
C etac, concentration overpotential (volts) 
C etat, applied potential between working and reference electrode (volts) 
C F, Faraday (coulombs/equiv) 
C itmax, maximum number of iterations allowed 
C itnum, current iteration count 
C kb, rate constant for dimerization reaction (cm**3/mole-sec) 
C Keq, equilibrium constant for dissociation-dimerization reac. (mole/cm**3) 
C kf, rate constant for dissociation reaction (l/sec) 
C NJ, mesh points 
C nu, kinematic viscosity (cm**2/sec) 
C.ohmic, ohmic overpotential(volts) 
C R, universal gas.constant (J/mole-K) 



C Rs, solution resistance between working and reference electrode 
C Sc, Schmidt number 
C sno, stoichiometric number 
C so, stoichiometric coefficient of species 0 
C sr, stoichiometric coefficient of species R 
C Temp, temperature (K) 
C zeta, dimensionless distance from interface 
C zetam, maximum value of zeta 
C zoa, anodic reaction order for 0 
C zoc, cathodic reaction order for 0 
C zra, anodic reaction order for R 
C zrc, cathodic reaction order for R 

C Open files 
Open (Unit=7 ,File='homodisk2.out' ,Status='New') 
Open (Unit=8,File='conc2.pro',Status='New') 
Open (Unit=9,File='iV.gph',Status='New') 
Open (Unit=10,File='input3.par',Status='Old') 

C Number of equatio~s 
N=3 

C Tolerance for convergence 
tol=1.0e-7 

C Maximum number of iterations 
itmax =25 

C Read parameters 
Read (10,5) kf,Keq,currO,omg,elecn 

5 Format (£16.7) 
Read (10,10) crat,alpha,Temp,Cob,sno,zoc,zoa,zrc,zra 

10 Format (£16.7) 
Read (10,11) star,end,step 

11 Format (£16.7) 
Read (10,12) Rs 

12 Format (£16.7) 
Read (10,15) NJ 

15 Format (i3) 

alphc= (elecn/sno}-alpha 
Dco=1.e-5 
nu=O.Ol 
Sc=nu/Dco 
kb=kf/Keq 
gamma = elecn*F*Dco*Cob*dsqrt(omg/nu)*Rs 
so = zoc - zoa 
sr = zra - zrc 

C Set up space mesh 
zetam=5.0/(Sc**0.33) 
h= zetam/(NJ-2) 
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C Write info to file 
Write (7,20) 
Write (8,20) 
Write (9,20) 

20 Format (' **Results For Dissociation-Dimerization Kinetics'';) 
Write (7,25) NJ,zetam,h 
Write (8,25) NJ,zetam,h 
Write (9,25) NJ,zetam,h 

25 Format (' **Mesh points=.' ,i3,5x, 'zeta max =' ,lpel0.2,5x 
1,'Step size = ',el0.2) 

Write (7,28) Temp,Rs, 
Write (8,28) Temp,Rs 
Write (9,28) Temp,Rs 

28 Format (' **Temperature =',£1.1,' K', 
1/,' **Rs =',£7.1,' ohm-cm**2') 

Write (7,30) Sc,omg 
Write (8,30) Sc,omg 
Write (9,30) Sc,omg 

30 Format (' **Schmidt No. = ',fl0.l,5x 
1,'Rot. Speed = ',rs.l,' rad/sec') 

Write (7,35) currO,sno,alpha,elecn,alphc 
Write (8,35) currO,sno,alpha,elecn,alphc 
Write (9,35) currO,sno,alpha,elecn,alphc 

35 Format (' **Ex. curf; =·',lpel0.2,' A/cm**2', 
15x,'Stoichiometric No. =',Opf5.1,/,lx,'**alpha anod. = " 
2f6.2,5x,' No. of elec: =",' ,f5~1,5x, 'alpha cath = ',f6.2) 

Write (7,38) zoc,zoa,zrc,zra 
Write (8,38) zoc,zoa,zrc,zra 
Write (9,38) zoc,zoa,zrc,zra 

38 Format (' **zoc=',f5.1,5x,'zoa=',f5.1, 
1/,' **zrc=',f5.1,5x,'zra=',f5.1) 

Write (7,40) kf,kb,Keq 
Write (8,40) kf,kb,Keq 
Write (9,40) kf,kb,Keq 

40 Format (' ukf = ',lpelO.2,5x,'kb = ',elO.2,5x 
1,'Keq = ',elO.2) 

Write (7,45) crat,Cob 
Write (8,45) crat,Cob 
Write (9,45) crat,Cob 

45 Format (' uCob/Crb = ',lpel0.2,5x,'Cob = ',elO.2, ' mole/cm**3',/) 

grol=l.O/Sc 
gro2=kb*Cob/omg 
gro3=kb*Keq/omg 
gro4=currO*dsqrt( nu )/( elecn *F*Dco* dsqrt( omg)*Cob) 

C Write header 
Write (7,300) 
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301 

90 

Format (' Overpotential',5x,'Dim. Current',7x,'Current') 
Write (7,301) 
Format (6x,'(mV),,27x,'(mA/cm**2)') 
do 91 indl=I,3 

do 90 ind2=I,NJ 
Cn(indl,ind2)=1.0 

Continue 
91 Continue 

istar = int(star) 
iend = int( end) 
istep = int(step) 

C Solve for concentration profile and current at each value of overpotential 
do 500 ijk = istar,iend,istep 

C Set potential difference between working· and reference electrode 
etat = dfioat(ijk)/1000.0 

C First iteration 
itnum=O 

C Initial Guess 
Cn(I,2)=0.1 
Cn(2,2)=1.0 

C Come here if solution has not converged 
75 Continue 
C Derivative at interface 

thop = (Cn(I,3)-Cn(I,I))/(2.*h) 
bb =dexp(F*(etat+gamma*thop)/(R*Temp)) 

C Zero Concentration array 
do 50 ind=I,203 

C(1,ind)=O.O 
C(2,ind)=0.0 
C(3,ind)=0.0 

50 Continue 

C Set up for first mesh point (j=I) 
C Zero arrays 

do 150 indl=I,3 
do 100 ind2=1,3 

B(indl,ind2)=0.0 
D(indl,ind2)=0.0 
X(indl,ind2)=0.0 

100 Continue 
\ G(indl)=O.O 

150 Continue 

C Flux relation between 0 and R at interface 
B( 1,1 )=-crat 
B(I,2)=-1.0 
X( 1,1 )=crat 
X(I,2)=1.0 

C Heterogeneous kinetics, including iR losses 
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term( 1 )=-zoe / 5no*( Cn( 1 ,2)**( zoe/ 5no-l.))* 
I( Cn(2,2)**( zrc/ sno ))*(bb**( -alphc)) 

term(2)=zoa/ sno*( Cn( I ,2)**( zoa/ sno-l.))* 
I( Cn(2,2)**( zra/ sno ))*(bb**alpha) 

0(2,1 )=2. *h*gr04 *( term( I)+term(2)) 

term( 1 )=-zrc/ sno*( Cn( 1,2)**( zoc/sno))* 
I( Cn( 2,2 )**( zrc / sno-l.} }*(bb * *( calphc)} 

term(2}=zra/sno*( Cn( I ,2}**( zoa/ sno)) * 
I( Cn(2,2}**( zra/sno-l. ))*(bb**alpha} 

0(2,2}=2. *h *gr04 *( tetm{1 }+term(2)) 

term(I}=gr04~(bb**(-alphc}}*alphc*F*gamma/(R*Temp}* 
I( Cn( I ,2}**( zoe /sno ))*( Cn(2,2}**( zrc/sno}} 

term(2}=gr04*(bb**alpha}*alpha*F*gamma/(R*Temp}* 
1( Cn( I ,2}**( zoa/sno ))*( Cn(2,2}**( zra/ sno)) 

X(2,I} = 1.+term(I}+term(2} 

B(2,I} = -X(2,I} 

term( 1 }=gr04 *(bb**( -alphc))*(Cn( I ,2}**( zoc/sno)}* 
1( Cn(2,2}**( zrc /sno }}*( I.-zoc/sno-zrc / sno+alphe* 
2F*gamma*thop/(R*Temp)) 

term(2}=-gr04*(bb**alpha}*{Cn(1,2}**(zoa/sno}}* 
1{Cn{2,2)**(zra/sno})*(1.-zoa/sno-zra/sno-
2alpha*F*gamma*thop/(R*Temp)) 

G(2)=2. *h*(term(1}+term(2}} 

C No faradaic reaction of Y 
X(3,3}=1.0 
B(3,3}=-1.0 

C Now call BAND 
Call BAND( I} 

C For interior points 
do 200 j=2,NJ-l 

do 165 indI=1,3 
do 160 ind2=1,3 

A(indl,ind2)=0.0 
B(indl,ind2)=0.0 
0(indl,ind2)=O.O 

160. Continue 
G(indl}=O.O 

165" Continue 
zeta = dfloat(j-2)*h 
term( 1}= acon*zeta *zeta *h/2.0 
A(I,I} = grol-term(l} 
B(I,l) = -2.0*(grol + 2.*gro2 

1 *Cn(l,j}*h*h) 
B(I,3} = 2.*gro2*h*h 
0(1,1) = grol + term(l} 
G(I) =,-2. *gro2~Cn(1 ,j)*Cn(l,j)*h*h 



A{2,2) = gro1 - term(1) 
B{2,2) = -2.0*gro1 
0{2,2) = gro1 + term(1) 

A{3,3) = gro1 - term(1) 
B{3,1) = 2.*gro3*Cn{1,j)*h*h 
B{3,3) = -1.0*{gro3*h*h + 2.0*gro1) 
0{3,3) = gro1 + term(1) 
G{3} = gro3*Cn(1,j)*Cn(1,j)*h*h 

Call BANDO) 
200 Continue 

C Last mesh point 
do 220 ind1=1,3 

do 215 ind2=1,3 
Y(ind1,ind2}=0.0 
A(ind1,ind2)=0.0 
B(ind1,ind2)=0.0 

215 Continue 
G(ind1 )=0.0 

220 Continue 

B(1,1)=1.0 
B(2,2)=1.0 
B(3,3)=1.0 
G(1)=1.0 
G(2)=1.0 
G(3)=1.0 

Call BAND(NJ) 

C Check Cor convergence 
do 295 ind1=1,3 

do 275 j=1,NJ 
IC(dabs((C(ind1,j)-Cn(ind1,j))jC(ind1,j)) .gt. toll Then 

C Increment the iteration number by 1 
itnum=itnum+ 1 

C Check to see iC itmax has been exceeded 
IC(itnum .gt. itmax) Then 

Write (6,260) etat,itmax 
260 Format (' at eta = " 

IfS.2,' max iteration count',i2,' exceeded') 
Stop 

EndiC 

C Save the concentrations 
do 265 m1=1,3 

do 264 m2=1,NJ 
Cn(m1,m2)=C(ml,m2) 

264 Continue 
265 Continue 
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C Go back and solve the equations again 
goto 75 

Endif 
275 Continue 
295 Continue 

C Come here if the solution has converged 

C Calculate current 
currs=-( C{ 1 ,3}-C{ 1,1 ))/(2.0*h) 
curr=currs* currO / gro4 

C Calculate overpotentials' 
ohmic = curr*Rs 
etac = R*Temp/(elecn*F)*(dlog(C(1,2)}-dlog(C{2,2))) 
etaa = etat - etac -ohmic 

C Write out results for this overpotential 
Write (6,440) etat*1000.0,curr*1000.0,itnum 

440 Format (£8.2,£16.7,i2) 
Write (7,450) etat>l< looo.O,currs,curr* 1000.0 

450 Format (£8.2,6x,2f16.7) 
Write(9,452) etat* 1000.0,curr*1000.0 

452. Format (£8.2,£16.7) 

C Write out concentration profile in boundary layer 
C At every 10th value of overpotential 

If (ftoat(ijk)/10.0 .eq. ftoat(int(ijk/10)) ) Then 
Write (8,451) etat*looo.0,currs,curr*1000.0 

451 Format (f,' eta =',f8.2,' mV',/ 
1,' Dimensionless Current =',£16.7,/ 
2,' Current =',£16.7,' mA/cm**2',/) 

Write (8,579) etac* looo.O,etaa * 1000.0,ohmic* 1000.0 
579 Format (' etac =',rs.2,' mV',/ 

1,' etaa =',£8.2,' mV',/ 
2,' ohmic =',£8.2,' mV',/) 

If (dabs(etat) .gt. 1.e-5) Then 
del = (C(1,2}-1.0)/currs*dsqrt(nu/omg) 
deld=1.61 *(Dco**0.333)*(nu **(1./6.))/ dsqrt( omg) 
Write(8,581) del*1.e4,deld*l.e4 

581 Format·(' delta =,;r9.3,' microns';/ 
1,' delta (diffusion) =',£9.3,' microns,,/) 

Endif 

C Header 
Write (8,562) 

562 Format (4x,'zeta',5x, 'Co',7x, 'Cr',8x, 'Cy' ,7x, 'DifTusion',3x 
1, 'Convection' ,2x, 'Homo. Reaction ') 

do 458 j=l,NJ 
zeta =(j-2)*h 
diffu =gro1 *(C(1,j+l)-2.*C(1,j)+C{1,j:l))/(h*h) 
conv =«acon*z-eta '!'zeta*(C{ 1 ,j+l )-C( 1 ,j-l ))/(2. *h) 

.. 
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reac = 2.*(kb*Cob/omg)*(C(3,j)-C(1,j)*C(1,j)) 
If (j .eq. 1) Then 
Write(8,455) -h,C(1,1),C(2,1),C(3,1) 
Format (4f9.4) 
Else If «(j .eq. 2) .or. (j .eq. 3)) Then 

1 ,diifu,conv ,reac 
Else 

Write (8,453) zeta,C(1,j),C(2,j),C(3,j) 

If «dabs(1.-C(l,j)) .It. 1.e-5) .and. 
1(dabs(1.-C(2,j)) .It. 1.e-5) .and. 
1(dabs(1.-C(3,j)) .It. 1.e-5)) Then 

Write (8,453) zeta, 
1 C( 1 ,j),C(2,j ),C(3,j),diifu,conv ,reac 

453 Format (4f9.4,3x,f9.4,3x,f9.4,3x,f9.4) 

l,diifu,conv,reac 

Endif 
458 Continue 

Endif 
465 Continue 

500 Continue 

Stop 
End 

goto 465 
Endif 
If (float(j)/lO.O .eq. fioat(int(j/lO)) ) Then 
Write (8,453) zeta,C(1,j),C(2,j),C(3,j) 

Endif 
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D.4. 
Sample Output 

**Results For Dissociation-Dimerization Kinetics 

**Mesh points = 502 zeta max = 5.12e-01 Step size = 1.02e-03 
**Temperature = 313.0 K 
**Rs = 1.70hm-cm**2 
**Schmidt No. =, 1000.0 Rot. Speed =. 100.0 rad/sec 
"""Ex. curro = 7.50e-04 A/cm**2 Stoichiometric No. = 1.0 
**alpha anod. =. 1.50 No. of elec. = 2.0 alpha cath = 0.50 
**zoc= 1.0 zoa='·1.0 
**zrc= O. zra= .. 1.0 
**kf = 3.50e-03 kb = 4.04e+08 Keq = 8.66e-12 
**Cob/Crb = 5.35e-05 Cob = 5.35e-08 mole/cmu 3 

Overpoten tial Dim. Current Current 
{mY} {mA/cm**2} 

-50.00 -19.8371383 -0.2048284 
-45.00 -19.0976147 -0.1971924 
-40.00 -18.2115955 -0.1880438 
-35.00 -17.1472240 -0.1770537 
-30.00 -15.8653215 -0.1638174. 
-25.00 -14.3177132 -0.1478375 
-20.00, -12.4452360 -0.1285033 
-15.00 -10.1754144 -0.1050662 
-10.00 -7.4198134 -0.0766133 
-5.00 -4.0711138 -0.0420363 
O. 0.0000000 0.0000000 
5.00 4.9479984 0.0510906 

10.00 10.9555190 0.1131212 
15.00 18.2360028 0.1882958 

eta = -50.00 m V 
Dimensionless Current = -19.8371383 
Current = -0.2048284 mA/cm**2 

etac,=:- -20.29 mV, 
etaa.=, -29.36 m V 
ohmic = -0.35 m V 

delta = 3.922 microns 
delta (diffusion) = 16.162 microns 

zeta Co Cr Cy Diffusion Convection Homo. Reaction 
-0.0010 0.2016 1.0002 0.9998 
O. 0.2221 1.0002 0.9998 ~0.411O O. 0.4110 
0.0010 0.2422 1.0002 0.9998 -0.4070 0.0000 0.4070 
0.0082 0.3711 1.0002 0.9998 -0.3734 0.0006 0.3728 
0.0184 0.5226 1.0002 0.9998 -0.3165 0.0023 0.3143 
0.0287 0.6409 1.0001 0.9998 -0.2590. 0.0042" 0.2548 
0.0389 0.7320 1.0001 0.9998 -0.2066' 0.0060 0.2006 

'"'. 
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0.0491 0.8015 1.0001 0.9998 -0.1618 0.0072 0.1546 
0.0594 0.8539 1.0001 0.9998 -0.1250 0.0080 0.1170 
0.0696 0.8932 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0955 0.0082 0.0874 
0.0798 0.9225 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0724 0.0080 0.0644 
0.0900 0.9441 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0544 0.0075 0.0470 

00 0.1003 0.9599 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0407 0.0068 0.0339 
0.1105 0.9715 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0302 0.0060 0.0242 
0.1207 0.9799 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0223 0.0052 0.0172 
0.1310 0.9860 1.0000 0.9999 -0.0164 0.0044 0.0120 
0.1412 0.9903 1.0000 0.9999 -0.0119 0.0036 0.0083 
0.1514 0.9933 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0086 0.0029 0.0057 
0.1617 0.9955 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0062 0.0023 0.0039 
0.1719 0.9970 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0044 0.0018 0.0026 
0.1821 0.9980 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0031 0.0014 0.0017 
0.1924 0.9987 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0022 0.0010 0.0011 
0.2026 0.9992 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0015 0.0008 0.0007 
0.2128 0.9995 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0010 0.0006 0.0005 
0.2231 0.9997 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0007 0.0004 0.0003 
0.2333 0.9998 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0004 0.0003 0.0002 
0.2435 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 
0.2538 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 
0.2640 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 
0.2742 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 
0.2845 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.2896 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

eta = . -40.00 m V 
Dimensionless Current = -18.2115955 
Current =. -0.1880438 mA/cm**2 

etac = -16.35 mV 
etaa = -23.33 m V 
ohmic = -0.32 mV 

delta = 3.858 microns 
delta (diffusion) = 16.162 microns 

zeta Co Cr Cy Diffusion Convection Homo. Reaction 
-0.0010 0.2786 1.0002 0.9998 
O. 0.2974 1.0002 0.9998 -0.3941 O. 0.3941 
0.0010 0.3158 1.0002 0.9998 -0.3892 0.0000 0.3892 
0.0082 0.4337 1.0001 0.9998 -0.3515 0.0005 0.3510 
0.0184 0.5714 1.0001 0.9998 -0.2932 0.0021 0.2912 

" 0.0287 0.6784 1.0001 0.9998 -0.2372 0.0038 0.2334 
0.0389 0.7604 1.0001 0.9998 -0.1877 0.0054 0.1823 
0.0491 0.8227 1.0001 0.9998 -0.1462 0.0065 0.1397 
0.0594 0.8697 1.0001 0.9999 -0.1124 0.0071 0.1053 

~ • 0.0696 0.9048 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0857 0.0073 0.0784 
0.0798 0.9309 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0648 0.0071 0.0577 
0.0900 0.9502 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0486 0.0067 0.0420 
0.1003 0.9643 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0363 0.0060 0.0303 
0.1105 0.9746 1.0001 0.9999 -0.0270 0.0053 0.0216 
0.1207 0.9821 1.0000 0.9999 -0.0199 0.0046 0.0153. 
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0.1310 0.9875 1.0000 0.9999 -0.0146 0.0039 0.0107 
0.1412 0.9914 1.0000 0.9999 -0.0106 0.0032 0.0074 
0.1514 0.9941 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0077 0.0026 0.0051 
0.1617 0.9960 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0055 0.0021 0.0035 
0.1719 0.9973 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0039 0.0016 0.0023 
0.1821 0.9982 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0028 0.0012 0.0015 
0.1924 0.9988 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0019 0.0009 0.0010 
0.2026 0.9993 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0013 0.0007 0.0006 
0.2128 0.9995 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0009 0.0005 0.0004 
0.2231 0.9997 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 
0.2333 0.9998 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 
0.2435 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 
0.2538 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 
0.2640 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0001 0.0001 . 0.0000 
0.2742 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
0.2845 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.2875 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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Appendix E 

Heat Transfer Analysis 

E.!. Estimation of the Physical Properties of Air 

The viscosity of air as a function of temperature was determined from: 

(E-1) 

With 0'=3.711 A and 01'=1, Equation E-1 predicted the viscosity of air within 7.5% over the 

temperature range of 0 to 80 ·C. The value of p was used to predict the value of the thermal 

conductivity k from the Eucken formula for poly atomic gases: 

k= [cp + : r (E-2) 

where Cp=3.5RjM for a diatomic, ideal gas. Combination of Equations E-1 and E-2 allows the 

value of Pr to be calculated: 

(E-3) 

For the estimation of the density (p) and volume coefficient of expansion (,8), air was 

assumed to behave as a mixture of ideal gases. This is a good approximation at atmospheric 

pressures and in the temperature range consisidered here (20 to 80 ·C). Thus: 

and 

PM 
p=-

RT 

1 ,8 =-
T 

(E-4) 

(E-5) 
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E.2. Computer Programs 

C Determine the temperature given the heat input 
Real*8 par(4),x(1),fnorm,wk(22) 
Real*8 htlnc,htlrd,htlfc 
Real*8 Tf,Cp,mu,k,MW,R,sigma,rho,beta,Pr,Gr,hnc,g 
Real*8 dsqrt,Re,hfc 
Integer nsig,n,itmax,ier 
Data R,MW,sigma /8.314,29.0,3.711/ 
Data g /980.0/ 
External fen 

C Read heat flux, air temperature, length 
Read (5,10) par( 1 ),par(2),par(3),par( 4) 

10 Format (4fI6.7) 

n=1 
nsig=7 
itmax=100 

C Initial guess 
x( 1 )=par(2)+50.0 

Call ZSCNT (fcn,nsig;n,itmax,par,x,fnorm,wk,ier) 

C Film temperature 
Tf=(x(I)+par(2))/2. 

C Heat capacity (joule/g-K) 
Cp=3.5*R/MW 

C Viscosity (g/cm-sec) 
mU=2.669e-5*dsqrt(MW*Tf)/(sigma*sigma) 

C Thermal conductivity (W /cm-K) 
k=(Cp+ (5.*R)/(4.*MW))*mu 

C Density 
rho= (1. *MW)/(82.06*Tf) 

C Expansion factor 
beta=1./Tf 

C.Prandtl number 
Pr=Cp/(Cp+1.25~R/MW) 

C Grashof number 
Gr= rho*rho*beta*g*(par(3)**3)*(x(1)-par(2))/(mu*mu) 

C Reynolds number 
Re=par(4)*par(3)*rho/mu 

C Heat transfer coefficient for natural convection 
hnc=(k/par( 3) )*0.54 *« Gr*Pr )**( 1./4.)) 

C Heat transfer coefficient for forced convection 
hfc=(k/par( 3) )*0.664 *dsqrt(Re )*(Pr* *( 1. /3.)) 

C Heat loss due to natural convection 
htlnc= hnc*(x(1}-par(2)) 

C Heat loss due to forced convection 
htlfc= hfc*(x(1)-par(2)) 



C Heat loss to to radiation 
htlrd= 5.672e-12*( (x(1)**4) - (par(2)**4) ) 

Write (6,20) x(1),par(2),(x(1)-par(2)),TC 
20 Format (' Cell Temperature=',C9.2,' K',/ 

1,' Air Temperature=',f9.~,' K',/ 
2,' DeltaT=',C9.2,' C'';,' Film Temp.=',f9.2,' K') 

Write (6,22) Gr,Pr,Gr*Pr,Re 
22 Format (' Gr=',IpeIO.2,3x,'Pr=',eIO.2,3x 

I,'Gr*Pr=',eIO.2,/,' Re=',eIO.2) 

Write (6,25) hnc*I761.I,hCc*I761.I 
25 Format (' hnc=',C9.3,' BTU/hr-F-Ct**2',/ 

1,' hfc=',C9.3,' BTU/hr-F-Ct**2') 

Write (6,30) htICc*lOOO.0,htlnc*1000.0,htlrd*1000.0 
30 Format(' Heat loss due to Cor. conv.=',f8.2,' mW /cm**2',/ 

1,' Heat loss due to nat. conv.=',f8.2,' mW /cm**2''; 
1,' Heat loss due to radiation=',f8.2,' mW /cm**2') 

Stop 
End 
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Subroutine fen (x,f,n,par) 
Real*8 x(I),f(I),par(4) 
Real*8 Tf,Cp,mu,k,MW,R,sigma,rho,beta,Pr,Gr,hnc,g 
Real*8 dsqrt,Re,hfc 
Integer n 
Data R,MW,sigma /8.314,29.0,3.711/ 
Data g /980.0/ 

C Film temperature 
Tf=(x(I)+par(2»/2. 

C Heat capacity (joule/g-K) 
Cp=3.5*R/MW 

C Viscosity (g/cm-sec) 
mu=2.669e-5*dsqrt(MW*Tf)/(sigma*sigma) 

C Thermal conductivity (W /cm-K) 
k=(Cp+ (5.*R)/(4.*MW»*mu 

C Density 
rho= (1. *MW)/(82.06*Tf) 

C Expansion factor 
beta=1./Tf 

C Prandtl number 
Pr=Cp/(Cp+l.25*RfMW) 

C Grashof number 
Gr= rho*rho*beta*g*(par(3)**3)*(x(l)-par(2))/(mu*mu) 

C Reynolds number . 
Re=par(4)*par(3)*rho/mu 

C Heat transfer coefficient for natural convection 
hnc=(k/par(3))*0.54 *« Gr*Pr )**( 1./4.)) 

C Heat transfer coefficient for forced convection 
hfc=(k/par(3))*0.664 *dsqrt(Re)*(Pr**( 1./3.» 

f( 1 )=par( 1 )-hnc*(x( 1 )-par( 2»)-5.672e-12* 
l( (x(1)*"'4) - (par(2)**4) ) -hfc*(x(l)-par(2)) 

Return 
End 
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E.3. 
Sample Output 

For a heat input of 70 mW /cm**2, cell length 3 cm and 1 m/sec 
wind velocity: 

Cell Temperature= 313.12 K 
Air Temperature= 293.00 K 
DeltaT= 20.12 C 
Film Temp.= 303.06 K 
Gr= 7.24E+04 Pr= 7.37E-01 Gr*Pr= 5.33E+04 
Re= 1.93E+03 
hnc= 1.192 BTU/hr-F-ft**2 
hfc= 3.822 BTU/hr-F-ft**2 
Heat loss due to for. conv.= 43.67 mW/cm**2 
Heat loss due to nat. conv.... 13.62 mW /cm**2 
Heat loss due to radiation= 12.72 mW /cm**2 
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